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Abstract of the Dissertation

Optimizing the utility of diffusion imaging for

discovering genetic and environmental influences on

neural development, degeneration, and disease

by

Neda Jahanshad

Doctor of Philosophy in Biomedical Engineering

University of California, Los Angeles, 2012

Professor Paul M. Thompson, Co-chair

Professor Ricky K. Taira, Co-chair

The complex interplay of nature and nurture make each individual unique in several ways;

however, certain combinations of genetic and environmental factors lend themselves to dev-

astating neurological diseases, whose mechanistic pathways are not fully understood. Many

of these disorders damage and deteriorate the white matter neural connections within the

brain. Non-invasive imaging techniques have recently been used to map structural variation

in the living human brain; yet now, with the growing advances in diffusion-based magnetic

resonance imaging (dMRI) techniques and its wide scale availability, we are able to uncover

more about the interworking connections of the brain than ever before. In the work pre-

sented in this thesis, the utility of dMRI is explored. First, we examine the stability and

reliability of diffusion imaging protocols – these acquisition protocols are often limited by

a clinical time constraint and therefore trade-offs are made, which may compromise direc-

tional or spatial resolution and can affect signal-to-noise or reproducibility in brain maps.

Next, we explore the degree to which genetic interpretations from the same individuals can

be affected by the choice of imaging protocol. A preliminary investigation into different

methods of population-based analyses lends itself to a large heritability study of brain fiber

asymmetry. Knowledge of the genetic influence on brain fiber integrity motivates a study

of the most pressing global nutritional deficiency, iron, and its genetic correlates, on the
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healthy human brain structure. Methods presented are then carried forward on genetic and

environmental fiber mapping experiments independently, studying the microstructural effect

of a single Alzheimer’s disease risk gene on healthy young adults and also cerebrovascular

confounds in HIV patients. Finally, the brain’s network and organization is visualized as

a matrix describing the degree of physical connections between functional cortical regions

through tractography and cortical parcellation. The degree of genetic and environmental

influence on the “human connectome” is then estimated. These works mark only the be-

ginning of this line of research, which will be further expanded with studies of connectivity

biomarkers, viral and gene interactions, and global efforts in combining data to expand the

search for genes influencing brain microstructure.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

Our every behavior, from each walking step or involuntary tremor, to every thought or

forgotten memory, is governed by a complex interplay of genes and further shaped by our

environment. Nowhere are these interactions more prevalent and yet, more mysterious, than

in the connections and the organization of the human brain. These physical connections

within the human brain can be visualized through in-vivo brain mapping studies of the brain’s

white matter using diffusion based imaging techniques and further applied to understand the

genetic and environmental effects that independently and together combine to individually

shape our brains and define who we are.

1.1 White matter of the human brain

Within the nervous system, the brains white matter is composed of highly myelinated ax-

ons, nerve fibers surrounded by an insulating sheath, together which transport information

between various functioning gray matter structures and cortical regions. The fibers that com-

prise the white matter make up the structural network of the human brain and disruptions

in these fibers can alter the way functional portions of the brain connect and communicate

with each other.

1.2 Structural brain mapping

Mapping the structure of the brain using non-invasive in-vivo imaging techniques has been

at the forefront of the research performed at the Laboratory of Neuro Imaging. The brain
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mapping techniques developed here have allowed for population studies to identify trajecto-

ries in brain maturation in youth (Thompson et al. , 2000), significant differences in rates

of anatomical degeneration in the cognitively impaired elderly (Thompson et al. , 2001a)

and abnormalities in brain structure in states of psychological (Thompson et al. , 2001c) or

immunological disease (Thompson et al. , 2005b; 2006). Differences in structural volumes

in populations or cortical patterning using MRI based techniques can shed light onto the

changes that occur in the living brain.

1.2.1 Mapping of normal variation and development

With standard MRI measurements, white matter structures have been shown to vary greatly

throughout healthy development. For example, the corpus callosum, the primary white mat-

ter structure connecting the two hemispheres, shows various degrees of thickness across its

development in childhood and adolescents as well as with respect to sex (Luders et al. , 2010).

Comparing the normally developed white matter with those of disease allows us to better un-

derstand the pathways affected in the diseases and underlying causal structural mechanisms

behind characteristic cognitive or behavior traits. Understanding these differences in normal

variation can help better identify structural abnormalities and brain pathway involvement

in developmental disorders such as autism (Vidal et al. , 2006) or psychopathic tendencies

later in life (Raine et al. , 2003). Aberrant asymmetries, reported in several brain disorders,

might indicate a derailment in processes that establish normal hemispheric specialization.

Some mental illnesses, such as schizophrenia, are thought by some to arise due to a failure

of normal functional lateralization (Crow, 1990, Hamilton et al. , 2007, Narr et al. , 2007)

although such a view is not universally accepted. Altered asymmetries have been found

in groups of patients with dyslexia (Beaton, 1997), Williams syndrome (Thompson et al. ,

2005a, Eckert et al. , 2006), fetal alcohol syndrome (Sowell et al. , 2002), Huntington’s disease

(Muhlau et al. , 2007), and multiple sclerosis (Koziol et al. , 2005). Asymmetries in the rate

of disease progression have also been reported in some studies of degenerative diseases such

as Alzheimer’s disease and mild cognitive impairment (Thompson et al. , 1998; 2003). Taken

together, all these asymmetries heighten interest in possible differences in the vulnerability
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of the two hemispheres to various types of neuropathology and age-related decline, and the

genetic and environmental origins of these differences. Determining an understanding of the

typically developing levels of asymmetry are therefore important in order to understand the

derailments that can occur in these diseases, yet to obtain typical levels of variation within a

population, generally large samples are needed. In one of the works described in this thesis,

we map asymmetry in white matter microstructure in over 350 healthy individuals to obtain

maps of normal levels of asymmetry (Jahanshad et al. , 2010).

1.2.2 Mapping of neurological disease

Not only do white matters structures such as the corpus callosum change during development

as seen through MRI, but changes can also occur through a degenerative manner later

in life (Thompson et al. , 2002). Mapping differences in the white matter, and relative

rates of change, between healthy and disease allows for a better understanding of how the

disease progresses and what neuroanatomical pathways are involved. While mapping healthy

variations and disease alterations through macrostructural MRI imaging can lead us to better

understanding human brain structure, mapping white matter microstructure can tell us more

about neuroanatomy than shape and volume alone, as it can describe the makeup of the fiber

connections within the human brain and their integrity. Newly developed diffusion based

MRI acquisition and processing methodologies are being optimized for this very purpose.

1.3 Imaging white matter with diffusion MRI

1.3.1 Diffusion tensor imaging

Diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) and similarly more advanced diffusion imaging techniques

such as high angular resolution diffusion imaging (HARDI) of the brain, are capable of cap-

turing subtle changes in white matter make up, including intermixing of fibers, fiber direc-

tionality, and more generally, the integrity of fibers in vivo (Basser & Pierpaoli, 1996). Dif-

fusion of water molecules attenuates the MR signal in direction r, according to the Stejskal-
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Tanner equation: Sk(r) = S0(r)e
−bkDk(r). Here, S0(r) is the non-diffusion weighted baseline

intensity in direction r, Dk(r) is the apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC), and bk is a con-

stant depending on the gradient k. The fractional anisotropy of diffusion (FA) was computed

from the tensor eigenvalues (λ1, λ2, λ3) at each voxel. FA is influenced by both axial diffu-

sivity (DAX) (λ1; a measure of diffusion along the axonal fibers) and radial diffusivity (DR)

(the average of λ2 and λ3; a measure of diffusion orthogonal to the axonal fibers). Changes

in white matter integrity, often measured through FA of the diffusion tensor, can reflect

differences in the level of myelination, the compactness of the fibers, and their directional

coherence (Klingberg et al. , 2000, Beaulieu, 2002).

1.3.2 High angular resolution diffusion imaging

While the standard diffusion tensor is used in many clinical settings, advancements in image

acquisition and reconstructions can greatly reduce the shortcomings of DTI (Lenglet et al. ,

2009), which can include artificial reduction in anisotropy and inflation of diffusion value in

regions where fibers cross or intersect in the same voxel as a single tensor model is inherently

incapable of resolving mixtures of multiple fiber orientations. Several high resolution lines of

work including high angular resolution diffusion imaging (HARDI) (Tuch et al. , 2002), and

DSI (Wedeen et al. , 2012) are able to reconstruct the multiple fiber patterns. For a good

recent review of these topics, please see Assemlal et al. (2011). Resolving multiple fibers

allows for more accurate tracing of fibers through HARDI based tractography (Aganj et al. ,

2011). Using tractography methods better able to tract fibers through regions of crossings is

ideal for more efficiently mapping fibers as they cross to reach and connect cortical regions,

allowing reconstruction of the structural human connectome.
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1.4 Brain mapping with diffusion MRI

1.4.1 Pointwise mapping of fiber integrity

As with other neuroimaging modalities, voxelwise images of scalar metrics, for example ac-

tivity in fMRI, or gray matter volume in standard MRI, can be calculated and mapped

for each individual in a study. However, to perform population based analyses and study

differences in the population on a pointwise, or voxelwise level, all maps need to be put

into a space of an atlas, or reference template through registration methods. Once this is

performed, it is assumed that a single voxel represents the same anatomical location across

all subjects. Then, subject scans can be compared at each anatomical point. However,

when making upwards of hundreds and thousands of comparisons across the image when

performing voxelwise analyses, there is a large inflation of the family-wise error rate, sug-

gesting certain points will be more likely to be found to falsely reject the null hypotheses at

any given threshold. Scalar measures derived from DTI or HARDI are no exception. With

diffusion derived anatomical images, the choice of images to use as targets and maps to drive

registration becomes of interest. One can choose to map higher resolution anatomical scans

from MRI to align individual anatomy and apply registrations to diffusion based scans, or

the choice of using the diffusion based anatomical scans directly is also common. For a good

review of these voxel-based issues in imaging applications in general, see Kriegeskorte et al.

(2010). In Section 2.1, we examine several choices of templates and registrations to examine

effects of registration template on a FA based genetics of asymmetry study. We found using

the DTI images was as effective, if not more so, than using MRI based T1 scans for picking up

genetic correlations between twins. We carry this forward to use DTI-based images to drive

registrations in other voxelwise studies of FA in subsequent sections. Mutual information

based registrations were performed to avoid circularity in intensity based approaches when

intensity (or FA value) was the variable of interest. Additionally, in our voxelbased analy-

ses, to avoid unnecessary inflation of the family-wise error, we limited the search region to

regions in the image space where the FA was higher than a particular threshold to focus our

analyses on biologically relevant regions of the image less susceptible to paritial voluming.
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Voxelwise points can also be labeled into regions of interest, or traced along tracts, which

can serve as summary measures for a particular measure like FA.

1.4.2 Mapping the human connectome

Standard voxel based analyses are common and extremely descriptive ways of describing the

mircostructural properties of white matter; however, the study of connectomics allows for

avoiding issues with intersubject registration and within subject connections can be mapped

into matrices of equal sizes and compared across populations. Anatomical brain MRI and

high angular resolution diffusion imaging (HARDI) can be combined to map the cortical

connectivity of the human brain network. Cortical regions can be delineates into areas of

known structure and functionality (Desikan et al. , 2006) while also mapping white matter

fiber pathways with high-resolution tractography. Although there are different definitions of

connectivity maps, in this work, we defined connectivity maps as the proportion of the total

number of fibers traced that intersect or inter-connect cortical regions within and across the

brain hemispheres. Such maps of the structural connectome can be represented as graphs

or matrices: here we use symmetric matrices, in which each matrix element (x, y) shows the

proportion of fibers connecting regions x and y. An illustration of the pipeline to construct

the connectome for a single subject is shown in Figure 1.1. These connectomes can be

compared statistically across subjects either on an elementwise basis or using hierarchical

graph theory measures (Duarte-Carvajalino et al. , 2012). The structural human connectome

has already been found to be able to differentiate between the sexes (Jahanshad et al. , 2011),

associate to developmental age (Gong et al. , 2009), and even relate to genetic risk for disease

(Brown et al. , 2011, Braskie et al. , 2012), as well as being altered in disease states itself

(Wen et al. , 2011).

1.4.3 Imaging protocol dependencies, artifacts, and biases

Despite its strong potential, determining subtle effects of development, genetics, or diseases

on brain microstrucure using diffusion based images and tracts can be complicated by the
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Figure 1.1: Cortical parcellation into N regions is performed on high resolution anatomical

images while full brain tractography is performed using the DWI. Images are put in the

same space and the proportion of fibers connecting various cortical regions are entered into

an NxN matrix describing relative connections between cortical regions.

presence of imaging artifacts (Tournier et al. , 2011), and misalignment of small structures

across individuals. Therefore, the potential of any imaging technique to identify specific

anatomical properties is limited by the resolution of the image, and the signal-to-noise (SNR)

level of the scan. DTI allows for the characterization of white matter microstructure on a

voxelwise level and allows for the tracing of fiber bundles and white matter tracts throughout

the brain. The higher the SNR, the more power the scans will have for estimating genetic

influence on brain structure, and studying disease effects. However, as clinically appropriate

scan times are kept fairly short to reduce patient discomfort, they therefore enforce limita-

tions on the resolution of DTI. The resolution can be compromised in mainly two ways: 1)

the spatial resolution is reduced such that the voxels are larger, or more anatomical mixing
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(partial voluming) occurs at each point in the image (Alexander et al. , 2001), or 2) fewer

directional gradients are imaged, resulting in a noisier reconstruction of the tensor at each

voxel (Landman et al. , 2007, Zhan et al. , 2010). These reductions in resolution indepen-

dently reduce SNR and power to pick up disease or genetic effects. Despite the fact that

diffusion imaging has its limitations, with adequate optimization it becomes an increasingly

powerful tool for deepening our understanding of human brain structure as influenced by

genetics and environment. As described in the following chapter, we set out to determine

temporally stable DTI protocols that are acceptable in a clinical acquisition time and also

find imaging measures which are stable for genetic analyses regardless of protocol.

1.5 Heritability and genetic studies

Certain complex neurological diseases such as Alzheimer’s disease and psychological disor-

ders such as schizophrenia have been found, independently of brain imaging studies, to be

influenced by several genetic risk factors. Heritability studies allow us to estimate the degree

to which a particular trait is influenced by genetics and how much is due to environment.

Monozygotic twins share all their genes while dizygotic twins share, on average, half. Esti-

mates of the proportion of variance attributable to genes versus environment may be inferred

by fitting structural equation models to data from both types of twins. Twin MRI studies

have already found that genetic factors strongly influence several aspects of brain structure,

such as cortical thickness, and gray and white matter volumes (Thompson et al. , 2001b,

Hulshoff Pol et al. , 2006, Brun et al. , 2009, Chou et al. , 2009, Kochunov et al. , 2010).

DTI studies in twins can be used to estimate levels of genetic and environmental effects on

fiber architecture; this can help localize the highly genetically influenced regions of white

matter. In this sense, neuroimaging markers can serve as intermediate phenotypes, or en-

dophenotypes, for neurological diseases – lying between the genetic markers of interest and

the disease outcome (Gottesman & Gould, 2003). Investigating the underlying genetic effect

of these brain regions in diseased or disease-free populations with respect to specific candidate

genes can be critical in understanding the risk and neurobiological pathways underlying the
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progression of disease in the neural networks. Additionally, finding brain regions associated

to disease that are also highly genetic will help us search the genome to find undiscovered

markers relevant to the pathogenesis of the disease. By using one or several quantitative

traits derived from the images as a trait, genome-wide associations studies (GWAS), can be

performed to search the genome without any a priori expectations of the influence of any

particular genes over the anatomy.

1.6 Environmental influence on the brain

While genetic influence on brain structure is strong, some neuroanatomical deficits are influ-

enced heavily by environmental factors. For example, nutritional factors have been shown to

greatly affect brain development and cognitive abilities. Iron is a key determinant of neural

development and degeneration. Iron deficiency is the most common nutritional deficiency

worldwide (CDC, 2002). Iron-deficient diets lead to poorer cognitive achievement in school-

aged children (Halterman et al. , 2001). Iron deficiency also impairs dopamine metabolism in

the brain, particularly in the caudate and putamen regions (Nelson et al. , 1997). Brain iron

regulation is also disrupted in several neurodegenerative diseases. Neuroimaging methods

reveal abnormally high brain iron concentrations in Alzheimers disease (Bartzokis et al. ,

1994), Parkinson’s disease (Bartzokis et al. , 1999), and Huntington’s disease (Jurgens et al.

, 2010). High iron concentrations may cause neuronal death (Ke & Ming Qian, 2003, Benar-

roch, 2009). Iron is transported throughout the body by the iron-binding protein, transferrin.

It then enters the brain primarily when transferrin is transported through the blood-brain

barrier (Pardridge et al. , 1987). Brain iron and transferrin levels are inversely related as

iron deficiency promotes the liver to produce more transferrin molecules to better transport

iron. Additionally, one of the strongest correlates to the clinical onset of Alzheimer’s dis-

ease is a person’s level of education (Stern et al. , 1994). Such degeneration may also be

modulated by dietary intake (Raji et al. , 2011). Viral infections can also have a strong

influence on white matter deterioration. A common Epstein-Barr virus may be critical in

the pathogenesis of Multiple Sclerosis (Pender, 2011), a chronic demyelinating disease of
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the central nervous system; and the human immunodeficiency virus, HIV, also has a strong

influence on gray and white matter structure (Chiang et al. , 2007); we show in Section 5.2

that cerebrovascular risk factors can further effect the aberrations found with the infection.

1.7 Organization of the dissertation

All the works presented in this dissertation are performed in order to understand the degree

of interplay of genes and environment on white matter integrity and organization within

the human brain through the use of diffusion based MRI. Chapters 2-6 reflect published

works that help shed light on these associations. Chapter 2 presents work on finding stable,

high signal-to-noise measures from DTI. In Section 2.1, a comparison of three clinically ac-

ceptable DTI protocols of varying angular and spatial resolutions is made with respect to

signal-to-noise and temporal stability. In Section 2.2, two drastically different protocols are

compared across a large sample of twins to determine the effect of imaging protocol on her-

itability and genetic associations. In Chapter 3, the genetics of fiber asymmetry is explored

by first determining optimal symmetric registration methods (Section 3.1), followed by the

first large-scale voxelwise level study of fiber integrity asymmetry while exploring the relative

genetic contributions. In Chapter 4 we explore the epigenetic relation between the common

blood serum measure of iron stores, transferrin, and the white matter integrity of the brain

to find not only specific regions of the brain to which levels are associated, but also attribute

a portion of the epigenetics to a common iron-related genetic variant (in the HFE gene)

with associations to AD. In Chapter 5, together with other researchers, we apply techniques

presented previously to: firstly, map a common AD genetic risk variant in the CLU gene

to the brain microstructure of young adults decades before typical onset of AD; secondly,

we correlate microstructural abnormalities in subcortical structures to cerebrovascular risk

factors in HIV infected individuals to find significant basal ganglia and hippocampal ab-

normalities. In Chapter 6, we utilize HARDI tractography methods to map out the neural

connectivity network within healthy individuals and find sex differences in the population as

well as specific genetic markers attributable to the variability within the connectome. Chap-
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ter 7 describes future works in the field of connectivity by examining network disruptions in

AD and HIV infection, as well as developing worldwide efforts for enhancing genetic analysis

of white matter through meta analysis.
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CHAPTER 2

Optimizing diffusion protocols
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2.1 Trade-offs between directional and spatial resolution

The following section is adapted from:

Jahanshad N, Zhan L, Bernstein MA, Borowski B, Jack CR, Toga AW, Thompson PM

(2010). Diffusion Tensor Imaging in Seven Minutes: Determining Trade-Offs Between Spatial

and Directional Resolution, International Symposium of Biomedical Imaging (ISBI) 2010,

Rotterdam, The Netherlands, April 14-17, 2010
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$20-7$'! ',>&7-(1&23! I,! ->,C! (=',,! >,5$'$(,! $;F-1>1(1&2!

5'&(&;&7>3!,$;=!I1(=!(=,!$;F-1>1(1&2!(1/,!=,7C!*1B,C!$(!R!/12!

e\M!L!>,;6!V&'!,$;=!>,'1,>!&*!1/$0,>3!(=,',!I$>!$2!$CC1(1&2$7!

Z_.!;$71%'$(1&2!>;$2!7$>(120!$55'&B1/$(,7)!"!/126!

! :&2(10-&->! $B1$7! >71;,>! I,',! &%($12,C! I1(=! F! f! "SSS!

>\//86! !E&!,2>-',!I=&7,M%'$12! ;&H,'$0,3! (=,! *1,7C!&*!H1,I!

I$>! *1B,C! $(! ""` "! //! 12! (=,! @\.! C1',;(1&2! $2C! 8LS6S!

S6O!//!A\_6!!E=,!;&H,'$0,!12!(=,!<\#!C1',;(1&2!N16,63!(=,!

*',F-,2;)!,2;&C,C!C1',;(1&2P!,B;,,C,C!L8S!//!12!$77!;$>,>3!

>&! 1(! ,$>17)! ;&H,',C! (=,! ,2(1',! =,$C6!A77! 1/$0120! 5'&(&;&7>!

$;F-1',C! O! %S! 1/$0,>3! 16,63! E8MI,10=(,C! 1/$0,>! I1(=&-(!

C1**->1&2! >,2>1(1D$(1&26! E&! ^,,5! >;$2! (1/,! *1B,C3! E<! I$>!

$77&I,C!(&!H$')3!$>!I$>!(=,!2-/%,'!&*!4E.!$20-7$'!0'$C1,2(!

C1',;(1&2>6!E=,!5$'$/,(,'>!$',!>-//$'1D,C!12!%4?@6!()!!
!

! &,-& ,.&& ,/&

.>&('&51;!!N//P! A)B! /)C! /)D!

4E.!0'$C1,2(!C1'>6!! EF! E(! AC!

E<!N/>P! RRTS! `SSS! `J8T!

+-/%,'!&*!>71;,>! OS! OO! OJ!

V]W!M@\.!N//P! "8S! ""J6J! "8S!

V]WMA\_!N//P! 8LS6O! 8LS6"! 8LS6O!

V]WM<\#!N//P! LJO! LTS! L8S!

%4?@6!(G!41**,',2(!5$'$/,(,'>!->,C!*&'!,$;=!5'&(&;&76!

! E='&-0=&-(! (=1>! 5$5,'! I,! I177! ',*,'! (&! (=,>,! (=',,!

',>&7-(1&2>! %)! (=,1'! 1>&('&51;! H&B,7! >1D,6! Z$;=! >-%K,;(!I$>!

1/$0,C! &2! (I&! >,5$'$(,! &;;$>1&2>3! (I&! I,,^>! $5$'(3! I1(=!

,$;=!5'&(&;&76!!

%
44H! ! ?H! ! 7H! ! IH!

J:59K6!(G !4HG!E=',,!C1**,',2(!H&B,7!>1D,>!I,',!->,C6!E=,!>/$77,>(!

N%7-,!;-%,P!H&B,7! >1D,! N86T!//P!;&'',>5&2C>! (&! (=,!5'&(&;&7!I1(=!

(=,!;78")1!2-/%,'!&*!0'$C1,2(!C1',;(1&2>6!N?LIH!>=&I!5&12(>!&2!(=,!

-21(! >5=,',!I=,',! C1**->1&2M>,2>1(1D,C! 0'$C1,2(>!I,',! $5571,C! *&'!

,$;=!5'&(&;&7U!(=,!2-/%,'!&*!0'$C1,2(!C1',;(1&2>!12;',$>,>!*'&/!7,*(!

(&!'10=(d!LR!12!N%P3!O"!12!N;P3!$2C!OJ!12!NCP6!
%

/)/)!MK6NK=76;;:>5O!&65:;<K4<:=>!4>I!%6>;=K!1;<:34<:=>!

!

V&'! $77! OJ! >,(>! &*! 1/$0,>! NJ! >-%K,;(>3! L! 5'&(&;&7>3! 8! (1/,!

5&12(>P3! C1**->1&2MI,10=(,C! 1/$0,>! I,',! ;&'',;(,C! *&'!

/&(1&2! $2C! ,CC)! ;-'',2(! C1>(&'(1&2! ->120! V@#!

N=((5d\\*>76*/'1%6&B6$;6-^\*>7P6! E,2>&'>! I,',! ;',$(,C! ->120!

9,C.+<.ANIII6>&5612'1$6*'\$>;7,51&>\>&*(I$',\9,C.+<.A

P6!ZB('$M;,',%'$7!/$((,'!I$>!',/&H,C!->120!V@#6!!

! E=,! *1'>(! %S! 1/$0,! &*! $77! >-%K,;(>3!I=1;=!I$>! ->,C! $>!

(=,!',*,',2;,!1/$0,!*&'!/&(1&2!$2C!,CC)!;-'',2(!;&'',;(1&23!

I$>! $7102,C! (&! $! ;&//&2! (,/57$(,6! A77! >-%K,;(>G! 1/$0,>!

I,',! 712,$'7)! ',01>(,',C! (&! $! =10=M',>&7-(1&2! >1207,! >-%K,;(!

$H,'$0,!>;$23!(=,!:&7128R!X"OY3!->120!V@#G>!V#.<E!>&*(I$',!

I1(=!`M5$'$/,(,'>!NC*P!(&!$H&1C!>=,$'1206!E=,!;&'',>5&2C120!

('$2>*&'/$(1&2! /$('1;,>! I,',! ',($12,C6! E&! &5(1/1D,!

',01>('$(1&23!(=,>,!712,$'7)!$7102,C!1/$0,>!I,',!(=,2!/$55,C!

(&! (=,! (,/57$(,! ->120! $! /-(-$7! 12*&'/$(1&2! %$>,C! ,7$>(1;!

',01>('$(1&2!X"TY6!!

!

/)A)!">:;=<K=NP!4>I!$:5>4@!<=!+=:;6!Q$+&H!'4@79@4<:=>;!

!

#12,$'7)!$7102,C!(,2>&'>!I,',!->,C!(&!&%($12!>;$7$'!/$5>!&*!

$21>&('&5)6!!Z10,2MH$7-,>!I,',!,B('$;(,C!*'&/!(=,!C1**->1&2!

(,2>&'>6! ! V'$;(1&2$7! $21>&('&5)! NVAP3! $2C! (=,! /,$2!

C1**->1H1()!N94P!M!I,',!;$7;-7$(,C!$>!*&77&I>d!
!

]2;,! >;$7$'! /$5>! I,',! ;$7;-7$(,C3! (=,! ;&'',>5&2C120!

C,*&'/$(1&2! *1,7C>! *'&/! (=,! 2&2712,$'! /$55120>! I,',!

$5571,C! (&!$7102!$2$(&/)!$;'&>>!5'&(&;&7>6!@+<!1>!',5&'(,C!

$>!$!'$(1&!%,(I,,2!(=,!/,$2!>102$7!*&'!$77!>-%K,;(>!&H,'! (=,!

>($2C$'C! C,H1$(1&23! 12! ',01&2>! &*! 12(,',>(! >,7,;(,C! *&'! (=,1'!

$2$(&/1;$7!=&/&0,2,1()6!!

!

/)E)!&,*!1R<K47<:=>!4>I!$<4<:;<:74@!">4@P;6;!!

!

E&! ;&/5$',! $21>&('&5)!/,$>-',>! 12! (=,! >-%K,;(>G! $2$(&/)!

$;'&>>! 5'&(&;&7>3! ',01&2>! &*! 12(,',>(! N<].>P!I,',! ,B('$;(,C!

*'&/! (=,! (,/57$(,! >;$2! $2C! $5571,C! (&! (=,! 12C1H1C-$7!
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',01>(,',C! >;$2>6! <,01&2>! ,B$/12,C! 12;7-C,C! (=,! >57,21-/!

&*!(=,!;&'5->!;$77&>-/3!$2C!(=,!*'&2($7!7&%,6!!!

V&'!>($(1>(1;$7!$2$7)>,>3!I,!->,C!5$1',C!@(-C,2(G>!1M(,>(>!

(&! ;&/5$',! <].! $2C! H&B,7M%$>,C! $21>&('&5)! /,$>-',>!

$;'&>>! (1/,! 5&12(>! $2C! (&! ;&/5$',! H$'1&->! >;$22120!

5'&(&;&7>6! ! A>! I,! ,B5,;(,C! 2&1>,! (&! 57$)! $! '&7,! 12! (=1>!

$2$7)>1>3!I,! $7>&! ,B$/12,C! 5'&(&;&7MC,5,2C,2(! C1**,',2;,>!

12!(=,!0'&-5!H$'1$2;,!&*!VA!$2C!94!H$7-,>3!->120!GM(,>(>6!!

!

A)!&1$.S%$!

A)()!">:;=<K=NP!"T6K456;!!

J:59K6!/!>=&I>!(=,!/,$2!$2C!>($2C$'C!C,H1$(1&2>!*&'!(=,!VA!

$2C! 94! /,$>-',>3! *&'! ,$;=! >;$22120! 5'&(&;&7! N!f"[P6!

g-$71($(1H,! C1**,',2;,>! $',! >,,2! $/&20! (=,! (=',,! C1**,',2(!

5'&(&;&7>6!!%%%

!

!

J:59K6!/G!E=,! ! N(&5P3! N/1CP3! $2C!@+<!f! N \ P! N%&((&/P!

*&'!VA!N4P!$2C!94!N?P!$',!>=&I2!*&'!$77!',>&7-(1&2>6!86T//!

>;$2>! 01H,! =10=,'! H$'1$2;,! 12! ;$-C$(,! $2C! &5(1;! '$C1$(1&2>3!

',>-7(120!12!$!7&I,'!@+<6%

A)/)!-:UU6K6>76;!:>!">:;=<K=NP!064>!4>I!V4K:4>76!

V10-',!L!>=&I>!>1021*1;$2(!C1**,',2;,>!12!VA!$2C!94!H$7-,>!

%,(I,,2! (=,! (=',,! C1**,',2(! ',>&7-(1&2>! ->120! &2,! >1C,C!

5$1',C! (M(,>(>! 12;7-C120!,H,')!>-%K,;(!$(! $! >1207,! (1/,!5&12(!

N!fJP6! V$7>,! 41>;&H,')! <$(,! NV4<P! $2$7)>1>! ;&2*1'/,C!

(=,>,!C1**,',2;,>!$*(,'!/-7(157,!;&/5$'1>&2!;&'',;(1&26!

J:59K6! E! =10=710=(>! ',01&2>! I=,',! (=,! 0'&-5! H$'1$2;,!

%,(I,,2! (=,!',>&7-(1&2>! 1>!>1021*1;$2(7)!C1**,',2(3!->120!&2,!

>1C,C! 5$1',C! GM(,>(>! $(! ,H,')! H&B,76! .2! 0,2,'$73! >,F-,2;,>!

I1(=! 7$'0,! H&B,7>! $2C! /&',! 0'$C1,2(! C1',;(1&2>! =$H,! 7,>>!

2&1>,!$2C!H$'1$2;,!$;'&>>!(=,!>-%K,;(!>$/57,6!!

!

!
J:59K6! AG! ]2,M>1C,C! 5$1'I1>,! 1M(,>(>3! ;&/5$'120! VA!

%,(I,,2! 5'&(&;&7>3! =10=710=(! ',01&2>! I=,',! (=,! ;&$'>,'!

>5$(1$7! ',>&7-(1&2! 1/$0,! =$C! >)>(,/$(1;$77)! 7&I,'!

$21>&('&5)3! C-,! $! 0',$(,'! 5$'(1$7! H&7-/,! ,**,;(6! +&!

>1021*1;$2(!C1**,',2;,>!I,',!C,(,;(,C!*&'!94!N(71%)'78(P6!!

!
!

!

J:59K6! EG! GM(,>(>! $(! ,H,')! H&B,7! =10=710=(! C1**,',2;,>! 12!

>$/57,! N;'&>>M>-%K,;(P! H$'1$2;,>! %,(I,,2! 5'&(&;&7>! *&'! VA!

N(&5P! $2C! 94! N%&((&/P6! +&! >1021*1;$2(! C1**,',2;,! 1>! >,,2!

%,(I,,2!L//!$2C!86R//!H&B,7>6!E=,!86T//!5'&(&;&7!01H,>!

=10=,'!H$'1$2;,!$;'&>>!(=,!>$/57,6!

!

J:59K6!DG!9-7(157,!;&/5$'1>&2!;&'',;(1&2!I$>!5,'*&'/,C!

->120!(=,!V4<!5'&;,C-',!*&'!1M(,>(>!N7,*(P!$2C!GM(,>(>!N'10=(P6!

@1021*1;$2(!C1**,',2;,>!,B1>(!12!(=,!/,$2>!$2C!H$'1$2;,!&*!

$21>&('&5)!*&'!H&B,7>!&*!>1D,!86T!$2C!L//6!

!

A)A)!&,*!4>4@P;:;!4>I!'=>;:;<6>7P!!

!

J:59K6!D! >=&I>!$H,'$0,!VA!H$7-,>! 12! (=,! *'&2($7! 7&%,! $2C!

>57,21-/3!57&((,C!$0$12>(!(=,!2-/%,'!&*!0'$C1,2(!C1',;(1&2>6!

! E=,!$H,'$0,!VA!H$7-,>!12!(=,!<].>!I,',!$7>&!/,$>-',C!

$(!,$;=!(1/,M5&12(6!E=,!5'&(&;&7!->120!L//!1>&('&51;!H&B,7>!
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I$>! /&>(! >($%7,! &H,'! (1/,3! %-(! 1(! 0$H,! $'(1*1;1$77)! 7&I,'!

H$7-,>!*&'!VA!NJ:59K6!FPU!(=1>!1>!$!;&2>,F-,2;,!&*!12;',$>,C!

5$'(1$7!H&7-/,!,**,;(>3! 12!I=1;=!H&B,7>!I1(=!/&',!(=$2!&2,!

*1%,'!C1',;(1&2!$55,$'!/&',!1>&('&51;!I1(=!7$'0,!H&B,7>6!

!

J:59K6! WG!9,$2! VA! H$7-,>! $',! >=&I2! N,''&'! %$'>! C,2&(,!

>($2C$'C! C,H1$(1&2>P! *&'! <].>! ->120! H$'1&->! >;$2!

',>&7-(1&2>6! b10=,'! 712,$'! ;&'',7$(1&2>! I1(=! H&B,7! >1D,! $',!

*&-2C! 12! (=,! *'&2($7! 7&%,3! I=1;=! =$>! /&',! *1%,'! ;'&>>120!

N5$'(1$7! H&7-/,C! H&B,7>P! (=$2! (=,! >57,21-/6! A>! ,B5,;(,C3!

,**,;(>!&*!H&B,7! >1D,!&2!VA!$',! 7,>>!5'&2&-2;,C! 12! ',01&2>!

I=,',!*1%,'!;&=,',2;,!1>!=10=6!!!

J:59K6!C!>=&I>!(=,!$H,'$0,!N!fJP!$%>&7-(,!C1**,',2;,3!$2C!

>($2C$'C!C,H1$(1&2!&*!C1**,',2;,>3!%,(I,,2!(1/,!5&12(>!*&'!

VA!$(!,H,')!',>&7-(1&26!!!

!
J:59K6! CG!9$5>! &*! /,$2! $2C! >($2C$'C! C,H1$(1&2! *&'! (=,!

$%>&7-(,! VA! C1**,',2;,! 12! >;$2>! $;'&>>! (1/,6! @;$2>! I1(=!

7$'0,'! H&B,7>3! %-(! /&',! 0'$C1,2(! C1',;(1&2>3! 01H,! /&',!

',5'&C-;1%7,!/,$>-',>6!!

!

E)!',+'S.$*,+$!!

41**,',2;,>! I,',! ;7,$'! %,(I,,2! (=,! (I&! /&>(! ,B(',/,!

',>&7-(1&2! 5'&(&;&7>! NL//! H,'>->! 86T//! H&B,7>P6! @;$2>!

I1(=!(=,!7$'0,>(!H&B,7!>1D,!$2C!$20-7$'!',>&7-(1&2!I,',!/&>(!

>($%7,! &H,'! (1/,3! $2C! =$C! 7,$>(! H$'1$2;,! *&'! 4E.MC,'1H,C!

/,$>-',>!$;'&>>!(=,!0'&-5!&*!J!>-%K,;(>6!@;$2>!I1(=!>/$77,'!

H&B,7>! $2C! >5$'>,'! $20-7$'! >$/57120!I,',! 7,>>! >($%7,! &H,'!

(1/,6!E=,!12(,'/,C1$(,!',>&7-(1&2!>;$2!=$C!=10=,>(!@+<3!$2C!

12(,'/,C1$(,!>($%171()!$2C!%1$>!*&'!VA!,>(1/$(1&26!E,/5&'$7!

>($%171()!$7&2,!1>!;'1(1;$7!12!;7121;$7!>(-C1,>!(&!$77&I!C,(,;(1&2!

&*!;=$20,!&H,'(1/,U!12>($%171()!;$2!7,$C!(&!*$7>,!;&2;7->1&2>!

&2!(=,!5'&0',>>1&2!&*!C,/,2(1$6!!!!!

.2! *-(-',3!I,!I177!,B$/12,!>5,;1*1;! ('$;(>!$2C!;&/5$',!

1/$0,>!$*(,'!4E.!C,2&1>120!$2C!&(=,'!()5,>!&*!;'&>>M>-%K,;(!

',01>('$(1&26! Q,! I177! $7>&! ,B$/12,! -2;,'($12()! 12! (=,!

5'12;15$7!,10,2H,;(&'!*1,7C3!$2C!12!(=,!C1',;(1&2>!&*!(=,!]4V!

/$B1/$3! (&! -2C,'>($2C! =&I! (=,>,! 5'&(&;&7>! /$)! $**,;(!

',;&2>('-;(1&2!$;;-'$;)!12!('$;(&0'$5=)!>(-C1,>6!

!

J:59K6!FG!VA!12!(=,!>57,21-/!$2C!(=,!*'&2($7!7&%,!57&((,C!$(!

8!(1/,!5&12(>3!("!$2C!(86!@+<!N \ P!1>!;&2>1>(,2(7)!=10=,>(!12!

>;$2>!I1(=!12(,'/,C1$(,!H&B,7!>1D,!NC-##;"%578P6!!

!

D)!&1J1&1+'1$!

!
X"Y! :=1$20! 9:! ,(! $76! a,2,(1;>! &*! %'$12! *1%,'! $';=1(,;(-',! $2C!

12(,7710,2;,6!X)!+69K=;7:6>763!V,%!"JU!8`NRPd88"8M8O!N8SS`P!

X8Y!h$>>,'!_!,(!$76!Z>(1/$(1&2!&*!(=,!,**,;(1H,!>,7*MC1**->1&2!(,2>&'!

*'&/!(=,!+9<!>512!,;=&6!X!045!&6;!#!"SL3!8ORM8TO!N"``OP!

XLY! i=$2! #! ,(! $76! b&I! C&,>! $20-7$'! ',>&7-(1&2! $**,;(! C1**->1&2!

1/$0120!/,$>-',>j!+69K=*34563!$H$17$%7,!&2712,!@,56!8SS`3!4].d!

"S6"S"[\K62,-'&1/$0,68SS`6S`6STR!N8SS`P!

XOY! Q,C,,2! Wk! ,(! $76! 9$55120! ;&/57,B! (1>>-,! $';=1(,;(-',! I1(=!

C1**->1&2! >5,;('-/! /$02,(1;! ',>&2$2;,! 1/$01203! 0&0!

TON[Pd"LRRM"LJ[!N8SSTP!!

XTY!E-;=!4@6!gM%$77!./$01206!0&0!T8N[Pd"LTJM"LR8!N8SSOP!

X[Y!A0$2K!.6!]4V!',;&2>('-;(1&2!12!EM%$77!1/$0120!I1(=!>&71C!$207,!

;&2>1C,'$(1&2>6!MK=7)!*111!*$#*!N8SS`P!

XRY! #,&I! A4! ,(! $76! E=,! (,2>&'! C1>('1%-(1&2! *-2;(1&26! 0&0!

["N"Pd8STM8"O!N8SSJP!!

XJY!#$2C/$2!h!,(!$76!Z**,;(>!&*!C1**->1&2!I,10=(120!>;=,/,>!&2!(=,!

',5'&C-;1%171()! &*! 4E.MC,'1H,C! *'$;(1&2$7! $21>&('&5)3! /,$2!

C1**->1H1()3! $2C! 5'12;15$7! ,10,2H,;(&'! /,$>-',/,2(>! $(! "6TE3!

+69K=*3456!L[NOPd!""8LM""LJ!N8SSRP!

X`Y!b$>$2!l9!,(! $76!:&/5$'1>&2! &*!]5(1/1D$(1&2!_'&;,C-',>! *&'!

41**->1&2!E,2>&'!Z2;&C120!41',;(1&2>!MK=7!*$0&0!JdR`8!N8SSSP!

X"SY! V-K1I$'$! @! ,(! $76! V,$>1%171()! &*! "6[//! 1>&('&51;! H&B,7!

C1**->1&2!(,2>&'!('$;(&0'$5=)!12!C,51;(120!71/%1;!*1%,'>6!-:45>=;<:7!

+69K=K4I:=@=5P!TSd"L"M"L[!N8SSJP!!

X""Y! #1-!m! ,(! $76!]5(1/1D$(1&2! &*! 12! H1H&! =10=M',>&7-(1&2!4E.! &*!

2&2M=-/$2!5'1/$(,>!&2!$!LE!=-/$2!>;$22,'6!06<Y=I;!N8SS`P!
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2.2 Identifying protocol independent genetic associations

The following section is adapted from:

Jahanshad N, Kohannim O, Toga AW, McMahon KL, de Zubicaray GI, Martin NG,

Wright MJ, and Thompson PM (2012). Diffusion imaging protocl effects on genetic as-

sociations. International Symposium of Biomedical Imaging (ISBI) Barcelona, Spain, May

2-5 2012.
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3.1 Optimal template for asymmetry registration

The following section is adapted from:

Jahanshad N, Lee AD, Lepor N, Chou YY, Brun CC, Barysheva M, Toga AW, McMahon

KL, de Zubicaray GI, Wright MJ, Thompson PM (2009). Genetics of anisotropy asymmetry:

registration and sample size effects. Med Image Comput Comput Assist Interv (MICCAI)

London, England 2009; 12 (Pt 2): 498-505.
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Caroline C. Brun1, Marina Barysheva1, Arthur W. Toga1, Katie L. McMahon3,
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Abstract. Brain asymmetry has been a topic of interest for neuroscien-
tists for many years. The advent of di!usion tensor imaging (DTI) allows
researchers to extend the study of asymmetry to a microscopic scale by
examining fiber integrity di!erences across hemispheres rather than the
macroscopic di!erences in shape or structure volumes. Even so, the power
to detect these microarchitectural di!erences depends on the sample size
and how the brain images are registered and how many subjects are stud-
ied. We fluidly registered 4 Tesla DTI scans from 180 healthy adult twins
(45 identical and fraternal pairs) to a geometrically-centered population
mean template. We computed voxelwise maps of significant asymmetries
(left/right hemisphere di!erences) for common fiber anisotropy indices
(FA, GA). Quantitative genetic models revealed that 47-62% of the vari-
ance in asymmetry was due to genetic di!erences in the population. We
studied how these heritability estimates varied with the type of regis-
tration target (T1- or T2-weighted) and with sample size. All methods
consistently found that genetic factors strongly determined the lateral-
ization of fiber anisotropy, facilitating the quest for specific genes that
might influence brain asymmetry and fiber integrity.

1 Introduction

Asymmetries in brain structure and function have been the topic of neuroimag-
ing studies for many years. Anatomical asymmetries may help to reveal the ori-
gins of lateralized cognitive functions or behavioral traits, such as language and
handedness, that may arise from partially genetic hemispheric di!erences during
development [1]. Studies of brain asymmetry can also inform clinical research,
as aberrant asymmetries have been hypothesized or detected in disorders such
as schizophrenia, dyslexia, or hemiparesis, which may arise from a derailment in
processes that establish normal brain lateralization and hemispheric specializa-
tion. Deformation-based morphometry studies have used the theory of random
Gaussian vector fields to detect statistical departures from the normal level of
brain asymmetry [2].

G.-Z. Yang et al. (Eds.): MICCAI 2009, Part II, LNCS 5762, pp. 498–505, 2009.
c! Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2009
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Many imaging studies have used MRI to study brain asymmetries, but very
few have used DTI. In DTI, the MR signal attenuation due to water di!u-
sion in direction k decreases according to the Stejskal-Tanner equation: Sk(r) =
S0(r)e

"bkDk(r) where S0(r) is the non-di!usion weighted baseline intensity, Dk(r)
is the apparent di!usion coe"cient (ADC), and bk is Le Bihan’s factor; the frac-
tional and geodesic anisotropy (FA and GA), calculated from a local tensor
approximation for Dk(r), are commonly used measures of fiber integrity; FA
correlates highly with IQ (intelligence quotient) in normal subjects [3].

Previous DTI asymmetry studies have focused on specific tracts (e.g., the
corticospinal tract [4], and the arcuate fasciculus involved in language process-
ing [5,6]). Frontal and temporal white matter show left greater than right FA
even in early infancy [7], suggesting greater myelination in the left hemisphere
[7]. Frontal FA di!erences between the two hemispheres diminish as the brain
develops, but temporal lobe asymmetries persist [8].

Studies of asymmetries in white matter characteristics may be confounded
by the vast structural asymmetries present. In frontal and occipital regions,
the natural petalia (torquing) of the brain shifts the right hemisphere structures
anterior to their left hemisphere counterparts [1]. Men may have greater anatom-
ical asymmetries than women [1], making it advantageous to reduce these pro-
nounced macrostructural di!erences when gauging the level of microstructural
asymmetry in a mixed-sex population.

Twin studies have long been used to determine genetically and environmen-
tally influenced human traits. Monozygotic twins share all their genes while
dizygotic twins share, on average, half. Estimates of the proportion of variance
attributable to genes versus environment can be inferred by fitting structural
equation models to data from both types of twins. Twin neuroimaging studies
reveal that genetic factors strongly influence several aspects of brain structure,
e.g., cortical thickness, and gray and white matter volumes [9], but twin studies
using DTI are rare.

Here we created the first DTI-based maps of asymmetries (left/right hemi-
sphere di!erences) in fiber characteristics (FA, GA) in a large twin population
(N=180). We adjusted, as far as possible, for the known structural di!erences
between hemispheres by aligning brains to a symmetrized minimal deformation
target (MDT) created from all of the images.

The choice of registration target is known to a!ect the accuracy of region of
interest (ROI) analyses [10], so we evaluated the e!ects of using di!erent regis-
tration targets based on the separate structural MRI images, including (1) an
MDT created by geometrically adjusting an individual subject’s image, (2) a
population-averaged MDT, and (3) a population-averaged MDT based on the
non-di!usion-sensitized T2-weighted images collected as part of the DTI proto-
col. We then determined whether genetic factors influenced the residual asym-
metries, and examined the stability of the estimates with respect to sample size
and the choice of registration target.
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2 Methods

2.1 Image Acquisition and Subject Information

Structural and di!usion tensor (DT) MRI scans were acquired from 180 subjects
using a high magnetic field (4T) Bruker Medspec MRI scanner. T1-weighted
images were collected using an inversion recovery rapid gradient echo sequence,
with parameters: TI/TR/TE= 1500/2500/3.83 msec; flip angle=15 degrees; slice
thickness = 0.9 mm, and 256x256x256 acquisition matrix. Di!usion-weighted
images were also acquired using 30 gradients (27 di!usion-weighted images and 3
with no di!usion sensitization; i.e., T2- weighted images) with gradient directions
uniformly distributed on the hemisphere. Parameters were: 23 cm FOV, TR/TE
6090/91.7ms, b-value =1132 s/mm2, scan time: 3.05 minutes. Each 3D volume
consisted of 21 5-mm thick axial slices with a 0.5mm gap and 1.8x1.8 mm2

in-plane resolution. The subjects included 90 young adult monozygotic (MZ)
twins and 90 dizygotic (DZ) same sex twins (45 pairs of each). All subjects were
right-handed young adults (average age 24.37, stdev 1.936).

2.2 Creating Templates

To determine whether asymmetric di!erences are influenced by the template
used for registration, several templates were created and compared. Three tem-
plates were created using the T1-weighted images to help adjust for the structural
di!erences across subjects and hemispheres, and another template was created
from the T2-weighted images acquired along with the di!usion weighted scans,
which are in perfect register with the di!usion tensor data. T1-weighted struc-
tural MR images were edited to remove extracerebral tissues and were linearly
registered to a symmetrical template. This symmetrical template was created by
averaging a high-resolution single subject average scan, the Colin27 [11], with
the same image reflected in the midsagittal plane. This centered each subjects
midline within the image volume. All subjects images were linearly registered to
the symmetrical template using FLIRT software http://fsl.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/
fsl/flirt with 9-parameter registration and a correlation ratio cost function.

T1 Template 1(non-symmetric). One minimal deformation target (MDT)
was created using only the original scan orientations, using non-linear fluid reg-
istration as described in [12,13]. This template was not symmetrical as all the
images used to create it were of the original orientation. MDTs were created
using the method proposed by Kochunov [14] (although alternative methods are
possible): the N 3D vector fields fluidly registering a specific individual to all
other subjects were averaged and applied to that subject, geometrically adjusting
their anatomy, but retaining the image intensities and anatomical features of that
specific subject. T1 Template 2 (initial symmetrization). Linearly aligned
subject images were reflected over the midline to produce a mirrored set. An-
other MDT was then created from four independent (one per pair) monozygotic
(MZ) twins and four independent dizygotic (DZ) twin image volumes randomly
selected with their corresponding reflected images. These 16 image sets were
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then used to generate an MDT using fluid registration as described in [12,13].
The flipped images of the same brains were included during MDT construction
to make it symmetric.

T1 Template 3 (symmetric population averaged MDT). A population-
averaged MDT was created to further reduce the structural asymmetries. 8 sep-
arate MDTs were constructed as described above, each formed from 6 subjects
and their corresponding images flipped over the midline. For 4 of these MDTs,
the initial template image was in the original orientation while for the other 4,
the template was in the flipped orientation. All 8 MDTs were then averaged to-
gether to produce the population averaged MDT, incorporating T1 information
from 50 independent subjects.

T2 Template (symmetric population averaged MDT). Another popula-
tion averaged MDT was constructed from the T2-weighted images, in the same
manner as for the T1-weighted population MDT, with the same set of subjects.
All subjects’ images were first linearly aligned to a single subject image. This
image of the single subject was aligned such that the midsagittal plane of the
brain was centered. Another image was created by mirroring the result in the
midsagittal plane. This flipped image was averaged with its original to create a
symmetric template to linearly align all the T2-weighted scans and their mirror
images before creating the MDT.

Structural T1 images from 100 subjects (25 MZ, 25 DZ pairs) were then fluidly
registered to each of the 3 T1-weighted MDTs using a 3D Navier-Stokes-based
fluid warping technique enforcing di!eomorphic mappings, using least squares
intensity di!erences as a cost function [12,13]. T2-weighted images for each of the
180 subjects were registered to the T2-weighted MDT with the same technique.
3D deformation fields for all mappings were retained.

2.3 Anisotropy Asymmetry Maps

Di!usion tensors were computed from the di!usion-weighted images using Med-
INRIA software http://www.sop.inria.fr/asclepios/software/MedINRIA.

Scalar images of anisotropy measures were created for each of the 180 subjects
from the eigenvalues (!1, !2, !3) of the symmetric 3x3 di!usion tensor. These
included the fractional anisotropy (FA), geodesic anisotropy (GA) computed in
the Log-Euclidean framework [15], hyperbolic tangent of the GA (tGA), to take
values in the same range as FA, i.e., [0,1], and mean di!usivity (MD):

FA =

!
3

2

"
(!1 ! !̂)2 + (!2 ! !̂)2 + (!3 ! !̂)2

#
!2

1 + !2
2 + !2

3

, !̂ = MD =
!1 + !2 + !3

3
(1)

GA(S) =
#

Trace(logS! < log S > I)2, < log S >=
Trace(logS)

3
(2)

Extra-cerebral tissue was manually deleted from one directional component of
the di!usion tensors (Dxx) creating a mask that was then applied to the scalar
anisotropy maps created for each subject. Once masked, these anisotropy images
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were then linearly aligned to the symmeterized templates and fluidly registered
to each of the MDTs by applying the deformation fields described in Section 2.2.

Each aligned anisotropy map was then mirrored across midline, and the voxel-
wise di!erence map between the original and flipped images was created. In
this new map, the left side of the image represents the di!erence between the
subjects right and left hemispheres; voxels on the other side of the image have
the opposite sign. Maps were obtained of the percent di!erence between the
resulting di!erence image and the average of the two mirror image orientations.

2.4 Calculating Genetic Contributions

Voxel-wise maps of the intra-class correlations (ICC) within MZ and DZ twins,
rMZ and rDZ respectively, were derived as well as Falconer#s heritability esti-
mate, h2 = 2(rMZ ! rDZ) [16] for the asymmetry in FA, GA, tGA and MD.

Average measures of the anisotropy di!erence were examined in certain re-
gions of interest (ROIs). We determined the genetic contribution to the asym-
metries in each lobe of the brain. ROIs were traced for the four lobes (frontal,
parietal, temporal, and occipital) in one hemisphere of each MDT and were
flipped to define the same ROI in the opposite hemisphere. This ensured con-
sistency between hemispheres and reduced errors due to manual labeling. For
each anisotropy measure, covariances for the average ROI values in pairs of MZ
and DZ twins were entered into a univariate structural equation model to es-
timate additive genetic (A), shared environmental (C) and unique environmen-
tal (E) components of the variance in asymmetry [17]. Mx modeling software
http://www.vcu.edu/mx/ was used.

This form of structural equation modeling finds the maximum likelihood es-
timate (eq. 3) for " (# = 1 for MZ and 0.5 for DZ) to estimate genetic versus
environmental contributions to the variance, where Sg is the observed covariance
matrix for each twin group g:

MLg = Ng

$
ln |!g| ! ln|Sg | + tr(Sg!

!1
g ) ! 2m

%
, ! =

&
a2 + c2 + e2 "a2 + c2

"a2 + c2 a2 + c2 + e2

'
(3)

3 Results

Figure 1A shows the mean FA asymmetry as a percent di!erence between left and
right hemispheres, relative to which genetic e!ects were determined. Frontal and
temporal regions show high asymmetry (" 25%, p < 0.05). Frontal FA is higher
in the right hemisphere, while temporal FA is higher on the left. The asymmetries
found in the temporal lobe correspond to language centers [1] consistent with
[7,8]. The magnitude of the asymmetry di!erence is somewhat dependent on the
number of subjects used in the study, but patterns are largely consistent. Figure
1B shows di!erences arising in ICC and Falconer’s heritability estimates when
using the T1-weighted population template for 100 subjects and the T2-weighted
MDT for the di!erent population sizes. Despite evidence for some subcortical
e!ects, voxelwise maps are somewhat noisy even with N=180 subjects, partly
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Fig. 1. A: The mean asymmetry in FA, in a sample of N=180 subjects, reaches 25%
in frontal and temporal regions. The localization of results based on 180 vs only 100
subjects is largely consistent, as shown by the di!erence image and the image of the
p-values. B: ICC and Falconer’s h2 maps for asymmetries in FA images. Top: FA
results of 100 subjects mapped to the population-averaged T1 MDT; Center: results
from 100 subjects mapped to population-averaged T2 MDT; Bottom: results from 180
subjects mapped to the T2 MDT

Fig. 2. A/C/E Genetic e!ects: Top Left: Symmetrization E!ects:ACE results showing
genetic and environmental contributions of template choice asymmetry in FA; Top
Right: Frontal Lobe FA ACE results of using the population averaged T1 template (100
subjects) and T2 template (100 and 180 subjects) for FA asymmetry in the frontal lobe.
p-values derived from #2 statistics show the ACE model fits well in all cases (p > 0.05);
Bottom: N = 180 Genetic E!ects genetic component of variance (A) determined from
mapping 180 subjects to the T2-weighted MDT for all anisotropy measures, in each
lobe. Genetic e!ects are greatest in lobes with the highest mean asymmetries (Fig. 1).
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Fig. 3. CDF of significant p-values for anisotropy asymmetries mapped to the T2-
weighted population MDT for 100 (left) and 180 subjects (right)

because h2 is a di!erence in correlations. We therefore summarize FA asymmetry
in lobar ROIs, to increase power for genetic analyses.

Figure 2 shows genetic (a2) vs environmental (c2, e2) e!ects on FA asymmetry.
Intriguingly, the asymmetry in frontal lobe mean FA was " 50% determined by
genetic factors, with no evidence for a shared environmental e!ect (c2 " 0%).
The e2-term contains registration errors as well as unique e!ects, so there is
some evidence that using 180 (vs 100) subjects, and using a T2 vs T1 template,
more accurately captures the true genetic contributions to these asymmetries,
as the e2-term is slightly lower. In structural equation models, p > 0.05 denotes
that the ACE model fits well. All models here yield a good fit.

Figure 3 plots the cumulative distribution function (cdf) of the p-values associ-
ated with the ICC against those that would be expected from a null distribution.
As the cdf initially rises faster than 20 times the null, we are able to reasonably
claim significance at the 5% level. For null distributions (i.e. no group di!erence
detected), these are expected to fall along the x = y line, and larger deviations
from that curve represent larger e!ect sizes.

4 Discussion

In this study, we examined the genetic and environmental contributions to the
di!erences in fiber integrity across brain hemispheres. Genetic factors deter-
mined about half of the variance in these asymmetries, with greatest e!ects in
the frontal and occipital lobes, where mean asymmetries were greatest (reaching
25%) (Fig. 1A). Interestingly, strong genetic e!ects (significant ACE models)
were detectable for anisotropy indices (FA, GA). Results were stable when the
images were fluidly registered to various di!erent anatomical templates, includ-
ing ones constructed to have hemispheric symmmetry. These results suggest that
specific genetic factors determining hemispheric asymmetries in fiber architec-
ture may be identifiable in very large samples.
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Brain asymmetry, or the structural and functional specialization of each brain hemisphere, has fascinated
neuroscientists for over a century. Even so, genetic and environmental factors that in!uence brain
asymmetry are largely unknown. Diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) now allows asymmetry to be studied at a
microscopic scale by examining differences in "ber characteristics across hemispheres rather than
differences in structure shapes and volumes. Here we analyzed 4 Tesla DTI scans from 374 healthy adults,
including 60 monozygotic twin pairs, 45 same-sex dizygotic pairs, and 164 mixed-sex DZ twins and their
siblings; mean age: 24.4 years±1.9 SD). All DTI scans were nonlinearly aligned to a geometrically-
symmetric, population-based image template. We computed voxel-wise maps of signi"cant asymmetries
(left/right differences) for common diffusion measures that re!ect "ber integrity (fractional and geodesic
anisotropy; FA, GA and mean diffusivity, MD). In quantitative genetic models computed from all same-sex
twin pairs (N=210 subjects), genetic factors accounted for 33% of the variance in asymmetry for the inferior
fronto-occipital fasciculus, 37% for the anterior thalamic radiation, and 20% for the forceps major and
uncinate fasciculus (all LNR). Shared environmental factors accounted for around 15% of the variance in
asymmetry for the cortico-spinal tract (RNL) and about 10% for the forceps minor (LNR). Sex differences in
asymmetry (menNwomen) were signi"cant, and were greatest in regions with prominent FA asymmetries.
These maps identify heritable DTI-derived features, and may empower genome-wide searches for genetic
polymorphisms that in!uence brain asymmetry.

© 2010 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

Introduction

Asymmetries in brain structure and function have been studied for
over a century. Anatomical asymmetries give evidence for the
developmental and evolutionary origins of lateralized cognitive
functions and behavioral traits, such as language and handedness
(Lancaster et al., 2003; Toga and Thompson, 2003; Luders et al., 2005).

Structural brain asymmetries are in!uenced by both genetic and
environmental factors throughout life. The degree of anatomical
asymmetry depends to some extent on age (Sowell et al., 2002a), sex
(Luders et al., 2003; Witelson et al., 1992), and handedness (Narr et
al., 2007).

Aberrant asymmetries, reported in several brain disorders, may
indicate a derailment in processes that establish normal hemispheric
specialization. Some mental illnesses, such as schizophrenia, are
thought by some to arise due to a failure of normal functional

lateralization (Crow, 1990; Narr et al., 2007; Hamilton et al., 2007)
although such a view is not universally accepted. Altered asymmetries
have been found in groups of patients with dyslexia (Beaton, 1997),
Williams syndrome (Thompson et al., 2005; Eckert et al., 2006), fetal
alcohol syndrome (Sowell et al., 2002b), Huntington's disease (Mühlau
et al., 2007), and multiple sclerosis (Koziol et al., 2005). Inherently
lateralized pathologies, such as temporal lobe epilepsy (where the
seizure focus is typically on one side of the brain only) may also be
assessed by mapping the level of brain asymmetry (Lin et al., 2006).

Asymmetries in the rate of disease progression have reported in
some, but not all, studies of degenerative diseases such as Alzheimer's
disease and mild cognitive impairment (MCI; Thompson et al., 2003;
Thompson et al., 1998; Morra et al., 2009). Taken together, all these
asymmetries heighten interest in possible differences in the vulner-
ability of the two hemispheres to various types of neuropathology and
age-related decline, and the origins of these differences.

Diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) offers a new opportunity to study
hemispheric differences in microscopic "ber characteristics. DTI is a
variant of magnetic resonance imaging, sensitive to directionally
constrained water diffusion that occurs preferentially alongmyelinated
axons (Basser and Pierpaoli, 1996). The fractional anisotropy (FA) of
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diffusion tends to be higher when "ber tracts are more directionally
coherent, ormore heavily myelinated, and is a widely accepted index of
the microstructural integrity of white matter (Klingberg et al., 2000;
Beaulieu, 2002).

DTI studies in twins can be used to determine genetic and
environmental effects on "ber architecture. Monozygotic twins share
all their genes while dizygotic twins share, on average, half. Estimates
of the proportion of variance attributable to genes versus environ-
ment may be inferred by "tting structural equation models to data
from both types of twins. Twin MRI studies have already found that
genetic factors strongly in!uence several aspects of brain structure,
such as cortical thickness, and gray and white matter volumes
(Thompson et al., 2001; Styner et al., 2005; Hulshoff Pol et al., 2006;
Peper et al., 2007; Schmitt et al., 2008; Chou et al., 2009; Leporé et al.,
2008b; Brun et al., 2009). Even so, twin studies using DTI are still quite
rare (recent examples include Lee et al., 2009a,b; Kochunov et al.,
2010; Chiang et al., 2009b).

Here we used a twin design to map the 3D pattern of asymmetries
and to search for regions where these asymmetries are highly
heritable. Honing in on heritable DTI-derived signals may empower
genome-wide searches for speci"c contributing genes, by "rst
isolating regions where differences are heritable. This may alleviate,
to some degree, the enormous sample sizes andmultiple comparisons
corrections that frustrate efforts to detect and replicate single-gene
effects on brain structure (Stein et al., 2010) and DTI (Chiang et al.,
2009b).

We set out to create the "rst DTI-basedmaps of asymmetries (left/
right hemisphere differences) for commonly-studied "ber character-
istics (FA, GA, MD) in a large, mixed-sex twin population (N=374).
Studies of "ber-level asymmetries may be confounded by known
asymmetries in brain shape, such as the natural petalias that make the
right frontal lobe protrude beyond the left (Toga and Thompson,
2003). It makes sense to reduce these pronounced macrostructural
differences across subjects before gauging the level of microstructural
asymmetry, especially in a mixed-sex population, where sex differ-
ences in anatomy may also be found (Brun et al., 2009). We therefore
adjusted, as far as possible, for the known structural differences
between hemispheres by aligning brains to a “symmetrized” mean
deformation target (MDT) created from the set of fractional
anisotropy images in the study.

As well as assessing genetic in!uences on diffusion asymmetry,
secondary (exploratory) analyses were also performed to assess any
effects of sex and IQ.

Methods

Subjects and image acquisition

Structural and diffusion tensor (DT) whole-brain MRI scans were
acquired from 374 subjects with a high magnetic "eld (4 T) Bruker
Medspec MRI scanner. T1-weighted images were acquired with an
inversion recovery rapid gradient echo sequence. Acquisition para-
meters were as follows: TI/TR/TE=700/1500/3.35 ms; !ip
angle=8°; slice thickness=0.9 mm, with an acquisition matrix of
256!256!256. Diffusion-weighted images were also acquired using
single-shot echo planar imaging with a twice-refocused spin echo
sequence to reduce eddy-current induced distortions. Acquisition
parameters were optimized to provide the best signal-to-noise ratio
for estimation of diffusion tensors (Jones et al., 1999). Imaging
parameters were: 23 cm FOV, TR/TE 6090/91.7 ms, with a 128!128
acquisition matrix. Each 3D volume consisted of 55 2-mm thick axial
slices with no gap and 1.79!1.79 mm2 in-plane resolution. 105
images were acquired per subject: 11 with no diffusion sensitization
(i.e., T2-weighted b0 images) and 94 diffusion-weighted (DW) images
(b=1149 s/mm2) with gradient directions evenly distributed on the
hemisphere. Scan timewas 14.2 min. The subjects included 120 young

adult monozygotic (MZ) twins (60 pairs — 21 males, 39 females), 90
same-sex dizygotic (DZ) twins (45 pairs— 15 males, 30 females); and
an additional 164 mixed-sex dizygotic twins (i.e., one male and
female twin per pair) and any non-twin siblings for whom scans were
available. No subjects reported a history of signi"cant head injury,
neurological or psychiatric illness, substance abuse or dependence, or
had a "rst-degree relative with a psychiatric disorder. In addition, all
subjects were screened, using a detailed neurocognitive evaluation
(de Zubicaray et al., 2008) to exclude cases of pathology known to
affect brain structure. In total, diffusion images from 374 (145 males,
229 females) right-handed young adults (mean age: 24.37 years, SD
1.94) were included in this study. Handedness was assessed in these
subjects based on 12 items from Annett's Handedness Questionnaire
(Annett, 1970).

Preprocessing and general overview

Each subject's T1-weighted MR and DWI images were edited to
remove extracerebral tissues. All skull-stripped structural T1-weight-
ed images were linearly aligned (with 9 degrees of freedom) to a
standard template to ensure alignment in space. The raw diffusion
weighted images were corrected for eddy-current induced distortions
using the FSL tool, “eddy_correct”. For each subject, the 11 eddy-
corrected images with no diffusion sensitization, also called the b0
images, were averaged. The average b0 maps were then aligned and
elastically registered to the subject's aligned T1-weighted structural
scan using a mutual information cost function (Leow et al., 2005) to
account for EPI induced susceptibility artifacts. Similar registrations
have been shown to be useful for EPI distortion correction (Huang et
al., 2008). The rest of the image processing steps, using the distortion
corrected sets of diffusion weighted images, are summarized in Fig. 1.
A mean deformation template image was created using fractional
anisotropy (FA) maps derived from the diffusion-weighted data
(detailed below). The FA images were registered directly to the target
and the resulting deformation "elds were applied to all the anisotropy
maps to put them all into the same coordinate space. To further
ensure alignment of white matter tracts, the registered FA maps were
thresholded to include only those regions where FAN0.25. These
images were then registered to the thresholded template, and the
resulting deformation "elds were reapplied to all the registered
anisotropymaps. Left–right asymmetries in the anisotropymapswere
calculated, and various group-wise statistical analyses were per-
formed. Voxel-wise statistics were used, as in many prior DTI studies
(Liu et al., 2009; Ardekani et al., 2007). These included quantitative
genetic analyses to estimate genetic and environmental contributions
to the observed differences. We expected genetic factors to play a
substantial role in the lateralization of the "ber anisotropy in language
association regions of the temporal lobe, including the arcuate
fasciculus (de Jong et al., 2009; Rodrigo et al., 2007). We also
predicted that the use of a symmetrized brain template as a
registration target might somewhat reduce the level of observed
asymmetry, by eliminating factors re!ecting brain shape, such as the
level of petalia, or torquing, of the brain.

Anisotropy calculation and registration

DTI was introduced by Basser et al. (1994) to characterize the
anisotropy (directional preference) in the diffusion of water mole-
cules in brain tissue. In DTI, the MR signal attenuation due to water
diffusion in direction k decreases according to the Stejskal–Tanner
equation, if a Gaussian distribution is assumed: Sk(r)=S0(r)e

!b
k
D

k
(r).

Here S0(r) is the non-diffusion weighted baseline intensity in
direction r, Dk(r) is the apparent diffusion coef"cient (ADC), and bk
is a constant depending on the direction k. Two of the many popular
scalar measures of "ber anisotropy include the fractional anisotropy
and geodesic anisotropy. Fractional anisotropy (FA) is one of the most
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widely used measures in DTI research. Geodesic anisotropy (GA) is a
measure more recently advocated by several groups (Batchelor et al.,
2005; Arsigny et al., 2006). Both measures are calculated from a local
tensor (3D Gaussian) approximation for Dk(r); GA assesses differ-
ences between tensors using a geodesic distance measure on the
manifold on which the tensors lie (Arsigny et al., 2006; Fletcher and
Joshi, 2004). Prior work on the genetics of "ber integrity suggested
that GAwas slightly better able to detect genetic in!uences on the DTI
signal than FA (Lee et al., 2008, 2009a).

Diffusion tensors were computed from the 105-gradient diffusion-
weighted images using the FSL software (http://fsl.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/).
FA and GA scalar images of anisotropy, and mean (MD), axial (AD) and
radial diffusivity (RD)measures were created for the 374 subjects from
the eigenvalues (!1, !2, !3) of the symmetric 3!3 diffusion tensor (S).
The hyperbolic tangent of the GA (tanh GA or tGA) was also computed,
which takes values in the same range as FA, i.e., [0,1]:

FA !
!!!
3
2

r !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
"!1!b! N#2 + "!2!b! N#2 + "!3!b! N#2

q

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
!2
1 + !2

2 + !2
3

q "$0;1%

MD = b! N =
!1 + !2 + !3

3

"1#

GA"S# =
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Trace log S!! log S"I" #2

q

! logS" = Trace log S" #
3

"2#

tGA = tanhGA" 0; 1$ %: "3#

Template creation and registration

To avoid misinterpreting any detected differences, it is helpful to
reduce the pronounced macrostructural differences when gauging
the level of microstructural asymmetry, especially in a mixed-sex

population. We therefore adjusted, as far as possible, for the known
structural differences between hemispheres by aligning brains to a
symmetrizedmean deformation target (MDT) created from the set of
FA images. The choice of registration target is known to affect the
accuracy of region of interest (ROI) analyses (Wang et al., 2005), so
we created a symmetrical population-based (MDT) using nonlinear
!uid registration, as described in (Leporé et al., 2006, 2008a,b).
Several alternative methods to create an MDT have been proposed,
but here we used the method proposed by (Kochunov et al., 2001,
2002): the N 3D vector "elds !uidly registering a speci"c individual
to all other N subjects were averaged and applied to that subject. This
way, the anatomy was geometrically adjusted while the image
intensities and anatomical features of that speci"c subject were
retained.

To construct a symmetric, population-based MDT, a random
selection of 32 (16 females/16 males) non-related subjects' fractional
anisotropy images was used (calculated after b0 susceptibility
correction). This group was split into two subgroups of 16 (8
women in each). Within each subgroup, half the subjects (8 total, 4
women) were re!ected across the midsagittal plane. All subjects in
the subgroups were then !uidly registered to a single subject target
within the group. In one group the target was selected to be a
mirrored image, while in the other the target was in the original
orientation. One group's target was female, the other male. In each
group, 8 of the 15 images aligned to the target were of the opposite
orientation to the target (original orientation or mirrored across the
midsagittal) and the other 7 were in the same orientation (see Fig. 2).
Once all images were registered to the designated target, the
deformation "elds from all registrations within the group were
averaged and applied to the corresponding target to obtain the
within-group (MDT). The 2 group MDTs were the co-registered, and
averaged along with their mirror images to ensure a structurally
symmetric template on both a macro and microstructural scale.

In our prior work (Jahanshad et al., 2009), we found that using T2-
weighted images for registration purposes yields results similar to those

Fig. 1. Flow chart of steps used to analyze DTI asymmetries. FA maps from all subjects were used to make a group “average-shape” brain, or mean deformation template (MDT), and
they were nonlinearly registered to this template. The deformation "elds were also applied to maps of mean diffusivity (MD) and anisotropy (FA, GA) to align them all to the
common template. Statistical mapswere made to show themean level of asymmetry in different brain regions. Genetic analysis of the variance in "ber characteristics was performed
at each location in the brain.
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obtained from using higher resolution T1-weighted images, with the
advantage that they are inherently in register with the diffusion-
weighted images from the same scanning session. To further ensure
alignment of the white matter regions of interest, in this study, we
decided to use a DTI-derived measure, the FA, to drive the registration.
This should reduce the bias in examiningmicrostructural asymmetry by
greatly reducing the macroscopic misregistration of the white matter.
Other groups have proposed the use of multiple diffusion tensor based
channels may improve the process of template generation and reduce
the misregistration bias (Park et al., 2003, 2004).

FA maps for each of the linearly aligned 374 subjects were
registered to the "nal population averaged FA-based MDT using a 3D
elastic warping technique. This elastic registration enforces diffeo-
morphic mappings and uses mutual information as a cost function
(Leow et al., 2005). 3D deformation "elds mapping each subject to the
MDT were retained and applied to the original FA, tGA, and MDmaps.
To further ensure alignment of white matter regions of interest, the
FA-MDT as well as all whole-brain registered FA maps were then
thresholded to include only those regions where the FA was greater
than 0.25. The individual thresholded FA maps were then re-
registered to the thresholded MDT in the same way as the whole-
brain registration. The resulting deformation "elds were once again

applied to the anisotropy maps. When transforming FA maps onto a
common template, strictly speaking, the FA values cannot be
absolutely preserved as they are trilinearly interpolated after they
are transformed through a displacement "eld. As such they will be
very slightly smoother than the raw data, but the smoothing will not
vary in a spatially biased way. The warping of FA maps through a non-
rigid transformwill also slightly alter the relative volumes of different
brain regions, although this spatial normalization is deliberate and is
required for cross-subject averaging and comparisons. For region of
interest analysis, the JHU DTI atlas (Mori et al., 2005; Wakana et al.,
2007) was also mapped to the MDT using elastic registration. Tract
probability maps were thresholded to include all regions that had a
probability greater than 0.25 of being within a speci"c tract.

Creating asymmetry maps

Each aligned anisotropy map was mirrored across the midline
(Fig. 3), and the voxel-wise difference map between the original and
!ipped images was created. In this newmap, the left side of the image
represents the difference between the subjects' right and left hemi-
spheres; voxels on the other side of the image have the opposite sign.

Fig. 2. To create an MDT that was symmetrical by design, deformation "elds – mapping images in their original orientation and others in the !ipped orientation to the template –

were averaged and applied to the template.

Fig. 3. Maps of anisotropy asymmetry were created by re!ecting every axial slice in the original image across midline and subtracting the !ipped image from the original. Dark
regions represent negative values; brighter (e.g., white) regions represent positive values.
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Estimating genetic contributions

To determine the magnitude of the genetic contributions to "ber
asymmetry, three approaches were employed, each of which takes
advantage of the fact that monozygotic twins share all of their genetic
material while dizygotic twins share, on average, half. All genetic
analyses were performed on a subset of 210 subjects: 60 pairs of
monozygotic twins and 45 pairs of same-sex dizygotic twins.

First, voxel-wise maps were derived showing the intra-class
correlations (ICC) within MZ and DZ twins, rMZ and rDZ respectively,
to compute a simple measure of genetic effects: Falconer's heritability
estimate, h2=2(rMZ!rDZ) (Falconer and Mackay, 1995) for the
asymmetry in FA, MD, and tGA. The intra-class correlations are
general measures of resemblance de"ned as the difference between
the mean squared estimates of the between-pair and within-pair
variance divided by the sum of the two. Falconer's heritability
measures differences between the correlations of the two types of
twins as an initial index of any genetic contribution to the overall
observed variance.

Next, average measures of the anisotropy difference were
examined in certain regions of interest (ROIs). For region of interest
analysis, the tract probability maps from the JHU DTI atlas (Mori et al.,
2005; Wakana et al., 2007) were mapped using elastic registration to
the symmetric MDT, and were thresholded to include regions where
the probability for the tract occurring at that voxel was greater than
0.25. As these tracts were already mapped to our symmetric template,
only portions of the tracts in one hemisphere were retained to
accurately assess inter-hemispheric differences. The tracts included in
the analysis were the anterior thalamic radiation, cortico-spinal tract,
cingulate gyrus, hippocampus cingulum, forceps major, forceps
minor, inferior fronto-occipital fasciculus, inferior longitudinal fascic-
ulus, superior longitudinal fasciculus, uncinate fasciculus, and the
temporal superior longitudinal fasciculus.

For each anisotropy measure, covariances for the average
asymmetry in the ROI were computed between the pairs of MZ and
DZ twins (Fig. 4). These were entered into a univariate structural
equation model to estimate additive genetic (A), shared environmen-
tal (C) and unique environmental (E) components of the variance in
asymmetry (Rijsdijk and Sham, 2002) using Mx modeling software
(http://www.vcu.edu/mx/).

Finally, voxel-wise A/C/E tests were computed for asymmetries in
the anisotropy measures, after determining the covariance between
the twin pairs using the same type of univariate structural equation
model to specify locations of heritable effects on "ber asymmetry. The
asymmetry was calculated for each subject and the covariance
between the members of the twin pairs was measured for each type
of twin (MZ and DZ) at every voxel, resulting in an observed
covariance matrix S for every voxel. These observed covariance
matrices may be computed for any variable (Z) modeled as in Eq. (4),
and a structural equation model (SEM) may be "tted to compare the

observed and expected covariances (! in Eq. (5)) to infer the
proportion of the variance due to the A, C and E factors:

Z = aA + cC + eE "4#

A, C, and E are latent (unobserved) variables and a, c, and e are the
weights of each parameter determined through optimization of! using
maximum likelihood "tting. The variance components combine to
create the total observed inter-individual variance, so that a2+c2+
e2=1.

This form of SEM uses the maximum likelihood estimate (MLE;
Eq. (5)) with a "2 null distribution to estimate genetic versus
environmental contributions to the variance, where m=1, the
number of observed variables, Ng, is the number of twin pairs used,
and Sg is the expected covariancematrix for group g, with #=1 for the
MZ group and #=0.5 for the DZ group:

MLg = Ngfln j"g j! ln jSg j + tr Sg"
!1
g

" #
!2mg

" = a2 + c2 + e2 #a2 + c2

#a2 + c2 a2 + c2 + e2

$ %
:

"5#

In structural equation modeling, the "2 goodness-of-"t measure
determines a p-value for all speci"ed regions of interest where the test
was performed, in this case either the lobar regions (for the regional
summaries) or at every individual voxel. This value indicates that the
model is a good "t to the data if pN0.05. However, to determine the
signi"cance of a particular factor, such as A or C, the"2 goodness-of-"t
values of the model may be compared to those for a model that does
not include the factor (i.e., to a C/E model to determine the
signi"cance of the additional A factor, and to an A/E model to
determine the signi"cance of the C factor), giving:

p A" # = $2!1

1DF $2"ACE#!$2"CE#
h i

p C" # = $2!1

1DF $2"ACE#!$2"AE#
h i "6#

where "2
1DF

!1 denotes the inverse of the cumulative distribution
function for a chi-squared distributed variable with one degree of
freedom. In this case, low p-values express signi"cant improvements
when adding a factor, which is consistent with the more standard
convention for p-values, and allows the resulting uncorrected p-value
maps to be assessed using false discovery rate analyses.

To account for the multiple comparison problem that arises when
testing a statistical hypothesis at every voxel, non-parametric permu-
tation tests were conducted based on the correlation values at each
voxel. Non-parametric permutation tests are widely used in imaging
(e.g., Nichols andHolmes, 2002).Wealso con"rmed the reliability of our
results by assessing whether statistical thresholding of the statistical
maps could be used to control the false discovery rate (FDR) at the
conventional 5% level (Benjamini and Hochberg, 1995; Genovese et al.,
2002; Lawyer et al., 2009). To visualize effect sizes in the maps, the
cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the p-values associated with
the intra-class correlations was computed and graphed. The p-values
were plotted against those p-values that would be expected from a null
distribution, in a Q–Q plot. If the CDF initially rises faster than 20 times
the null CDF, there is some non-zero statistical threshold that controls
the FDR at the 5% level. For null distributions (where no group
differences are detected), these plots are expected to fall approximately
along the y=x line. Larger deviations from this line represent larger
effect sizes; curves that rise at a rate steeper than y=20x, show that the
correspondingmaps are signi"cant (in the sense of controlling the FDR)
after stringent multiple comparison correction.

As the A/C/E model is dif"cult to randomize to run permutation
tests, the p-values for determining the signi"cance of adding the A and
C factors into the model were corrected for multiple comparisons by
"nding the highest p-value threshold that controlled the FDR in the
map at 5%, where possible.

Fig. 4. Path diagram showing how various components in the structural equationmodel
are related between twins in a pair. # values are the only parameters that differ for each
type of twin: #=1 for the MZ group and #=0.5 for the DZ group. Registration and
measurement errors are included as part of the E component.
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Additional asymmetry analyses

In post hoc analyses, we examined whether the degree of
asymmetry in the anisotropy measures was associated with the
subject's sex or IQ.

Asymmetry differences between the sexes
To determine if there were sex differences in "ber integrity

asymmetry, we compared "ber asymmetries in men versus women,
based on using the largest possible sample of unrelated subjects. 126
female subjects and 81 male subjects were used for this comparison.

Voxel-wise statistics of sex differences were calculated using
Student's t-tests. The false discovery rate was also controlled at the
5% level to correct for multiple comparisons.

Correlations between asymmetry and IQ
Three measures of intelligence were obtained from each subject;

the perceptual intelligence quotient (PIQ), the verbal intelligence
quotient (VIQ), and the full scale IQ (FIQ).

Using asymmetry information from the entire group of subjects
with IQ information (N=358), statistics were computed at all voxels
to correlate the "ber integrity difference across the hemispheres with

Fig. 5. Average and standard deviation maps for FA, tGA, MD, axial and radial diffusivity from the 207 independent subjects used in this analysis. In the FA and tGA maps, "ber
anisotropy is higher, as expected, in the deep white matter tracts (corpus callosum, internal capsule and corona radiata), and the variance in the DTI-derived measures is higher in the
same regions (blue colors). The notation !103 on the "gure indicates that the range of the standard deviation color bar is 0 to 1.5!10–3.
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intellectual performance. We used a randommixed effects regression
model for this analysis to account for the familial relation between
subjects.

Results

Population-based average maps of diffusion and anisotropy

Fig. 5 shows average FA, tGA andMDmaps for all 207 independent
subjects used in this analysis.

Anisotropy asymmetry

Fig. 6 shows the average difference in anisotropy measures
between hemispheres. Anisotropy differences exceeded 0.15 in
frontal and temporal regions — this number is the difference in the
mean FA between left and right hemisphere. FA values run from 0 to 1,
so the difference reaches #1/6 of the allowable range. Percent
differences are not shown to avoid over-emphasizing differences in
regions with low anisotropy. Signi"cant asymmetries were detected
after using FDR to correct for multiple comparisons, when comparing
registered images in their original orientation to their re!ected

Fig. 6. Average and standard deviation for FA, tGA, mean, axial and radial diffusivity asymmetry (left–right difference) maps are shown for 207 unrelated subjects. Only one twin per
pair was used to ensure independent sampling. The dorsolateral pre-frontal cortex (DLPFC) andMeyer's loop have strong asymmetries; also frontal lobe asymmetry is highly variable
(bottom row — blue colors). The notation ! 103 on the "gure indicates that the range of the top two color bars are 0 to 0.1 ! 10–3, and 0 to 1.5 ! 10–3.
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images. The percentage of voxels signi"cant after FDR correction is
shown in Table 1. In Fig. 7 the pairwise differences calculated from
Student's t-test across hemispheres are shown as maps of the t-
statistics and associated p-values.

Anisotropy asymmetry differences between sexes

Fig. 8 shows the average difference in "ber anisotropy across
hemispheres in analyses split by sex. Asymmetry maps for the two
sexes were compared, using a map of t-statistics. FDR con"rmed sex
differences, but very few voxels had suf"cient effect sizes to pass the
FDR threshold. The percentage of voxels within the brain found to be
signi"cant, while still keeping the FDR at 5%, is shown in Table 2, and
is less than 1%. This result is formally signi"cant, due to the large
sample, but may not be relevant in practice.

In a post hoc exploratory analysis, we examined the signi"cance of
the variance in "ber asymmetry difference across the sexes using F-
tests and found a much greater effect in white matter (FAN0.25)
regions (Table 3).

Genetics of !ber asymmetry

Falconer's heritability maps were computed from the intra-class
correlations of the monozygotic and dizygotic twin pairs (Fig. 9). This
revealed regions of high heritability for asymmetry in some frontal
and temporal lobe regions.

To account for multiple comparisons, non-parametric permutation
tests were performed on a voxel by voxel level to avoid assuming
parametric null distributions for the statistics. Cumulative distribution
functions (CDFs) of the resulting signi"cance values from the ICCs
were plotted against their expected null distribution (Fig. 10). This
reveals which results were signi"cant overall when enforcing a false
discovery rate at the 5% level.

Fig. 11 shows an A/C/E analysis of variance components for mean
"ber measures in various white matter regions of interest (ROIs).
Asymmetries in the inferior fronto-occipital fasciculus and the
anterior thalamic radiation are highly genetically in!uenced
(a2=0.33 and a2=0.37 respectively for FA). Both the forceps major
and the uncinate fasciculus showed genetic (a2=0.2 and a2=0.2,
respectively for FA) and common environmental (c2=0.05 and
c2=0.11, respectively for FA) components of variance contributing
to asymmetries. In contrast, the cortico-spinal tract and the forceps
minor showed larger proportions of asymmetry variance attributable
to shared environmental factors.

When the goodness-of-"t probability for the ACE model is greater
than p=0.05, it suggests a good "t (note that this is the opposite of
the usual p-value convention). All models shown in Fig. 11 had a
suf"cient goodness-of-"t. For a few of the regions tested (not shown),
the ACE model did not "t. These included: for FA, the cingulum
(p=0.02) and the inferior longitudinal fasciculus (p=0.04) and for
MD: the inferior fronto-occipital fasciculus (p=0.02), and the inferior
longitudinal fasciculus (p=1!10!6). All tGA models "tted well.

Voxel-wise A/C/E tests were also performed to estimate the
genetic component of variance at each voxel. Voxels in temporal and
frontal lobe subregions showed highest genetic in!uences. Results
were similar for both anisotropy measures, although geodesic
anisotropy measures gave slightly higher measures of genetic
variance than FA (Fig. 12).

To account for multiple comparisons in the structural equation
models that calculate additive genetic and shared environmental
factors at every voxel, the model of the individual component of
interest p(A) and p(C) was calculated and FDR was performed on the

Table 1
FDR was controlled at the 5% level, showing that the observed asymmetries survived a
multiple comparison correction, when measured using any index above (FA, tGA, MD).
Around half of the white matter (de"ned as voxels with FAN0.25) showed a detectable
asymmetry.

FA tGA MD

FDR corrected p-value 0.0238 0.0243 0.0283
% signi"cant 47.69% 48.62% 56.68%

Fig. 7. Pairwise t-tests show regions with inter-hemispheric differences in FA and MD, based on comparing images in their original orientation with their re!ected versions. These
maps visualize the effect size for the asymmetry (high in the DLPFC andMeyer's loop). The p-values and absolute value of t are shown from this test— |t| values are as high as 15. Over
50% of the brain's white matter (Table 1) shows detectable asymmetry.
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resulting model to yield the probabilities of signi"cance seen in
Table 5.

Fiber asymmetry and IQ correlations

As various measures of intelligence were obtained from all
subjects, as a post hoc test we examined possible correlations between
"ber FA asymmetry and IQ. For this exploratory test, we hypothesized
that greater "ber asymmetry might be associated with higher
performance IQ (and performance IQ in particular, whichmay depend
on processing speed more than the linguistic skills involved in verbal
IQ). ROI-based and voxel-wise random effects regressionmodels were
"tted to the data. We used the entire sample of subjects with available
IQ information, "xed the effect of sex, and regressed out the random
effects due to familial structure. However, after multiple comparisons
correction using FDR in the entire white matter region, no overall
correlations were detected across the entire group of 358 subjects.We
consider this null "nding worth reporting, as the sample size is large
for a DTI study.

Discussion

Our analysis of DTI asymmetries, in this large population (N=374
adults), had 3 main "ndings.

First, frontal and temporal regions had signi"cant asymmetries in
FA. Frontal lobe FA is greater in the right hemisphere, but left temporal
lobe FA is greater than on the right. The mean difference in this large

sample reached 0.15 (which is very high, considering that FA runs on a
scale of 0 to 1). Second, in a regional analysis of FA asymmetry, genetic
factors accounted for 33% of the variance in asymmetry in the inferior
fronto-occipital fasciculus, 37% of the variance in the anterior thalamic
radiation, and 20% of the variance in the forceps major and the
uncinate fasciculus. Shared environmental factors accounted for #15%
of the variance in the cortico-spinal tract and #10% of the variance in
the forceps minor. Asymmetries are therefore in!uenced by both
genetic and environmental factors. Results were similar regardless of
the anisotropy measure used (FA versus tGA). Finally, the frontal lobe
FA asymmetry had higher variance in men than in women, but only a
small proportion of voxels showed sex differences in the average level
of asymmetry.

As expected from twin studies of brain structure (Brun et al., 2009;
Thompson et al., 2001), monozygotic twins showed higher similar-
ities in the intra-class correlation maps than dizygotic twins
suggesting that "ber asymmetries are genetically in!uenced. This is
in line with a large body of work by Annett, who proposed that there
might be a single “right-shift” gene in!uencing the degree of cerebral
dominance and lateralized behavior such as handedness (Annett,
1998).

A preliminary map of heritability, based on Falconer's heritability
formula (Fig. 9), crudely estimates the genetic proportion of variance
as twice the difference between the monozygotic twin correlations
and the dizygotic twin correlations. As this initial analysis detected

Fig. 8. Top row: Average FA asymmetry maps are shown for separate groups of 126 women and 81 men, all unrelated. One twin per pair was used, to ensure independent sampling
and avoid including correlated observations. Sex differences (last column) were detected in the degree of "ber asymmetry. Men showed greater asymmetries than women, but these
sex differences were detectable in b1% of the brain's white matter. Bottom row: The standard deviation for asymmetry in each sex is presented along with the resulting p-map after a
test for differences in within-group variance. Group differences in the variance of asymmetry are minor, but are more pronounced than the differences in asymmetry intensity itself.

Table 2
Sex differences in asymmetry. FDR was controlled at the 5% level, as a multiple
comparison correction. Even so, b1% of voxels fell below the statistical threshold
required to control the FDR.

FA tGA MD

FDR corrected p-value 3.232!10!6 3.251!10!5 3.844!10!4

% signi"cant 0.0079% 0.067% 0.781%

Table 3
These maps of differences in the variance of asymmetry between the sexes could be
thresholded at the above critical p-values while controlling the FDR at the 5% level, as a
multiple comparison correction. There were signi"cant sex differences in the
population variance associated with "ber asymmetry (with signi"cantly greater
asymmetry variance in men than women in the frontal lobe and in women than men
in temporal–parietal regions, on average).

FA tGA MD

FDR corrected p-value 0.0032 0.0030 0.012
% signi"cant 6.39% 6.21% 25.49%
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genetic involvement in "ber asymmetry, we "tted structural equation
models to data from ROIs (Table 4). Voxel-wise genetic models
con"rmed the genetic effects on the frontal lobe asymmetries, and
also suggested high genetic contributions in some temporal lobe
regions.

Regions with high genetic contributions to "ber asymmetry were
also the regions where asymmetry is greatest. The "nding that frontal
lobe FA is greater in the right hemisphere, but greater on the left for
the temporal lobes, con"rm prior DTI reports of frontal and temporal
white matter asymmetries. In general, prior studies focused on
speci"c tracts, e.g., the cortico-spinal tract (Westerhausen et al., 2007)
and the arcuate fasciculus, which is involved in language processing
(de Jong et al., 2009; Rodrigo et al., 2007). A voxel-wise analysis
(Buchel et al., 2004) suggested left greater than right FA white matter

asymmetries in the arcuate fasciculus and found asymmetries
contralateral to the dominant hand (i.e., higher on the left in right-
handers) in tracts innervating the precentral gyrus (as expected,
given the crossing of the cortical motor circuitry). Frontal and
temporal white matter already show left greater than right FA in
early infancy (Dubois et al., 2008), suggesting greater myelination in
the left hemisphere. Some developmental studies found that frontal
FA differences between the two hemispheres diminish as the brain
develops, but temporal lobe asymmetries persist (Barnea-Goraly et
al., 2005). These asymmetries may relate to the functional lateraliza-
tion of higher-level cognitive processes such as spatial association and
language, but our regressions with global cognitive measures did not
reveal any associations.

Early studies of anatomical asymmetry noted a natural petalia
(torquing) of the brain, that shifts right hemisphere structures
anterior to their left hemisphere counterparts (Kimura, 1973; Toga
and Thompson, 2003). Post mortem studies found volumetric
asymmetries in the planum temporale, part of a temporal lobe
auditory and language processing area (Geschwind and Levitsky,
1968). More recently, a large MRI study of 142 young adults
con"rmed leftward volume asymmetries in posterior language
areas, and rightward asymmetries in the cingulate gyrus and caudate
nucleus (Watkins et al., 2001). Surface-based analysis methods that
adjust for the effects of structural translocation in space (e.g.,
torquing) also found leftward asymmetries in the Heschl's gyrus
and planum temporale (Lyttelton et al., 2009). Deformation-based
morphometry studies have used the theory of random Gaussian
vector "elds to detect brain asymmetries, and have been used to
detect statistical departures from the normal level of brain asymmetry
(also termed “dissymmetry”; Thirion et al., 2000; Lancaster et al.,
2003). In addition, some “apparently” lateralized effects in brain
mapping may arise due to hemispheric differences in the statistical
power to detect effects. This is inevitable, as the structures in the two
hemispheres have different patterns of anatomical variability
(Thompson et al., 1998; Fillard et al., 2007).

Fig. 9. Intra-class correlation maps for monozygotic and dizygotic twins along with Falconer's heritability maps for asymmetries in FA, and tGA. In general, monozygotic twins have
higher intra-pair correlations than dizygotic twins.

Fig. 10. CDF plots of the distribution of the p-values obtained after non-parametric
permutation testing, to account for multiple comparisons. For all measures, MZ and DZ
twins showed signi"cant intra-class correlations after multiple comparison correction
using FDR. The MZ twin effects were much greater as denoted by the higher FDR-
controlling critical p-values (i.e., the highest non-zero x-coordinate where the CDF
crosses the y=20x line). These probabilities were obtained from pre-selected brain
regions with average FAN0.25, to avoid analyzing voxels with very low anisotropy.
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FA asymmetry had a higher variance in men than women, but
there was only limited evidence for differences in the overall level of
asymmetry (i.e., the sex difference formally passed the FDR criterion
for signi"cance but showed differences in less than 1% of the brain).
Many studies report greater anatomical asymmetries in men than
women (reviewed in Toga and Thompson, 2003). A voxel-based MRI
study of 465 normal adults found sex differences in gray matter
volumes and concentrations but no effects of handedness on the level
of asymmetries (Good et al., 2001). In a small sample (N=20),
Szeszko et al. (2003) reported that women had higher FA in the left
frontal lobes compared to men, and a general leftward asymmetry of
FA. No hemispheric asymmetry was detected in men. The level of
leftward asymmetry in women was associated with better verbal
comprehension and memory functioning. This result is surprising,
given our "nding of strong RNL asymmetry for FA; the magnitude of
this effect is quite large in our much larger sample of subjects. Our
"nding of signi"cant but limited sex differences could be due to our
efforts to create a template that minimizes the structural differences
between the hemispheres. This reduces the in!uence of “brain shape”
on the asymmetries, which may have diminished any sex differences.

With fMRI, Shaywitz et al. (1995) found signi"cant sex differences
in the phonological processing of language. Brain activation in men
was lateralized to the left inferior frontal gyrus, while women
engaged more diffuse neural systems involving both the left and
right inferior frontal gyri. Men and women also have brain regions in

which regional volumes correlate with intelligence. Haier et al. (2005)
found that women showed more white matter and fewer gray matter
areas with volumes correlated with intelligence, when compared to
men. IQ correlates with FA in normal subjects, and both IQ and FA are
genetically in!uenced (Chiang et al., 2009a; Kochunov et al., 2009).
Because of this, we also regressed FA asymmetry against IQ, but no
correlations survived FDR correction. IQ may relate closely to FA in
speci"c brain regions, but not so much to its asymmetry.

A premise of any voxel-wise analysis of brain asymmetry is that
there is a structural homology between white matter structures in the
left and right hemispheres. For the major white matter tracts, such as
the corpus callosum, fornix, and optic radiations, this assumption is
tenable. The registration methods proposed here are likely to adjust
for any macroscopic shape differences that get in the way of pairing
homologous anatomy, where it exists, on both sides of the brain. Even
so, as in all studies mapping brain asymmetry, there will always be a
set of structures – cortical U-"bers for example – with no obvious
homologs in the other hemisphere. As such, differences in hemi-
spheric anatomy near the cortex may re!ect not just a signal
difference from the same structure occurring in both hemispheres
but a lack of homology. These cases may ultimately be distinguishable
with tools that model and cluster each hemisphere's tracts as a graph,
with known connectivity and topological relations; in that case,
differences in tract composition between hemispheres would be
easier to identify.

Fig. 11. A/C/E genetic results for "ber asymmetry per lobe. The proportion of variance (ranging from 0 to 1) due to each factor is shown for each region of interest. Both anisotropy
measures show similar trends.

Table 4
ACE summaries: sub-models (AE and CE) are compared to the full (ACE) model to test whether dropping a parameter resulted in signi"cant differences in the chi-squared goodness-
of-"t value.

tGA Correlation (95% CI) Model "t: "2 (d"2 (df), p) ACE estimates

MZ DZ ACE AE CE a2 c2 e2

Anterior thalamic radiation 0.44 (0.34:0.77) 0.00 (0:0.44) 6.34 6.34 (0(1);1.00) 10.15 (3.812(1);0.05) 0.38 0.00 0.62
Cortico-spinal tract 0.00 (0:0.37) 0.33 (0.08:0.72) 7.56 8.42 (0.854(1);0.36) 7.56 (0(1);1.00) 0.00 0.10 0.90
Cingulate gyrus 0.12 (0:0.53) 0.00 (0:0.38) 1.57 1.57 (0(1);1.00) 1.81 (0.242(1);0.62) 0.07 0.00 0.93
Cingulum 0.00 (0:0.21) 0.00 (0:0.39) 6.64 6.64 (0(1);1.00) 6.64 (0(1);1.00) 0.00 0.00 1.00
Forceps major 0.27 (0.05:0.66) 0.12 (0:0.57) 3.17 3.18 (0.009(1);0.92) 3.44 (0.263(1);0.61) 0.21 0.04 0.75
Forceps minor 0.12 (0:0.53) 0.23 (0:0.66) 10.93 11.62 (0.693(1);0.41) 10.93 (0(1);1.00) 0.00 0.18 0.82
Inferior fronto-occipital fasciculus 0.43 (0.33:0.76) 0.12 (0:0.57) 8.47 8.47 (0(1);1.00) 11.83 (3.364(1);0.07) 0.42 0.00 0.58
Inferior longitudinal fasciculus 0.11 (0:0.52) 0.00 (0:0.27) 11.75 11.75 (0(1);1.00) 11.97 (0.224(1);0.64) 0.06 0.00 0.94
Superior longitudinal fasciculus (slf) 0.29 (0.09:0.67) 0.00 (0:0.45) 6.51 6.51 (0(1);1.00) 7.31 (0.798(1);0.37) 0.24 0.00 0.77
Uncinate fasciculus 0.36 (0.22:0.72) 0.25 (0:0.67) 2.83 3.07 (0.242(1);0.62) 3.14 (0.312(1);0.58) 0.20 0.16 0.64
Temporal slf 0.12 (0:0.53) 0.00 (0:0.45) 3.54 3.54 (0(1);1.00) 3.72 (0.172(1);0.68) 0.09 0.00 0.91
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Methodological sources of variance in DTI data may also contribute
to the level of asymmetries seen here. Magnetic susceptibility gradients
occur at interfaceswhere tissue and air are in close proximity, and these
are known to cause geometric distortions in the frontal and temporal
poles. If severe, these distortions can cause a complete loss of signal, but
in most cases they only lead to a geometrical warping of the data that

can be corrected; here, we adjusted for it by using amutual information
based 3D elastic warping approach. In individual cases, this distortion
could contribute to the level of asymmetry in the DTI signal, and to its
variance, but it is unlikely to produce a systematic pattern of asymmetry
that favors the left or the right side of the brain. Maps such as Fig. 8 (the
mean asymmetry of FA) are unlikely to be affected much by
susceptibility effects. These artifacts may contribute somewhat to the
variance in asymmetry, slightly depleting the true biological correla-
tions acrossmembers of a twinpair. Such artifactswould be lumped into
the E-term of our structural equation model (which contains variance
due to methodological error).

In addition, while the maps of DTI-derived measures (such as FA)
were spatially normalized across subjects, no global intensity
normalization was performed. We used each subject's raw FA
measures and did not adjust them for overall differences in mean
FA between subjects. In group analyses of PET scans, individual data

Table 5
FDRwas computed from the probability maps for the individual components, p(A), p(C)
of the twin A/C/E structural model. Genetic effects were con"rmed; environmental
effects were also detected.

p(A) p(C)

FDR corrected p-value for FA 0.000049 0.000048
FDR corrected p-value for tGA 0.000033 0.000037
FDR corrected p-value for MD – –

Fig. 12. Voxel-wise genetic analysis using the A/C/E model shows that most of the asymmetry in "ber integrity is attributable to unique environmental in!uences, random
differences, and measurement error; in some frontal and temporo-parietal regions, #50% of the differences across hemispheres are due to genetic differences. Geodesic anisotropy
measures may be marginally better for detecting genetic effects on "ber asymmetry, but maps for both DTI-derived indices were very similar.
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are commonly adjusted for overall (global) levels of activation or
ligand binding, but this is not typically done in DTI studies. It is
assumed that the FA is an absolute measure of "ber coherence, that is
associated with physiological parameters such as axonal conduction
speed, and with cognitive measures such as IQ. As a result, global
normalization is not usually applied and raw values are thought to
provide a fundamental measure of "ber coherence. Even so, it is
possible that local differencesmay, in part, re!ect global differences in
FA, or its asymmetry, across subjects.

Our study had 3 main limitations. First, we registered the FA
images to a population averaged template created from the subjects'
FA images. The same registrations, based on the FA images, were
applied to all the DTI-derived maps, allowing us to structurally align
all the images in the same way. Even so, there may be a slight bias in
using a single anisotropy measure to drive the nonlinear registration,
and other measures could be used, individually or in combination
(Park et al., 2003, 2004). Several nonlinear registration algorithms
have been proposed for DTI. Studholme (2008) used DTI-derived
measures as constraints when aligning standard anatomical
images. Chiang et al. (2008) and Li et al. (2009) used orientation
and multivariate information in the full diffusion tensor to "nd
correspondences between DTI images.

Second, in this paper, we used voxel-based statistical maps,
focusing on highly anisotropic white matter regions. Other
approaches may also be helpful for selecting regions with high
anisotropy, such as the tract-based spatial statistics method (TBSS:
Smith et al., 2006). In TBSS, a skeletonized (one pixel thick) map of the
FA is created, and correspondences across subjects are based on
distance, rather than by computing a correspondence "eld for the
entire image. A third limitation of our study is that we do not fully
exploit the angular information in the 105-direction diffusion-
weighted images. Asymmetries in local diffusion geometry could
also be examined by analyzing the local 3D diffusion pro"le,
reconstructed using angular space deconvolution methods such as
the tensor distribution function (Leow et al., 2008). This could further
probe the sources of asymmetry after adjusting for confounds due to
the partial voluming and "ber crossings — inherent limitations of
scalar DTI-derived measures. One could then distinguish whether the
right greater than left asymmetries are due to higher "ber integrity in
the right hemisphere or whether the anisotropy levels on the left are
reduced due to a higher level of "ber crossings.
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4.1 Transferrin and hemochromatosis gene association to brain

structure
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Control of iron homeostasis is essential for healthy central nervous
system function: iron de!ciency is associated with cognitive
impairment, yet iron overload is thought to promote neurodegen-
erative diseases. Speci!c genetic markers have been previously
identi!ed that in"uence levels of transferrin, the protein that
transports iron throughout the body, in the blood and brain. Here,
we discovered that transferrin levels are related to detectable
differences in the macro- and microstructure of the living brain.
We collected brain MRI scans from 615 healthy young adult twins
and siblings, of whom 574 were also scanned with diffusion tensor
imaging at 4 Tesla. Fiber integrity was assessed by using the
diffusion tensor imaging-based measure of fractional anisotropy.
In bivariate genetic models based on monozygotic and dizygotic
twins, we discovered that partially overlapping additive genetic
factors in"uenced transferrin levels and brain microstructure. We
also examined common variants in genes associated with trans-
ferrin levels, TF and HFE, and found that a commonly carried poly-
morphism (H63D at rs1799945) in the hemochromatotic HFE gene
was associated with white matter !ber integrity. This gene has
a well documented association with iron overload. Our statistical
maps reveal previously unknown in"uences of the same gene on
brain microstructure and transferrin levels. This discovery may
shed light on the neural mechanisms by which iron affects cogni-
tion, neurodevelopment, and neurodegeneration.

neuroimaging genetics | twin modeling | pathway analysis | tensor-based
morphometry | voxel based analysis

Iron and the proteins that transport it are critically important
for brain function. Iron de!ciency (ID) is the most common

nutritional de!ciency worldwide (1). Iron-de!cient diets lead to
poorer cognitive achievement in school-aged children (2). In
rural areas where ID anemia is prevalent, iron supplements can
increase motor and language capabilities in children (3). ID also
impairs dopamine metabolism in the brain, particularly in the
caudate and putamen regions (4).
ID clearly has adverse effects on cognitive development, but

iron overload in later life is also associated with damage to the
brain. Brain iron regulation is disrupted in several neurodegen-
erative diseases. Neuroimaging methods reveal abnormally high
brain iron concentrations in Alzheimer’s disease (5), Parkinson
disease (6), and Huntington disease (7). High iron concentrations
may even cause neuronal death (8, 9).
As de!ciency and excess of iron can negatively impact brain

function, the regulation of iron transport to the brain is crucial
for cognition. Iron is transported throughout the body by the
iron-binding protein transferrin. The interaction between trans-
ferrin and the transferrin receptors appears to regulate iron
transport (10). When iron levels are low, the liver produces more
transferrin for increased iron transport. In humans, transferrin

can increase in iron-de!cient states, which may help to distin-
guish ID anemia from anemia of chronic disease (11). Dietary ID
has also been shown in rats to elevate the concentration of
transferrin in the brain (12), speci!cally in the hippocampus and
striatum (13). Transferrin is also decreased in cases of iron
overload (14).
The gold standard for determining accurate iron measures

is obtained from invasive bone marrow or liver tests, which are
impractical for general applications. Serum levels of iron "uc-
tuate greatly (15) and depend on dietary factors such as vitamin
C intake (16) and the time of blood collection (17). Transferrin
is arguably a more reliable and reproducible index of the long-
term availability of iron to the brain (18, 19). In fact, in a 2-y
study of postmenopausal women (20), total iron-binding ca-
pacity (equivalent to transferrin concentration) was a more
reliable measure of iron status [(0.60; 95% con!dence interval
(CI), 0.44–0.76)], whereas serum iron measures varied more
(0.50; 95% CI, 0.22–0.65). Transferrin is therefore used as a
more reproducible measure to infer iron availability to the neu-
ral pathways.
As iron is a key determinant of neural development and de-

generation, we set out to investigate whether brain structure in
healthy adults depends on serum transferrin levels. We scanned
615 young adult twins and siblings with standard MRI. A total of
574 of them were also scanned with diffusion tensor imaging
(DTI) to assess volumetric and microstructural white matter
differences potentially associated with variations in serum trans-
ferrin levels measured during adolescence.
The participants in our study were healthy young adults, in whom

iron overload is unlikely. We instead expected that iron levels to-
ward the lower end of the normal range might lead to a poorer
developmental phenotype in the brain of these young adults.
The brain synthesizes transferrin itself, so serum transferrin is

not necessarily indicative of the levels of brain transferrin.
However, in healthy populations without iron overload or he-
mochromatosis, all iron in the plasma is bound to transferrin
(10). Iron enters the brain primarily by transport through the
blood–brain barrier (21), yet transport through the blood–cere-
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brospinal "uid (CSF) and cellular–plasmalemma barriers have
also been described (10). Upon binding to its receptor, trans-
ferrin is thought to be mostly released back into the blood stream
(although some transcytosis of transferrin may occur). The iron
can then bind to transferrin synthesized in the oligodendrocytes
of white matter (22, 23).
Most of the brain’s iron is found in oligodendrocytes, where it

supports myelination (24). Oligodendrocytes also maintain iron
homeostasis in the brain. Our primary hypothesis was that we
might !nd poorer white matter integrity in adulthood in those
who had lower iron levels available during development, as high
transferrin levels are often a sign of the liver reacting to lower
iron availability. We therefore framed our hypothesis by testing if
serum transferrin levels in adolescence were related to fractional
anisotropy (FA; measured later in adulthood from DTI scans of
the brain). Lower FA can be a sign of less mature or poorer
myelination.
We further hypothesized that brain structure volumes in iron-

rich regions might be lower in people with high serum transferrin
levels. Iron levels are highest in the basal ganglia and substantia
nigra (25). By measuring brain volumes regionally with tensor-
based morphometry (TBM), we predicted that we might !nd
insuf!ciently developed (i.e., smaller) subcortical structures in
those with higher transferrin levels. ID additionally alters do-
pamine metabolism in the caudate and putamen (4), so we pre-
dicted that people with high transferrin (and, by implication,
lower brain iron) might have lower volumes for dopamine-con-
taining structures, such as the caudate. Finally, we expected lower
hippocampal volumes, as iron-de!cient rats have lower iron
concentrations in the hippocampus (13), a region vulnerable to
neuronal loss in neurodegenerative disease (26).
Genetic factors explain 66% and 49% of the variance in serum

transferrin levels in men and women, respectively (17). As such,
if transferrin is found to be associated with neuroanatomical
differences, we might expect that common genes in"uence both
brain structure and transferrin levels. To understand such shared
genetic contributions to brain variations and transferrin, we used
a twin design. Many neuroimaging studies of identical and fra-
ternal twins reveal substantial genetic contributions to brain

structure (27–30) and function (31, 32). Cross-twin cross-trait
designs can also discover overlapping (i.e., pleiotropic) genetic
in"uences on very different biological traits, such as brain vol-
ume (33) or !ber integrity (34) with IQ.
After discovering a common genetic basis for transferrin levels

and brain !ber integrity, we hypothesized that genes modulating
transferrin also play a role in brain structure within the same
regions. We performed exploratory tests on all SNPs within the
two major transferrin related genes: the transferrin gene, TF, on
chromosome 3, and the HFE gene on chromosome 6, where
a handful of SNPs have been found to explain a remarkable 40%
of the genetic variance in serum transferrin levels (35). We
performed exploratory tests on all these SNPs and additional
imputed ones (to HapMap2) within the same genes.*
Genes in"uencing transferrin are not the only cause of varia-

tion in iron levels measured in the blood serum. However, they
do in"uence the limited amount of serum iron that becomes
transported into the brain. Therefore, we expected genes that
in"uence transferrin levels to show associations with brain
structure. Some variants increase the risk for iron overload late
in life, and these may also increase the availability of brain iron
for developmental processes such as myelination. If high iron
levels improve myelination, we might expect to see increased
!ber integrity as measured through DTI.
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Fig. 1. Voxel-wise associations, between FA, a measure of white matter
"ber integrity derived from the DW images, and serum transferrin levels in
574 subjects ("ve of whom had repeated scans). There are signi"cant asso-
ciations in the external capsule, superior longitudinal fasciculus, and the
cingulum bilaterally. As transferrin levels increase, the diffusivity across the
axons also tends to decrease by approximately 0.025 units for every g/L unit
increase in the serum transferrin level. Signi"cance was con"rmed by
enforcing a regional control over the FDR as described by Langers et al. (70)
at the 5% level. Corrected P values of association are shown. Maps are ad-
justed for effects of age and sex; random-effects regression accounted for
familial relatedness and the use of repeated scans. !-values shown represent
the regression coef"cient (or slope) of the transferrin level term, after ac-
counting for covariates.
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Fig. 2. Brain regions where there are detectable associations between
serum transferrin levels and patterns of brain morphometry. Higher blood
transferrin levels were associated with greater regional brain volumes in
the hippocampus and basal ganglia, including the globus pallidus bi-
laterally and midbrain regions appearing to contain the substantia nigra.
Shrinkage in structure volume is seen as transferrin levels increase bi-
laterally in the caudates, the third ventricle, as well as temporoparietal
regions of white matter. Lower regional volumes are also observed in
frontal gray matter in those with higher serum transferrin levels. The
greatest regional brain volume de"cit, per unit difference in transferrin
levels, is seen in the caudate, whereas the greatest expansion is detected
in the hippocampus and basal ganglia. All highlighted regions were sig-
ni"cant after a multiple comparisons correction that enforces a regional
control over the FDR at the 5% level as described by Langers et al. (70).
Maps are adjusted for effects of age and sex; random-effects regression
accounted for familial relatedness and the use of repeated scans (N = 652
scans, N = 615 subjects). All images are in radiological convention: the left
side shown is the right hemisphere. The !-value corresponds to the unnor-
malized slope of the regression. Corrected P values range from 0.001 to
0.05; uncorrected values range from 2.6 ! 10!6 to 0.04 for the thresholded
regions shown.

*Our dataset included a genotype list that had been imputed (to HapMap2) whereas the
Benyamin et al. (2008) paper (35) did not; the previous paper therefore did not analyze
the H63D polymorphism at all.
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Results
Serum transferrin levels for the 615 individuals in our study
ranged from 1.89 to 5.18 g/L of serum (mean, 2.99 ± 0.37 g/L;
median, 2.96 g/L). Regressions !tted to data at each voxel in the
brain DTI and MRI scans revealed signi!cant associations with
microstructural variations in diffusion anisotropy (Fig. 1). There
were also strong associations between transferrin levels and gross
anatomical volume differences (Fig. 2), even after controlling for
age and sex. As ID is known to reduce myelination, we had
expected in advance, to !nd a negative association between
transferrin and FA (36); this was in fact observed.

Transferrin Levels Relate to Neuroanatomical Structure. As noted,
cross-twin cross-trait models can determine whether a partially
overlapping set of genes contributes to two traits of interest, such
as !ber integrity (assessed by using FA) and transferrin levels. If
this is the case, common genetic in"uences mediate the observed
correlation between the two measures. Before examining the full
cross-twin cross-trait model, we independently assessed these
correlations within each group of twins; if the variables correlate
more strongly for monozygotic (MZ) than for dizygotic (DZ)
twin pairs, then we can infer the greater difference is a result of
additive genetic factors. Fig. 3 shows the correlations between
FA and transferrin levels in MZ twins and DZ twins separately,
highlighting the higher magnitude of the correlations for MZ
than DZ pairs.

Cross-Twin Cross-Trait Analysis of Shared Genetic Determination.We
performed cross-twin cross-trait heritability analysis starting
from the full bivariate model as described in Methods, where the
ACE structural equation model was used to !t the additive ge-
netic (A), shared environmental (C), and unique environmental
(E) components of variance for the brain measures and trans-
ferrin levels. We removed individual components one by one to
determine the best !tting model. For both MRI- and DTI-based
bivariate ACE models, the AE model !tted the best for trans-
ferrin and the full ACE model !tted best for the imaging
measures. This means that genetic effects were detected in both
cases, and the effects of common rearing environment were also
detectable for the imaging measures. The path diagram for the
best !tting model is shown in Fig. 4.

The cross-twin cross-trait correlation was then computed from
the best !tting model. Signi!cance of the correlation was de-
termined by removing the rA component of the path model as
described in Methods. The additive genetic determinants of voxel-
wise FA measures (Fig. 5) and transferrin showed signi!cant
overlap after multiple comparisons correction using the false
discovery rate (FDR) procedure (37). Although suggestive, no
signi!cant overlap was detected between the additive genetic
determinants of transferrin levels and macroscopic structural
morphometry as assessed through TBM.

Genetic Associations. After !ltering the SNPs in TF and HFE
available in our imputed sample by minor allele frequency
(MAF) greater than 0.05, 42 SNPs remained. SNPs chosen for
analysis are listed in Table S1, along with their MAF according
to the CEU population: Utah residents with Northern and
Western European ancestry from the CEPH collection from
HapMap. As a result of linkage disequilibrium, the effective
number of SNPs tested (38, 39) was 20. When the signi!cant
voxels of the cross-twin cross-trait associations were clustered
into regions of interest (ROIs), six survived a cluster threshold
size of 27 voxels, corresponding to the size of a voxel with all its
surrounding neighbors, or a 3 ! 3 ! 3 cube. These ROIs are
shown in Fig. S1. Genetic associations of the 42 (effectively 20)
SNPs assessed in these six regions revealed a signi!cant associ-
ation of the HFE rs1799945 SNP (also known as the H63D
polymorphism) with the mean FA in the cluster along the left
external capsule (P = 0.00017). The results of all of the genetic
associations per ROI are also listed in Table S1.
Additionally, in the full sample of 565 genotyped subjects with

serum transferrin levels available, we found that the H63D minor
allele was associated with decreased transferrin levels as expec-
ted (t-statistic = 1.801, one-tailed P = 0.0361).

Post Hoc Voxel-Wise Analysis of HFE H63D Missense Polymorphism. In
our post hoc analysis, we performed a voxel-wise association of
FA with the H63D polymorphism across the entirety of the white
matter region. The SNP frequency information for this poly-
morphism in our sample is available in SI Methods. The map of
voxel-wise associations of H63D to FA values was found to be
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Fig. 3. The magnitude of the observed cross-twin cross-trait (FA and
transferrin) correlations are higher in identical than fraternal twin pairs,
supporting our hypothesis that partially overlapping sets of genes may ex-
plain some of the shared variance in brain structure and transferrin levels.
This motivates the use of bivariate ACE modeling to estimate the degree of
shared genetic in!uence.
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Fig. 4. Path diagram for the best-"tting model of the bivariate association.
The models that best "tted the data were the AE model for transferrin and
ACE model for the imaging measures. The measures we examined included
regional brain volumes and measures of microstructural white matter "ber
integrity.
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signi!cant in regions including the external capsule, and portions
of the genu of the corpus callosum not initially found to have
signi!cant transferrin related associations (Fig. 6).

Discussion
ID, iron overload, and abnormalities in iron concentrations lo-
calized to particular structures in the brain have been linked to
neurodevelopmental and neurodegenerative disorders.
Fig. 7 shows a schematic illustration relating several biological

processes that motivated this study. Both brain structure and the
iron transport protein, transferrin, are under strong genetic
control, so we used a twin design to !nd brain regions with ge-
netic determinants in common with transferrin. We were able to
establish some previously unknown links between transferrin
levels (and associated genes) and brain structure in 615 healthy
young adults.

Our analysis had three main !ndings. First, serum transferrin
levels, measured during adolescence, were associated with both
macro- and microneuroanatomical variations in a regionally se-
lective pattern later, in early adulthood (approximately 9 y after
blood was drawn). Second, these associations with white matter
integrity were mediated by overlapping sets of genes. This was
evident from the cross-twin cross-trait correlations between
transferrin levels and white matter anisotropy. Third, we found
that the HFE H63D polymorphism, well known for its associa-
tion to iron overload (40, 41), in"uences both serum transferrin
levels and white matter microstructure in the external capsule.
This points to a direct link between blood serum related genomic
variation and brain structure (Fig. 7, dashed lines).
Iron is important for neural development early in life. In rat

brains, iron and transferrin are at extremely high levels, despite
low brain transferrin mRNA levels before closure of the blood–
brain barrier (42). Even after the barrier develops, serum
transferrin levels, which are under high genetic control, in"uence
how much iron is transported to the brain for crucial processes of
development, such as myelination. Here we uncovered an asso-
ciation between brain structure in young adults and serum
transferrin levels measured during their adolescent years.
By measuring transferrin levels 8 to 12 y before the imaging

study, we were interested in knowing whether iron availability in
this developmentally crucial period might impact the organiza-
tion of the brain later in life. Adolescence is a period of high
vulnerability to brain insults, and the brain is still very actively
developing (43). Transferrin levels, measured before the brain is
fully mature, may be especially relevant for the adult brain.
Transferrin levels fall with age in children and adolescents, and
older adolescents show similar ranges to adults (15, 44). Children
have higher transferrin levels than adults, perhaps in response to
physiologically low iron stores. By averaging transferrin levels
assessed repeatedly at various ages (12, 14, and 16 y of age), we
estimated the iron availability to the brain during adolescence.
We relied on previous work showing that transferrin measures
are stable and can be reliably collected (19), with high sensitivity
and speci!city, which makes associations easier to detect.
As key components of white matter, oligodendrocytes—the

glial cells that produce myelin to insulate axons—stain for iron
more than any other cell in the brain (24); these cells are the
primary location for iron in the central nervous system (45).
Fig. 1 shows the negative association between serum trans-

ferrin levels and the diffusion-based measure of integrity, FA, in
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Fig. 5. Signi"cant cross-twin cross-trait correlations for transferrin levels
and brain FA. The P value controlling the FDR at the 5% level in regions of
signi"cant FA-transferrin associations was 0.032. The signi"cant cross-twin
cross-trait correlations presented here indicate that partially overlapping
sets of genes are associated with transferrin levels and brain FA values in
bilateral white matter regions, including the cingulum, external capsule, and
superior longitudinal fasciculus. Negative correlations indicate lower an-
isotropy, perhaps indicating lower levels of myelination with increases in
transferrin levels. Positive correlations were not signi"cant.
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Fig. 6. Corrected p-map shows the HFE H63D associations with FA voxel-
wise throughout the white matter. When regressing on the minor allele,
there is a positive association between the number of minor alleles and the
FA values. Signi"cance was con"rmed by enforcing a regional control over
the FDR as described by Langers et al. (70) at the 5% level. We adjusted for
effects of age and sex to be consistent with the previous tests. Positive
correlations were not signi"cant.
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Fig. 7. Several known relationships motivated our study (solid black lines);
dashed lines show relationships we wanted to test. Genetic and environ-
mental factors (e.g., diet) affect iron stores in the body; the liver synthesizes
more transferrin in response to low iron stores. Our "rst goal was to relate
transferrin levels to brain structure in healthy young adults. Our twin design
determined if overlapping sets of genes in!uence transferrin levels and
brain structure, as both are highly heritable. Transferrin levels are geneti-
cally modulated mainly through two genes (HFE and TF); to relate speci"c
variants in transferrin-related genes to brain structure, we determined the
additive effect of all variants within these two genes on brain structures that
had shown genetic in!uences in common with transferrin.
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various brain regions, including the external capsule, cingulum,
and superior longitudinal fasciculus. As FA can represent the
degree of !ber integrity, myelination, or coherence in white
matter !bers, the direction of this association is in line with
previous reports indicating hypomyelination in cases of ID (36).
Our !ndings of transferrin associations in human white matter
tracts are consistent with previous studies of brain iron levels in
rats. In a histochemical study of iron staining in the developing
rat brain, Connor et al. (46) found major foci of iron staining in
the cingulum, superior portions of the internal capsule, and the
base of the external capsule.
As shown in Fig. 2, regional brain volume de!cits are seen

bilaterally in the caudates, the third ventricle, and in the tem-
poroparietal white matter as transferrin levels increase. The
caudate is particularly important in cognition, learning, and
memory (47); as increased transferrin levels have been impli-
cated in ID, the inverse relation between transferrin levels and
caudate volume may indicate underdevelopment of caudates in
ID, in line with evidence of poorer cognition in children with ID.
If severe enough, a caudate volume reduction related to elevated
transferrin levels may explain why certain developmental cogni-
tive de!cits are associated with ID. This !nding !ts with our
previous hypothesis that insuf!cient iron transport to the brain
may hinder development of subcortical structures.
Although transferrin levels are low, transferrin in the CSF is

fully saturated with iron (48); the regional de!cit in the volume of
the third ventricle is therefore intriguing, as it may indicate an
altered pattern and/or rate of transport for transferrin-bound iron.
Some brain regions were smaller and some larger in people

with lower transferrin levels; in fact, there was statistically sig-
ni!cant evidence in favor of both effects occurring in different
parts of the brain. This pattern of anomalies was somewhat
surprising: we expected smaller volumes, not larger ones, in
people with low iron (and elevated transferrin) levels. Opposing
this, some brain regions involved in neurodegeneration did show
lower volumes in those with high iron and low transferrin levels,
so iron overload may promote neuronal atrophy in iron-con-
taining structures. The direct association of the volume of these
regions to transferrin levels may therefore indicate a future
susceptibility to the effects of iron overload and altered transport
in these disorders.
Our DTI-based analyses supported a model wherein signs of

a less mature or well myelinated brain were found in those with
high transferrin levels during adolescence; this may re"ect the
liver’s reaction to sustained periods of lower iron availability.
The analysis of brain volumes with TBM gives a more complex
picture: in segregated comparisons, there were some brain
regions that were larger, and some were smaller in those with
high transferrin. This imbalance of structure volumes is similar to
that seen in some neurogenetic disorders, in which patterns of
abnormally high and low volumes are seen (49, 50). As this was
not hypothesized, future independent studies are needed to
con!rm the localization and direction of these effects.
As indicated by a dashed line in Fig. 7, a way to study the iron

pathway’s association to brain structure is to determine whether
genes in"uencing transferrin levels also modulate structural
variation. Our cross-twin cross-trait genetic analysis revealed that
common additive genetic factors in"uence transferrin concen-
trations and white matter !ber integrity. Finding neuroanatom-
ical regions whose underlying structure is partially under the
same genetic control as transferrin levels can help shed light on
the inherited properties of these regions as they develop. Dis-
covering speci!c iron-associated genetic variants that in"uence
the underlying microstructure in these brain regions could po-
tentially help uncover the neural mechanisms affected by iron
transport in the brain. These may lead to downstream genetically
mediated impairments.

Speci!c variants associated with iron mediating proteins in
healthy young adults have also been discovered; 40% of the
genetic variance in serum transferrin levels is explainable by just
a few genetic variants in the TF gene (rs3811647, rs1799852, and
rs2280673) and the C282Y mutation in the HFE gene (35).
Additionally, interaction between variants in these two genes has
been linked to an increased risk of Alzheimer’s disease (51), so
the TF and HFE genes are neurobiologically linked. To com-
prehensively explore these two genes further and determine any
coexisting associations to brain structure, we examined all
available variants within these genes in regions where the shared
additive genetic component between the two traits, transferrin
levels and brain microstructure, was statistically signi!cant. We
found the H63D polymorphism within the HFE gene is signi!-
cantly associated with the mean FA of the left external capsule,
one of the regions shown to have signi!cant cross-twin cross-trait
correlations. The FA of the external capsule has also been shown
to be highly heritable ("60%), however, a sex-by-heritability
analysis also shows this region is much more heritable in male
subjects (28). Intriguingly, genetic factors also explain a higher
proportion of the variance for transferrin levels in men than in
women (17).
In a recent study of HFE and TF variants on iron levels and

risk for AD, Giambattistelli et al. (52) found that patients with
AD with the H63D polymorphism had increased plasma iron and
transferrin levels, but this pattern was not found in healthy
control subjects with the variant; in fact, a meta-analysis found
that the H63D polymorphism may be protective against AD (53).
As shown in Table S1, the minor allele at rs1799945 (H63D)
showed a positive effect on FA. This is the expected direction of
association; as mentioned previously, ID can cause de!cits in
myelin formation, so it is reasonable that an iron overload allele
may play a protective role for myelination during neuronal de-
velopment of these healthy controls.
Our work here is one of the largest bimodal neuroimaging

genetics studies of healthy humans to date. It describes a three-
step top-down method to analyze gene effects on the brain. First,
we related a heritable serum measure—with known cognitive
associations—to speci!c locations in the brain; second, we used
a genetic correlation model to home in on brain regions with
evidence of joint genetic determination; and !nally, we searched
these neuroanatomical locations for variants within genes known
to associate with the highly heritable phenotype, serum trans-
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Fig. 8. Path diagram for the full bivariate ACE model.
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ferrin. We found localized regions of transferrin association on
both the macro- and micro-anatomical scale within the brain.
These regions showed additional associations with HFE variants,
in a direction that is consistent with several previous studies of
brain iron and associated proteins. Future analyses may include
studying the mechanistic process of transferrin and HFE in
children with cognitive impairment and in elderly subjects with
neurodegenerative diseases.
Several conclusions can be drawn about genetic variations that

affect transferrin levels and their effect on brain microstructure.
Transferrin levels are in"uenced by at least two known factors:
a shortage of iron, which drives them up, and polymorphisms in
the two major transferrin-related genes, HFE and TF, as shown
in Fig. 7. According to a principle known as Mendelian ran-
domization (54), one can examine genes that are known to affect
a measure, such as transferrin, to get a sense of the downstream
biological effects of other factors that affect transferrin, such as
a shortage of dietary iron. We did !nd that the H63D mutation
within the HFE gene was related to brain FA, but we did not !nd
an effect on FA of the other common (i.e., MAF > 0.05) SNPs in
the HFE or TF genes, which are known to explain 40% of vari-
ation in transferrin levels. A larger sample may be needed to
uncover effects of these SNPs, but a more skeptical alternative
interpretation may be that some variants known to powerfully
affect transferrin may not affect DTI measures at all. At this
point, we cannot say conclusively whether polymorphisms in the
TF gene have any causal role on white matter, although the
H63D mutation within the other major transferrin-related gene—
HFE—was related to brain FA. A quali!ed interpretation of the
available data would suggest that transferrin levels do relate to
brain structure, but further work is needed to clarify which of the
several known transferrin-related SNPs, other than HFE H63D,
are contributing to the effect.

Methods
Subject Information. A total of 615 subjects (mean age ± SD, 23.5 ± 2.1 y; 375
women) were included in this study; all subjects had standard structural T1-
weighted brain MRI scans and serum iron and transferrin levels measured;
574 also underwent DTI. As part of a reliability analysis, 37 subjects had
a duplicate MRI scan taken 3 mo later, and "ve had a second DTI scan. All
subjects were of European ancestry from 350 families. Subjects were
recruited as part of a 5-y research project examining healthy young adult
Australian twins using structural and functional MRI and DTI with a pro-
jected sample size of approximately 1,150 at completion (55). Subjects were
screened to exclude cases of pathology known to affect brain structure. No
subjects reported a history of signi"cant head injury, a neurological or
psychiatric illness, substance abuse or dependence, or had a "rst-degree
relative with a psychiatric disorder. All subjects were right-handed as de-
termined using 12 items from the Annett handedness questionnaire (56). We
selected only the paired MZ (T1, n = 107; DTI, n = 95 pairs) and same-sex DZ
(T1, n = 65; DTI, n = 59 pairs) twins for the cross-twin cross-trait genetic
analysis. The rest of the subjects included 52 (n = 43 DTI) pairs of mixed-sex
DZ twins, two sets of fraternal triplets (n = 6 individuals), and 112 (n = 95 DTI)
individuals unrelated to anyone else in the study; additional subjects in-
cluded non-twin siblings or unpaired twins with siblings also in the study in
which kinship existed between members. A total of 544 of the subjects with
standard MRI scans were genotyped, of whom 509 also had DTI scans
available. Study participants gave informed consent; the studies were ap-
proved by the institutional ethics committees at the University of Queens-
land and the University of California, Los Angeles. All images used in this
analysis went through, and passed, a rigorous quality control; subjects with
anatomical abnormalities, imaging artifacts, and misregistered images were
removed from analysis and not included in the subject counts.

Blood was collected from subjects at ages 12, 14, and 16 y. Serum was
separated from blood samples and stored at !70 °C until assayed; iron,
transferrin, and ferritin were measured by using standard clinical chemistry
methods (Roche Diagnostics) on a 917 or Modular P analyzer. Data on serum
iron and transferrin levels were extracted from these time points and av-
eraged for use in this analysis.

Establishing Zygosity, Genotyping, and Imputation. Zygosity was established
objectively by typing nine independent DNA microsatellite polymorphisms
(polymorphism information content > 0.7), by using standard PCR methods
and genotyping. Results were cross-checked with blood group (ABO, MNS,
and Rh) and phenotypic data (hair, skin, and eye color), giving an overall
probability of correct zygosity assignment greater than 99.99%. Genomic
DNA samples were analyzed on the Human610-Quad BeadChip (Illumina)
according to the manufacturer’s protocols (In"nium HD Assay; Super Pro-
tocol Guide; Revision A, May 2008). Imputation was performed by mapping
the genotyped information to HapMap (release 22, build 36) with Mach
software (http://www.sph.umich.edu/csg/abecasis/MACH/index.html).

Image Acquisition. Structural and diffusion-weighted (DW) whole-brain MRI
scans were acquired for each subject (4 Tesla Medspec; Bruker). T1-weighted
images were acquired with an inversion recovery rapid gradient-echo se-
quence (inversion/repetition/echo times, 700/1500/3.35 ms; !ip angle, 8°; slice
thickness, 0.9 mm; 256 ! 256 acquisition matrix). DW images were acquired
using single-shot echo-planar imaging with a twice-refocused spin echo
sequence to reduce eddy current-induced distortions. A 3-min, 30-gradient
acquisition was designed to optimize signal-to-noise ratio for diffusion tensor
estimation (57). Imaging parameters were repetition/echo times of 6,090/91.7
ms, "eld of view of 23 cm, and 128 ! 128 acquisition matrix. Each 3D volume
consisted of 21 axial slices 5 mm thick with a 0.5-mm gap and 1.8 ! 1.8 mm2

in-plane resolution. Thirty images were acquired per subject: three with
no diffusion sensitization (i.e., T2-weighted b0 images) and 27 DW images
(b = 1,146 s/mm2) with gradient directions uniformly distributed on the
hemisphere.

Image Preprocessing. Nonbrain regions were automatically removed from
each T1-weighted MR image and from a T2-weighted image from the DW
image set using FSL software brain extraction tool (58) to enhance coregis-
tration between subjects. All T1-weighted images were corrected for "eld
nonuniformities using FreeSurfer (http://surfer.nmr.mgh.harvard.edu/), lin-
early aligned [with 9 degrees of freedom (df)] to a common space (59). The
raw DW images were corrected for eddy current distortions by using the FSL
tool “eddy_correct” (http://fsl.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/). For each subject, the three
eddy-corrected images with no diffusion sensitization were averaged, line-
arly aligned, and resampled to the subject’s corresponding down-sampled T1
image. The average b0 maps were then elastically registered to the subject’s
aligned T1-weighted structural scan by using an inverse consistent registra-
tion with a mutual information cost function (60) to adjust for any echo-
planar–induced susceptibility artifacts.

TBM. TBM is a technique that identi"es regional structural differences from
the gradients of the deformation "elds that align brain images to a common
anatomical template. After nonlinearly aligning the full brain of all subjects
to their corresponding minimum deformation template (MDT), a separate
Jacobian map (i.e., relative volume map) was created for each subject. These
Jacobian maps, which share the common space de"ned by the MDT, help to
characterize the local volume differences between one individual and the
normal anatomical template. These maps explain the relative expansion and
contraction of regions from each individual relative to the template.

Computing Anisotropy and Diffusivity. Under a single-tensor model (61),
diffusion of water molecules attenuates the MR signal in direction r,
according to the Stejskal–Tanner equation:

Sk!r" # S0!r"e!bkDk !r" [1]

Here, S0(r) is the non-DW baseline intensity in direction r, Dk(r) is the ap-
parent diffusion coef"cient, and bk is a constant depending on the gradient
k. Diffusion tensors were computed from the 27-gradient DW images using
FSL software (http://fsl.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/). The FA of diffusion was com-
puted from the tensor eigenvalues (!1, !2, !3) at each voxel. FA is in!uenced
by both axial diffusivity ("1; a measure of diffusion along the axonal "bers)
and radial diffusivity (the average of "2 and "3; a measure of diffusion or-
thogonal to the axonal "bers).

Template Creation and Registration. We created an MDT by using nonlinear
!uid registration (62), with the method proposed by Kochunov and col-
leagues (63, 64). The N 3D vector "elds !uidly registering a speci"c in-
dividual to all other N participants were averaged and applied to that
subject. This geometrically adjusts the anatomy but preserves the intensities
and anatomical features of the template subject.
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To create a representativeMDT for the TBManalysis, we randomly selected
32 (16 female/16 male) nonrelated participants’ T1-weighted images, after
down-sampling to be in the same space as the DW imaging and aligning to
the Colin template (59), and created two MDTs with 16 subjects (eight fe-
male) in each group. For one group, the target was male and the other
female. The templates for each group were then averaged to create one
representative anatomically centered target. Skull-stripped T1-weighted
images for each subject were registered to the "nal population averaged
FA-based MDT by using an inverse consistent 3D elastic warping technique
using a mutual information cost function (60).

To create anMDT for DTI analysis, we selected the same 32 participants, yet
we used their FA images (calculated after b0 susceptibility correction) to
create the MDT in the exact same manner as the T1-weighted structural
scans. FA maps for each of the susceptibility corrected subjects were regis-
tered to the "nal population averaged FA-based MDT by using a 3D elastic
warping technique with a mutual information cost function (60). To further
align white matter regions of interest, the FA-based MDT and all whole-
brain registered FA maps were then thresholded at 0.25, as FA values lower
than 0.25 in healthy-appearing white matter may re!ect contributions from
nonwhite matter. Individual thresholded FA maps were then reregistered to
the thresholded MDT in the same way as the whole brain registration. After
registration of the FA maps, the FA images were smoothed with a Gaussian
"lter with an isotropic full-width half maximum of 5 mm).

Random-Effects Regression. The relationships of transferrin to measures of
anisotropy and brain morphometry were assessed at each voxel in the brain
by using a mixed-effects regression model to account for similarities within
families while controlling for the effects of sex and age. To boost power of
the association, and reduce random noise brought on by image acquisition,
we included duplicate scans for the subjects who had them available. The
variable of interest (transferrin), sex, and age were included as "xed effects.
Random intercepts were included for each family and subjects to account for
relatedness within families as well as the duplicate scans used. The analysis
was implemented in the R statistical package (version 2.9.2; http://www.r-
project.org/) using the ‘nlme’ library (65).

As noted earlier, extremely high and extremely low levels of iron can
adversely affect the brain, but these observations do not completely imply in
which direction the correlation would be in healthy people who maintain
their iron levels for the most part in the normal range. As iron overload was
not expected in this young, healthy population, mild insuf"ciencies in iron
were considered more likely. This led to a directional hypothesis that poorer
brain phenotypes might be found in those with lower chronic levels of iron
(as inferred from transferrin measures). However, we considered it also
possible, but less plausible, that there might be enough people with very
high iron levels to drive the effect in the opposite direction. To allow for this
alternative but less likely hypothesis, we ran our analyses with a more
conservative searchlight FDR threshold of 0.025, to allow us to reject the null
hypothesis in either direction, but distinguish between the alternative hy-
potheses in different directions. More information may be found in
SI Methods.

Cross-Twin Cross-Trait Analysis.Weused a cross-twin cross-trait analysis (66) to
detect common genetic or environmental factors in!uencing both brain
structure (or microstructure) and serum transferrin levels at every voxel
within the brain. Covariance matrices for the phenotypes, in this case the
voxel-wise structural measure of interest (structural deformation, micro-
structural anisotropy, or diffusivity) and serum transferrin levels were com-
puted between the MZ twins who share all the same genes, and the DZ
twins who share, on average, half of their genetic polymorphisms. These
covariance matrices were then entered into a multivariate structural equation
model [SEM (67)], using OpenMx software (http://openmx.psyc.virginia.edu/)
to "t the relative contributions of additive genetic (A), shared environ-
mental (C), and unshared or unique environmental (E) components to the
population variances and covariances of the observed variables. Experi-
mental measurement error is also included in the E component, and is as-
sumed to be independent between twins 1 and 2 (i.e., no correlation).

In multivariate SEM, it is assumed that there are common genetic and
environmental factors that affect various phenotypes, as also described in
(34). Here we consider bivariate models with two phenotypes, transferrin
levels and the brain MRI- or DTI-derived value at each voxel. The common
genetic and environmental components of the variance may be estimated
from the total population variance by examining the difference between
the covariances between the MZ and DZ twins within the same individual
(cross-trait within individual) and also between one phenotype in one twin
with the other phenotype in the second twin (cross-twin cross-trait). By using

this multivariate SEM, we can also obtain the additive genetic and shared
environmental in!uences on the correlations between the two phenotypes,
denoted as rA and rC, respectively. A path diagram describing the SEM and
the connections between the twins is shown in Fig. 8.

The cross-trait within-individual correlation [i.e., the correlation between
the voxel value (V) and transferrin (T) in twin 1 or in twin 2] is divided into
additive genetic and shared and unique environmental components (e.g., AV,i,
CV,i, and EV,i for voxel value and AT,i, CT,i, and ET,i for transferrin; i = 1 or 2 for
twin 1 or 2), and the correlation coef"cients between AV,i and AT,i, CV,i and
CT,i, and EV,i and ET,i, are denoted by ra, rc, and re, respectively. The cross-twin
cross-trait correlation is shown as AV,i and AT,j, and CV,i and CT,j for the voxel
value in twin i and the transferrin level in twin j, where i, j = 1 or 2, and i # j.
There is no re term for EV,i and ET,j because the unique environmental factors
between subjects are independent. The covariance across the two pheno-
types within the same subject, or separately in the two subjects, is then
derived by multiplication of the path coef"cients for the closed paths in the
path diagram. For example, covariance between the voxel values in twin 1
and the transferrin level in twin 2 is equal to aV·ra·aT + cV·rc cT for MZ twins,
and aV·1/2ra aT + cV·rc cT for DZ twins. This implies that any excess in cross-
twin cross-trait correlation in MZ twins over that in DZ twins is attributed to
common genetic factors that affect both voxel values and transferrin levels.

Paths drawn between the same phenotype would be identical to con-
sidering a univariate voxel-wise SEM model (27). For A1 and A2, the corre-
lation coef"cient is equal to 1 for MZ and 0.5 for DZ twin pairs. The
correlation coef"cient between C1 and C2 is always 1 from the de"nition of
the shared environment, and E1 and E2 are assumed to be independent and
there is no correlation.

In twin studies, it is common to examine whether the observed measures
are best modeled by using a combination of additive genetic and shared and
unshared environmental factors, or whether only one or two of these factors
is suf"cient to explain the observed pattern of inter-twin correlations.

If the correlation between the voxel value of the image in one twin and the
level of transferrin in the other twin is greater in MZ pairs than in DZ pairs,
then, under standard assumptions, the greater correlationmay be assumed to
be caused by common genetic factors controlling both factors. In the uni-
variate model with a single phenotype, which we denote x, the genetic and
environmental contributions in twin j (j = 1 or 2) is modeled by de"ning
the following:

xj # axAxj $ cxCxj $ exExj [2]

A, C, and E, respectively, denote the additive genetic and shared and un-
shared environmental components. Cross-trait correlations between voxel
values (v) and serum transferrin (t) level are then derived from the co-
variance matrix of the following vector:

w # !v1; v2; t1; t2" [3]

given by the following 4 ! 4 matrix:

cov!w"#
!
#v;v #t;v
#v;t #t;t

"
[4]

where #vv and #tt are the 2 ! 2 covariance matrices for phenotype v or t
between twins 1 and 2, as performed in univariate SEM. #vt is the cross-trait
covariance matrix, composed of the covariance between the two traits
within the different unrelated individuals [cov(v1, t1) and cov(v2, t2)] and the
cross-twin cross-trait covariance between the pairs [cov(v1, t2) and cov(v2,
t1)], as detailed below:

#v;t#
!
cov!v1; t1" cov!v1; t2"
cov!v2; t1" cov!v2; t2"

"

#
!
raavat $ rccvct $ reevet "·raavat $ rccvct

"·raavat $ rccvct raavat $ rcCvct $ reevet

" [5]

where $ is 1 for MZ twins, and 0.5 for DZ twins. ra, rc, and re are the cross-
trait correlation coef"cients for Av and AT, CV and CT, and EV and ET, re-
spectively. A higher value of ra indicates that the two phenotypes are more
likely mediated by a common set of genes (34, 68). The path coef"cients
were estimated by comparing the covariance matrix implied by the model
and the sample covariance matrix of the observed variables, using maxi-
mum-likelihood "tting to give a %2 value. We started from the full set of
path coef"cients (av, cv, ev, at, ct, et, ra, rc, and re) and removed one of av, cv,
at, and ct from the model step by step. Removing av or at/cv or ct also re-
moved ra/rc. e1, e2, and re were always kept in the model to include random
noise. A model was considered to better "t the data if the difference in %2
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values between it and the more comprehensive model at the previous step
was not signi"cant. If two models contained the same number of parame-
ters, the model with a smaller %2 value was considered better. Model se-
lection ended when the best model was achieved, i.e., when either (i) all
possible more restricted models were not better than the current model or
(ii) the current model was the most restricted and contained ev, et, and re
only. If ra was included in the best model, the signi"cance of ra was then
determined by comparing the %2 values of the best model and its submodel
where ra is 0. To determine the signi"cance of the submodels, or the re-
stricted models, with respect to the full model, we obtain the log-likelihood
for the full and the restricted models, denoted by log(Lf) and log(Lr), re-
spectively. Minus two times this difference, or !2[log(Lr) ! log(Lf)], is as-
ymptotically distributed approximately as a %2 distribution with the df equal
to the difference between the df of the two models, and therefore the
inverse %2 distribution is estimated with these parameters.

SNP Selection. We examined all SNPs within two genes previously shown (35)
to affect serum transferrin levels in healthy adults: TF and HFE. By using
HapMap, we searched for SNPs that met our criterion of having an MAF
greater than 5%; when matching these SNPs to those with available geno-
type information in our imputed data, 42 valid SNPs from these genes were
available for analysis. We determined signi"cance levels for association tests
by "rst examining the total number of independent tests performed. Link-
age disequilibrium among SNPs tested corresponds to correlation between
the SNPs, and therefore each test is not completely independent. By "rst
estimating the effective number of independent tests, we can avoid using
a signi"cance level too conservative for the number of tests we performed.
As a result of linkage disequilibrium, the effective number of SNPs tested
(38, 39) was 20.

ROI SNP Association in Signi!cantly Correlated Clusters. In each cluster (>27
voxels to represent a size equivalent to one voxel and all its surrounding
neighbors) that was found to have signi"cant cross-twin cross-trait additive
genetic associations, we found the average value across all of the voxels in
that region and performed univariate associations with all 42 SNPs by using
a mixed-model approach controlling for age and sex (emmaX; http://ge-
netics.cs.ucla.edu/emmax/news.html) (69) to account for the familial re-
latedness between subjects through the use of a kinship matrix describing
the approximate proportion of genetic similarities between subjects. A 0 in
the kinship matrix represents the relation between unrelated individuals,
MZ twins are related by 1 (with identical genomes), and DZ twins and non-
twin siblings within the same family by 0.5 (as they share approximately
half). Duplicate scans were not used for genetic associations.

Multiple Comparisons Correction. Computing thousands of tests of associa-
tions on a voxel-wise level can introduce a high Type I (i.e., false-positive)

error rate in neuroimaging studies. To control these errors, we used a
searchlight method for FDR correction as described by Langers et al. (70),
which ensures a regional control over the FDR in any reported "ndings. To
ensure adequate regionally selective associations with the transferrin levels,
we use this searchlight method to correct the associations between the
image phenotypes (morphometry or anisotropy) or transferrin. All maps
shown are thresholded at the appropriate corrected P value after per-
forming searchlight FDR (q = 0.05) to show only regions of signi"cance;
uncorrected P values are then shown only within these signi"cant regions.
To determine the best overall model for the SEM cross-twin cross-trait
analysis, we use the standard FDR (37, 71) procedure as opposed to
searchlight FDR, as we would like to determine the best overall "t of the
SEM model, and not necessarily examine any localized or clustering effects.
When examining the signi"cance of the effects of the SNPs regressed on the
mean FA value within ROIs with signi"cant cross-twin cross-trait associations,
we corrected for multiple comparisons by using the strict Bonferroni cor-
rection controlled at the q level of 0.05, at which a threshold for signi"cance
was determined by dividing 0.05 by the effective number of SNPs tested (20),
and the number of ROIs where these SNPs were each tested previously (5).
The Bonferroni threshold for signi"cance was therefore set as follows:

q! # !0:05=
#
20!!!6

$
!# !0:00042 [6]

Post Hoc Analysis: Voxel-Wise Effect of HFE H63D Polymorphism on Fiber
Integrity. The number of minor alleles for each subject at HFE H63D
(rs1799945) was regressed against the FA at each voxel within the white
matter, after adjusting for sex and age as before. Family structure was taken
into account with mixed-effects modeling (72). To correct for multiple
comparisons across voxels, we used a searchlight method to control the FDR
regionally (70).
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Editorial

When did you last take an iron supple-
ment? As a dietary supplement, iron has 
enjoyed varying popularity over the years; 
for decades, commercials for multivitamins 
enriched in iron have promised a remedy 
for ‘tired blood’. More recently, however, 
several studies began to link increasing 
iron levels as we age with a heightened risk 
of heart attack and cardiovascular disease 
[1]; these links remain controversial and are 
the target of intense research.

A recent study now reports that our iron 
levels when we are young affect the integ-
rity of the brain years later – differences 
visible in brain scans [2]. This line of work 
also establishes new genetic links between 
iron, brain integrity and a gene that causes 
the commonest hereditary disease in the 
world – hemochromatosis. This iron over-
load disease affects one in every 200–300 
people in the USA alone, according to the 
National Library of Medicine in 2010.

Iron & the brain
Iron is an essential mineral in our daily 
life; it is a crucial component of hemo-
globin, which carries oxygen in our blood 
from the lungs to the rest of the body. Even 
in North America and Europe, iron defi-
ciency is still prevalent; it is the common-
est nutritional deficiency worldwide and 
the leading cause of anemia. Abnormally 
low red blood cell counts can lead to 
countless complications throughout vari-
ous organ systems of the body. Iron may be 
considered a ‘double-edged sword’: critical 

for brain development in early life, but a 
promoter of brain degeneration in old age.

Iron in neurodevelopment & 
degeneration
Iron enters the brain primarily when a 
specialized protein – called transferrin – 
transports it through the blood–brain bar-
rier [3]. Most of the brain’s iron is found 
in oligodendrocytes, which maintain iron 
homeostasis in the brain. These cells also 
support myelination, which speeds neu-
ronal transmission [4]. Even after adjusting 
for brain weight, iron concentrations are 
lowest at birth and increase throughout 
life [5], with complex and lasting effects 
on neurotransmitter systems, cognition 
and behavior.

Children with iron-def icient diets 
show poorer cognitive achievement [6]. In 
school-age children, vitamin and mineral 
supplements can increase cognitive perfor-
mance, including nonverbal intelligence 
[7]. In rural areas where iron deficiency 
anemia is prevalent, iron supplements 
have also been shown to boost motor and 
 language capabilities in children [8].
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As we age, brain iron homeostasis and regulation can be disrupted, 
making us more vulnerable to a range of neurodegenerative 
diseases. Neuroimaging methods show abnormally high brain iron 
concentrations in patients with several neurodegenerative disorders 
including Alzheimer’s disease (AD). High iron concentrations 
may even cause neuronal death [9]. Brain regions with greatest 
iron stores include the basal ganglia, hippocampus and substantia 
nigra, and these show significant atrophy in patients with AD and 
Parkinson disease, compared with cognitively normal controls. 
But, why do the higher iron levels that help us in childhood, also 
promote brain degeneration later in life? A new study suggests 
these links might be traceable to common variants in our DNA, 
which affect how iron is used in the body and brain.

Does iron intake affect cognitive reserve?
No study to date has tracked iron intake from childhood into old 
age (to examine neurodegenerative complications), but adequate 
iron in the diet has been repeatedly linked to better cognition 
and scholastic achievement. Educational level is one of the most 
well-documented protective factors against AD [10]. Iron is critical 
for myelination, and some argue that myelin itself may increase 
the brain’s resilience to neuropathology later in life, by boosting 
our ‘cognitive reserve’ [11].

Iron building a better brain
In our recent study [2], adolescents with lower iron levels had 
poorer fiber integrity in the brain’s white matter. These differences 
were evident on specialized brain scans that reveal the fine struc-
ture of the brain’s neural pathways – diffusion tensor images – 
collected around 9 years after their iron status was assessed. As 
iron levels fluctuate throughout the day, we measured transferrin 
levels as a more stable proxy, to assess the long-term availability of 
iron to the brain. The liver produces more transferrin when iron 
levels are low, to mobilize what little iron is available. While we 
were unable to show better cognition in those with higher brain 
integrity – all our subjects were normal and not iron deficient – 
the direction of the results was foreshadowed by earlier work in 
molecular neuroscience. Lower iron levels (higher transferrin) are 
known to lead to hypomyelination [12]. However, do these results 
in a cognitively healthy, young population suggest that slight 
variations in iron levels early on affect the brain’s organization? 
In support of this, we found several regions prone to atrophy in 
neurodegenerative disorders such as the hippocampi and the mid-
brain were smaller in those with greater iron stores, but the cau-
date and basal ganglia regions were larger. The direction of these 
volumetric associations was mixed and unexpected, suggesting 
that iron may interact with the trajectory of brain  development 
in complex ways.

Tracing the iron effect to DNA
The people taking part in our study were all twins and most of 
them had genome-wide scans to assess around half a million vari-
ants in their DNA. As we were able to predict one twin’s brain 
integrity from the other twin’s iron levels, we knew that some 
common variation in their shared DNA was affecting both. With 

genome-wide scans, we set out to trace their brain differences 
back to a probable cause in the genome – an iron overload gene, 
called HFE (or ‘high iron’; ‘Fe’ in the gene name is based on the 
chemical symbol for iron). Although dietary intake of iron clearly 
affects iron levels in the body, iron overload disorder – or hemo-
chromatosis – is the commonest genetic disorder in the world. It 
arises when the HFE gene has a mutation that damages the gene’s 
function and the body’s ability to regulate iron.

What is perhaps less known is that approximately one in five 
of Caucasians carries a variant in the HFE gene, the H63D vari-
ant (according to the HapMap project). Carriers of this variant 
have ‘genetically high’ iron availability; by sorting our subjects 
into those who had this genetic variant and those who did not, 
we saw higher brain integrity on brain scans in those with the 
high-iron variant.

This offers a clue to how this very commonly carried genetic 
variant affects the brain as well as iron regulation; this variant and 
a less common mutation in the same gene, HFE, have also been 
associated with neurological disorders, such as sporadic amyo-
trophic sclerosis [13]. AD patients with the H63D polymorphism 
have elevated plasma iron and transferrin levels [14], but this pat-
tern is not detectable in healthy controls with the variant, suggest-
ing that HFE and plasma iron levels play a role in AD. Currently, 
it is believed that HFE may even have protective implications in 
AD as reported by a meta-analysis [15].

Iron & gene expression in the brain
So far in our work, we had established a link between brain integ-
rity and a common variant in an iron-regulating gene. Although 
we are either born with this variant or not, there is some evidence 
that the expression of other key genes also depends on our iron 
intake – even, to some extent – on maternal iron intake before 
we are born.

Neonatal iron deficiency arising from poor maternal diet is 
known to alter gene expression in the brain. Specifically, in 
the hippocampus, several AD-related genes (including Apbb1, 
C1qa, Clu, App, Cst3, Fn1 and Htatip) show altered expression 
in iron-deficient rats, relative to iron-sufficient controls. Neonatal 
iron deficiency may disregulate genes early on, perhaps altering 
disease risk later [16]. Intriguingly, common genetic variants in 
Alzheimer’s risk genes, including CLU [17], have been shown to 
alter brain integrity in healthy young adults. Remarkably, brain 
integrity can even be predicted now by genetic profiling of large 
numbers of people [18].

Clearly, both iron intake, and genetic variants that affect its 
availability, affect the brain throughout life. Careful attention to 
dietary iron levels – and how they interact with our genetic predis-
position to regulate iron – may help offset iron’s role in promoting 
brain degeneration. Tests of gene-by-environment interactions for 

!Careful attention to dietary iron levels – and how 
they interact with our genetic predisposition to 

regulate iron – may help offset iron’s role in 
promoting brain degeneration."

Thompson & Jahanshad
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these risk factors, perhaps in larger neuroimaging studies, will 
shed light on these hypotheses.

Iron-rich foods for thought
Several iron-rich foods, such as spinach, breakfast cereals and 
fish, may offer sufficient iron for the brain, as well as other 
nutritional benefits. Folate and omega-3 fatty acids, also present 
in these foods, have been associated with benefits to the brain 
and cognitive function, in some but not all studies. Folate, a B 
vitamin found in high concentrations in spinach and breakfast 
cereals, can reduce homocysteine levels; those with high 
homocysteine levels showed reduced brain volumes, in a study of 
elderly individuals from the Alzheimer’s Disease Neuroimaging 
Initiative (ADNI) [19]. B vitamin supplementation does reduce 
homocysteine levels in patients with AD, but does not change 
the rates of cognitive decline [20]. Perhaps this underscores the 
need for adequate nutrition earlier, before the onset of disease. 

Additionally, fish consumption is associated with the preservation 
of brain structure, but healthy dietary factors are hard to isolate 
in observational studies, as healthy diet tends to be correlated 
with other health-promoting behaviors. Dietary supplements, in 
particular, are best taken with medical supervision. Even so, it is 
plausible that regular consumption of iron-rich foods, starting in 
childhood, may help to promote a healthy lifestyle and provide 
nutritional and cognitive benefits beyond those of iron alone.
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5.1 Alzheimer’s risk gene mapped to white matter
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There is a strong genetic risk for late-onset Alzheimer’s disease (AD), but so far few gene variants have been identified that reliably
contribute to that risk. A newly confirmed genetic risk allele C of the clusterin (CLU) gene variant rs11136000 is carried by !88% of
Caucasians. The C allele confers a 1.16 greater odds of developing late-onset AD than the T allele. AD patients have reductions in regional
white matter integrity. We evaluated whether the CLU risk variant was similarly associated with lower white matter integrity in healthy
young humans. Evidence of early brain differences would offer a target for intervention decades before symptom onset. We scanned 398
healthy young adults (mean age, 23.6 " 2.2 years) with diffusion tensor imaging, a variation of magnetic resonance imaging sensitive to
white matter integrity in the living brain. We assessed genetic associations using mixed-model regression at each point in the brain to
map the profile of these associations with white matter integrity. Each C allele copy of the CLU variant was associated with lower fractional
anisotropy—a widely accepted measure of white matter integrity—in multiple brain regions, including several known to degenerate in
AD. These regions included the splenium of the corpus callosum, the fornix, cingulum, and superior and inferior longitudinal fasciculi in
both brain hemispheres. Young healthy carriers of the CLU gene risk variant showed a distinct profile of lower white matter integrity that
may increase vulnerability to developing AD later in life.

Introduction
Two recent genome-wide association studies identified and rep-
licated an association between risk for Alzheimer’s disease (AD)
and carrying the C allele of the single nucleotide polymorphism
(SNP) rs11136000 in the clusterin (also known as apolipoprotein
J) gene (CLU-C) (Harold et al., 2009; Lambert et al., 2009).
CLU-C confers a 1.16 greater odds of developing late-onset AD
than the T allele (Bertram et al., 2007). Approximately 36% of
Caucasians carry two copies of the risk-conferring allele (Bertram
et al., 2007), making this gene of great interest for public health.

AD traditionally has been considered a disease marked by
neuronal cell loss and widespread gray matter atrophy, but de-
generation of myelin in white matter fiber pathways is increas-
ingly considered a key disease component (Braak and Braak,
1996; Hua et al., 2008; Bartzokis, 2009). To evaluate how CLU-C
affects fiber integrity, we scanned 398 healthy young adults
(mean age, 23.6 " 2.2 years) with diffusion tensor imaging (DTI).
DTI is a variant of standard brain magnetic resonance imaging
(MRI) that is sensitive to fiber integrity and white matter micro-
structure. The most widely accepted DTI measure, fractional an-
isotropy (FA), evaluates the extent to which water diffusion is
directionally constrained. Higher FA generally reflects preferen-
tial diffusion along more intact, heavily myelinated axons. Demy-
elination, neurological disease symptoms, and slowed nerve
conduction have been associated with lower FA in white matter
(Nucifora et al., 2007), suggesting that it may reflect reduced
white matter integrity.

White matter pathways deteriorate in AD due to primary ef-
fects of impaired myelination and secondary effects of neuronal
loss (Brun and Englund, 1986). In several studies of AD and mild
cognitive impairment, cognitive impairment has been associated
with reduced FA in the corpus callosum, fornix, cingulum, supe-
rior longitudinal fasciculus (SLF), and inferior longitudinal fas-
ciculus (ILF) (Liu et al., 2009; Stricker et al., 2009). Additionally,
the apolipoprotein E allele !4 (APOE4)—a widely confirmed ge-
netic risk factor for late-onset AD—is associated with lower FA in
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the parahippocampal white matter, splenium, and fronto-
occipital fasciculus of healthy older subjects (Nierenberg et al.,
2005; Persson et al., 2006; Smith et al., 2010).

CLU is a plausible candidate for modulating white matter
integrity, as both CLU and APOE encode apolipoproteins impli-
cated in AD risk. Additionally, clusterin (the gene product) is
implicated in lipid transport and membrane recycling (Dati et al.,
2007), and in remyelination of nerve fibers in rats (Dati et al.,
2007). We hypothesized that young CLU-C carriers would show
reduced white matter integrity, quantifiable as lower FA in brain
regions implicated in AD. Such differences could help to explain
why the gene is associated with heightened risk for AD.

It is vital to discover how AD risk variants impact the living
brain to better understand disease development and to design
interventions for those at risk. Targeting subpopulations most
likely to show decline also boosts power for prevention and treat-
ment trials (Kohannim et al., 2010).

Materials and Methods
Subjects and genotype information. DTI scans and genotypes were ob-
tained for 468 right-handed Caucasians recruited as part of a project
examining brain structure and white matter integrity in healthy, young
adult Australian twins. We excluded 70 subjects for the following rea-
sons: 8 were ancestry outliers; 58 were technically inadequate scans; 3 had
ventricle size inconsistent with good health in a young person; and 1
lacked a genotype at rs11136000. Of the remaining 398 subjects (mean
age, 23.6 " 2.2 years; age range, 20 –29 years), 92 were monozygotic
(MZ) twins, 147 were dizygotic (DZ) twins or triplets, 41 were singleton
siblings, and 118 were unrelated individuals. Genomic DNA samples
were analyzed on the Human610-Quad BeadChip (Illumina) according
to the manufacturer’s protocols (Infinium HD Assay; Super Protocol
Guide, revision A, May 2008). The CLU rs11136000 polymorphism was
T/T in 68 subjects (17.1%), C/T in 220 subjects (55.3%), and C/C in 110
subjects (27.6%). The frequency for the minor (T) allele (MAF) in unre-
lated subjects in our sample was 0.40, similar to previous reports in
healthy populations of European origin (Harold et al., 2009; Lambert et
al., 2009). The genotype distribution in our sample followed Hardy–
Weinberg equilibrium using a standard threshold of p # 0.001 (" 2

(1) $
4.70, p $ 0.030). When we calculated the evidence for Hardy–Weinberg
equilibrium, the expected proportions of C/C and T/T genotypes com-
pared with observed values differed by small numbers that can be attrib-
uted to the effects of random sampling. These differences are unlikely to
indicate any ascertainment bias as these subjects were selected only be-
cause they are twins or singleton siblings of twins. They were originally
recruited for a melanoma study, and the cohort is composed of young
adults, meaning that there would not be any disease-related attrition that
could adversely impact the allele frequencies for an AD risk allele. We
therefore have no good reason to believe that those in the study have a
level of AD risk that is different from that of the general Australian
population from which our sample was drawn.

Verbal, performance, and full-scale intelligence quotient (IQ) stan-
dardized scores were derived from subtest scores of the Multidimen-
sional Aptitude Battery (MAB) (Jackson, 1984), which were available for
all but 20 subjects. The MAB is similar to the Wechsler Adult Intelligence
Scale (Wechsler, 1981) as it is composed of tests of verbal and perfor-
mance intelligence. Verbal IQ subtests included assessments of informa-
tion, arithmetic, and vocabulary. Performance IQ subtests included
spatial and object assembly. All subjects provided written, informed con-
sent. The study conformed to the National Statement on Ethical Conduct
in Human Research (2007) issued by the National Health and Medical
Research Council of Australia and was approved by the Queensland In-
stitute of Medical Research Human Research Ethics Committee.

Image acquisition. T1-weighted images of the brain were acquired with
an inversion recovery rapid gradient echo sequence on a 4 Tesla MRI
scanner (Medspec, Bruker) [acquisition parameters: inversion time, 700
ms; repetition time (TR), 1500 ms; echo time (TE), 3.35 ms; flip angle $
8°; slice thickness $ 0.9 mm; 256 % 256 % 256]. Diffusion-weighted

images were acquired using single-shot echo planar imaging (EPI) with a
twice-refocused spin echo sequence to reduce eddy-current-induced dis-
tortions (TR, 6090 ms; TE, 91.7 ms; field of view, 23 cm; 128 % 128). Each
three-dimensional (3D) volume consisted of 55 axial slices (2.0 mm/0
mm gap; 1.79 % 1.79 mm in-plane resolution). We acquired 105 images
per subject: 11 with no diffusion sensitization (i.e., T2-weighted b0 im-
ages) and 94 diffusion-weighted (DW) images (b $ 1149 s/mm 2) with
gradient directions evenly distributed on the hemisphere.

DTI preprocessing. We automatically removed nonbrain regions from the
T1-weighted MR and DW b0 images using FSL BET (http://fsl.fmrib.
ox.ac.uk/fsl/), then manually refined the brain extraction. All T1-
weighted images were linearly aligned to a common space (with a global
transform that had 9 degrees of freedom). The raw DW images were
corrected for eddy current distortions using the FSL “eddy correct”
method (http://fsl.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/). Individual b0 images were aver-
aged, linearly aligned, and resampled to their corresponding T1 images.
The average b0 maps were then elastically registered to the individual
common space T1-weighted scans using a mutual information cost func-
tion (Leow et al., 2005) to control for EPI-induced susceptibility artifacts.

Computing fractional anisotropy. We compared FA values at each voxel
across CLU genotypes. Diffusion tensors were computed at each voxel using
FSL software (http://fsl.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/). From the tensor eigenvalues
(#1, #2, #3), FA was calculated according to the following formula:

FA $ !3

2

!&#1 % #! '2 & &#2 % #! '2 & &#3 % #! '2

!#1
2 & #2

2 & #3
2

! (0,1)

#! $
#1 & #2 & #3

3
.

We also analyzed radial diffusivity (Drad) (the average of #2 and #3) and
axial diffusivity (Dax) (#1) to clarify the extent to which each might be
contributing to the changes in FA.

Template creation and registration. We used nonlinear fluid registra-
tion (Lepore et al., 2008) to create a mean deformation target (MDT)
from the FA images (calculated after b0 susceptibility correction) (Jah-
anshad et al., 2010). Included in the MDT were 32 randomly selected
unrelated subjects (16 female/16 male). The N 3D vector fields that flu-
idly registered a specific individual to all other N subjects were averaged
and applied to that subject, preserving the image intensities and anatom-
ical features of the template subject.

Susceptibility-corrected FA maps were registered to the final
population-averaged FA-based MDT using a 3D elastic warping tech-
nique with a mutual information cost function (Leow et al., 2005). To
better align white matter regions of interest, the MDT and all whole-
brain registered FA maps were thresholded at 0.25 (excluding contribu-
tions from non-white matter). Thresholded FA maps were then re-
registered to the thresholded MDT and smoothed with a Gaussian kernel
(9 mm full width at half-maximum). In this way, the outlines of the
major white matter structures are stable and have been normalized to a
very fine degree of matching across subjects, greatly reducing the
neuroanatomical variations in these structures across subjects. To
ensure that our results were not due to morphometric differences that
were not fully corrected by the fluid registration, we additionally
performed tissue-specific, smoothing-compensated voxel-based
analysis (T-SPOON) (Lee et al., 2009), which reduces that confound.

Statistical analyses. We performed mixed-model regression at each
voxel to model family relatedness (Kang et al., 2008). A symmetric N % N
kinship matrix was constructed to describe the relationship of every sub-
ject to all others. A kinship matrix coefficient of 1 denoted the relation-
ship of the subjects to themselves or their MZ twin: 0.5 indicated DZ
twins and siblings within the same family, and 0 denoted unrelated sub-
jects. Ancestry outliers were removed, so no additional modeling was
used in the kinship matrix to adjust for population genetic structure
between families. We then used a linear mixed-effects model to estimate
the association of each copy of CLU-C in the SNP rs11136000 to FA, Dax,
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and Drad measures at each voxel, controlling for familial relatedness
through the kinship matrix, age, and sex.

Our analysis used an additive model that assessed the effect of each risk
allele rather than evaluating the effects of CLU-C carriers or noncarriers
(i.e., we counted the number of adverse alleles and used that number in a
regression across the full sample). The CLU association with AD initially
was discovered using a test for differences in allele frequencies between
diagnostic groups. Here we use a quantitative phenotype, so that test
cannot be used. However, the additive model we used (vs a recessive or
dominant model) is the most powerful for finding genetic effects in a
quantitative phenotype. To further investigate the nature of this relation-
ship, we used post hoc exploratory tests to evaluate how CLU genotype
related to FA using models other than the additive model to compare
genotype groups, while controlling for age and sex. Specifically, we eval-
uated C/C versus T, T/T versus C, C/T versus T/T, and C/T versus C/C
carrier. This must be considered exploratory
testing because we chose the additive model as
our primary hypothesis since it is the most pow-
erful model to use if the effects are additive.

To ensure that only white matter was being
considered and to reduce the effects of partial
voluming, only voxels in which FA # 0.3 in
the MDT were considered in the statistical
analyses. The p value reported is based on the
fixed-effect regression coefficient (' param-
eter) of the additive genetic effect (see Fig. 1).
This analysis was performed using Efficient
Mixed-Model Association (Kang et al., 2008)
(EMMA; http://mouse.cs.ucla.edu/emma/)
within the R statistical package (version
2.9.2; http://www.r-project.org/). We used
the widely used false discovery rate (FDR)
method to control for voxelwise multiple
comparisons (Benjamini and Hochberg, 1995).
Single-factor ANOVAs were used to evaluate
whether genotype groups were different in age,
sex, or IQ. We also controlled for age and sex in
the full sample, and age, sex, and full IQ in a sub-
sample of 378 subjects for whom IQ values were
available.

Results
As shown in Table 1, genotype groups
(T/T, C/T, and C/C) were not significantly
different in age (F(2, 395) $ 1.30, p $ 0.27),
verbal IQ (F(2, 375) $ 0.31, p $ 0.73), per-
formance IQ (F(2, 375) $ 0.82, p $ 0.44), or
full-scale IQ (F(2, 375) $ 0.65, p $ 0.53), as
tested using ANOVAs. Sex was not sig-
nificantly different between genotype
groups, as determined using a " 2 test
(" 2

(2) $ 0.84, p $ 0.66).
White matter integrity was quantified

using the widely accepted index FA. In
statistical maps based on 398 young
adults, each CLU-C allele (adjusted for
age and sex) was associated with lower FA
in frontal, temporal, parietal, occipital,
and subcortical white matter (multiple
comparisons corrected: critical p $ 0.023,
for an FDR controlled at 5%; minimum
p $ 5.9 % 10*7; 46.1% of evaluated voxels
survived the FDR threshold). Brain re-
gions with lower FA included corticocor-
tical pathways previously demonstrated
to have lower FA in AD patients and

Figure 1. FA association with CLU-C displayed on a study-specific FA template. a, Highlighted areas are the p values indicating
voxels in which CLU-C is associated with lower FA after adjusting for age and sex (FDR critical p value $ 0.023). In b, we show
regression coefficients at significant voxels that encompass many regions that degenerate in AD. The left brain hemisphere is
displayed on the right. Coordinates listed are for the Z (for axial slices) and X (for the sagittal slice) directions in ICBM space. SLF and
ILF denote the superior and inferior longitudinal fasciculi. IFO is the inferior fronto-occipital fasciculus.

Table 1. Subject characteristics by CLU rs11136000 genotype in the studied
population

Genotypes

T/T C/T C/C

Subjects 68 220 110
Sex 24 M, 44 F 77 M, 143 F 44 M, 66 F
Age 23.6 " 2.3 23.5 " 2.2 23.9 " 2.3
No. of IQ test scores 64 208 106
PIQ 112.4 " 17.0 115.2 " 15.8 114.0 " 14.4
VIQ 111.3 " 10.8 112.2 " 11.3 112.7 " 10.0
FIQ 112.8 " 12.9 114.8 " 13.1 114.5 " 11.1

Values are given as the mean " SD. Sex, age, and IQ scores are not significantly different between genotype groups
( p # 0.05) using ANOVAs to evaluate group differences in age and IQ, and a "2 test to evaluate differences in sex.
M, Male; F, female; PIQ, performance IQ; VIQ, verbal IQ; FIQ, full-scale IQ.
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APOE4 carriers. Strongest effects ((0.01 units FA reduction per
risk allele) were found in the splenium, bilateral posterior and
anterior corona radiata, bilateral perithalamic tracts, and poste-
rior thalamic radiation, and complex association fibers [left SLF,
and ILF/inferior fronto-occipital fasciculus (IFO)]. We also
found significant associations bilaterally in peristriatal and
periventricular white matter, other callosal fibers (corpus callo-
sum body and genu, and forceps major and minor), limbic tracts
(fornix, stria terminalis, and posterior cingulum, including in the
parahippocampal white matter), complex association fibers
(SLF, ILF/IFO), and tracts of the cerebral peduncles (Fig. 1). Our
results remained significant when adjusted for age, sex, and full-
scale IQ in the 378 subjects for whom IQ values were available
(multiple comparisons corrected: critical p $ 0.028, for an FDR
controlled at 5%; minimum p $ 1.9 % 10*7; 56.3% of evaluated
voxels survived the FDR threshold).

FA was significantly correlated with CLU genotype after FDR
correction using the additive model. The additive model outper-
formed all the other models for comparing genotype categories,
and therefore best explains the underlying effect in our sample.
Using an uncorrected p + 0.05 threshold for illustrative purposes
only, we report the following when all subjects were considered:
those with a T/T genotype showed regionally greater FA than C
carriers in 36% of voxels considered at this liberal statistical
threshold (minimum p $ 8.9 % 10*6). Those with a C/C geno-
type showed lower FA than T carriers in 40% of voxels considered
at this liberal statistical threshold (minimum p $ 7.0 % 10*5)
(Fig. 2). When 220 subjects with a C/T genotype were compared

with either 110 subjects with a C/C genotype or 68 with a T/T
genotype, 14% (minimum p $ 3.6 % 10*4) and 10% (minimum
p $ 3.6 % 10*5) of considered voxels, respectively, were signifi-
cant at an uncorrected p + 0.05 level. Overall, this evidence favors
an additive (allele dose-dependent) effect on the white matter.

FA is influenced by both Dax (a measure of diffusion along the
axonal fibers) and Drad (a measure of diffusion perpendicular to
the axonal fibers). Reduced white matter integrity (as measured
by FA) can sometimes be further traced back to greater Drad or
lower Dax. To further investigate the reduced FA in CLU-C car-
riers, we examined the correlation of CLU genotype with Drad and
Dax on a voxelwise basis, while adjusting for age and sex. Each
CLU-C allele was associated with increased Drad (multiple com-
parisons corrected: critical p $ 0.022, for an FDR controlled at
5%; minimum p $ 0.0001; 44.3% of evaluated voxels survived
the FDR threshold) after adjusting for age and sex (Fig. 3). Dax

was not significantly associated with CLU genotype.
DTI studies have reported lower FA in healthy older APOE4,

subjects in the parahippocampal white matter, splenium, and
fronto-occipital fasciculus (Nierenberg et al., 2005; Persson et al.,
2006; Smith et al., 2010). To determine whether our results were
influenced by APOE genotypes, we evaluated the effects on DTI
FA of a proxy or tag SNP for the APOE4 polymorphism
rs2075650 within the TOMM40 gene, because the APOE4 poly-
morphism was not directly genotyped on the chip. The TOMM40
variant is in moderate linkage disequilibrium with APOE4 (r 2 $
0.48) (Harold et al., 2009). Our CLU results remained significant
after adjusting for age, sex, and TOMM40 genotype (corrected
for multiple comparisons; critical p $ 0.026, for an FDR con-
trolled at 5%; minimum p $ 6.1 % 10*7; 51.1% of evaluated
voxels survived the FDR threshold). These results confirm that
the CLU-C effect on FA was not attributable to TOMM40 geno-
types, and hence APOE4-associated changes.

Finally, to reduce the likelihood that coregistration errors
contributed to our results, we performed an analysis known as
T-SPOON (Lee et al., 2009) on our data using individual FA
masks thresholded at FA #0.25. We then reran the primary sta-
tistical analysis, adjusting for age and sex, and using the same
thresholding and spatial smoothing as in the primary analyses.
The T-SPOON analysis adjusts for effects at the interfaces of
white matter and other tissues. Our results remained significant
(corrected for multiple comparisons; critical p $ 0.019, for an
FDR controlled at 5%; minimum p $ 1.2 % 10*5; 37.8% of
evaluated voxels survived the FDR threshold) in all the same
brain regions as our primary analysis. This is in line with expecta-
tion, as most of the differences were found far away from any gray
matter and reflect differences in the characteristics of white matter in
many regions without partial volume of multiple tissue types.

Discussion
We found widespread lower FA in the white matter of healthy
young adults who carry a recently identified risk gene for late-
onset Alzheimer’s disease. Effects occurred in multiple regions,
including several known to degenerate in AD. Such regions in-
cluded the corpus callosum, fornix, cingulum, SLF, and ILF (Liu
et al., 2009; Stricker et al., 2009). This suggests that the CLU-C
related variability found here might create a local vulnerability
important for disease onset. These effects are remarkable as they
already exist early in life and are associated with a risk gene that is
very prevalent (!36% of Caucasians carry two copies of the risk-
conferring genetic variant CLU-C).

Higher FA does not always imply better neuronal function,
and there are neurogenetic syndromes where higher FA in some

Figure 2. Statistical models. Highlighting represents un-normalized regression coefficients
or beta values in all white matter voxels tested. It demonstrates the CLU-C association with
lower FA (after adjusting for age and sex). a, b, Shown here as post hoc explorations are the C/C
versus T carrier model (a) and the T/T versus C carrier model (b). Units are in FA unit difference
between groups for these models, while they are in FA units per allele for the additive model
(Fig. 1). The per-voxel effect is similar in location using all models, but only the initially hypoth-
esized and most powerful additive model passes FDR correction, as shown in Figure 1 (FDR
critical p value $ 0.023). The effect appears to depend on the allele dose rather than the
presence or absence of a given allele. The left brain hemisphere is displayed on the right.
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brain regions is associated with abnormal
function (Hoeft et al., 2007). Accepting
these as counterexamples, lower FA is
generally a sign of poorer fiber coherence,
myelination, and poorer function, as
noted in a recent review of DTI studies
across many domains of neuropsychiatry
(Thomason and Thompson, 2011).

Lower FA may indicate reduced my-
elin integrity or axonal damage. We found
a significant increase in Drad widely
throughout the white matter without as-
sociated significant decreases in Dax.
These results suggest that reduced myelin
integrity, rather than axonal degenera-
tion, may be responsible for the lower FA
we found in many of these regions (Di
Paola et al., 2010). Increased regional Drad

has previously been demonstrated in AD
patients versus controls (Choi et al., 2005;
Stricker et al., 2009; Zhang et al., 2009; Di
Paola et al., 2010; Salat et al., 2010) and in
healthy APOE4, subjects versus those
who do not carry the APOE4 allele
(Nierenberg et al., 2005). In AD patients,
increased Drad has been attributed to de-
generation of the myelin sheath (Di Paola
et al., 2010), but our demonstration of in-
creased Drad in healthy young CLU-C carriers raises the question
of whether the increased Drad seen in AD patients in past studies
may also stem in part from inadequate myelination that occurs
developmentally as a result of genes that increase AD risk. This is
not to say that reduced myelin integrity does not play a role in
AD, but rather that both developmental differences and age- or
disease-related degeneration may contribute to that reduced
integrity.

Genetic risk for reduced FA may increase the risk for later
cognitive impairment through developmental insufficiency. A
lesser degree of myelination in CLU-C carriers may arise during
development, which may not translate into poorer cognition in
youth as the brain can compensate via redundant functionality.
However, when exacerbated by other factors, such as age-related
neuronal atrophy, and plaque and tangle burden in AD, reduced
myelin integrity could facilitate cognitive impairment. As our
study examined how a common AD risk gene affects young adults
who have no observable cognitive deficits, it is unlikely that we
are seeing the earliest possible signs of AD-associated brain
changes. More likely, the reduced fiber integrity represents an
early developmental vulnerability that may reduce brain resil-
ience to later AD pathology; in other words, its mechanism of
action may not be part of the classic AD pathways that lead to
abnormal amyloid plaque and neurofibrillary tangle accumula-
tion in the brain.

Lower FA in late-onset Alzheimer’s disease may be promoted
by suboptimal amyloid processing in the brain. Amyloid plaques
and neurofibrillary tangles—the primary pathological hallmarks
of AD—accumulate in the brain decades before symptoms ap-
pear. Neurofibrillary tangles are detectable in !20% of subjects
aged 26 –35 years (Braak and Braak, 1997), and greater amyloid
deposition in healthy elderly subjects is correlated with greater
neuropsychological decline over the preceding decade (Resnick
et al., 2010). Clusterin is found in amyloid plaques (Calero et al.,
1999) and transports soluble '-amyloid (A') across the blood–

brain barrier into brain parenchyma (Zlokovic et al., 1996). A'
then may damage the oligodendrocytes, which generate myelin,
as reported in vitro (Roth et al., 2005). However, in our young
healthy sample, lower FA may reflect variability in lipid process-
ing as the lipid-rich myelin sheath develops; it is unlikely to be
evidence of a disease mechanism or a biomarker of AD. Myelin
abnormalities and axonal swelling may contribute to synaptic
loss and precede amyloid deposition in AD (Bartzokis, 2009). If
so, the CLU risk variant could increase AD risk in two ways: an
early acquired vulnerability paired with suboptimal amyloid pro-
cessing in later life.

Although the additive model we used assesses evidence for an
aggregate risk of carrying increasing numbers of alleles, the asso-
ciated cellular processes that result in lower FA are not necessarily
the primary pathways by which the SNP confers AD risk. Rather,
our findings suggest one way in which vulnerability to AD may be
increased.

Thus far, only one neuroimaging study has examined brain
differences in CLU-C carriers (Biffi et al., 2010). That study found
that the CLU genotypes were not associated with MRI measures.
However, in that study structural MRI was used, which is less
sensitive than DTI to altered fiber microstructure and myelina-
tion. The authors of that study noted that the effects on brain
structure of different gene variants that increase AD risk may be
specific to particular and disparate aspects of brain structure.
This segregation of gene effect on neuroimaging traits can offer
important insights into the mechanisms through which the poly-
morphisms impact AD risk (Biffi et al., 2010).

While 398 subjects would be a small sample on which to iden-
tify new genetic risk factors for AD using genome-wide associa-
tion scanning, it is in fact the largest DTI study to date to examine
the effects of Alzheimer’s disease genetic risk factors on DTI FA.
Prior studies found effects of APOE4 on FA in sample sizes that
ranged from 29 to 69 (Nierenberg et al., 2005; Persson et al., 2006;
Honea et al., 2009; Smith et al., 2010). The effects of familial AD

Figure 3. Radial diffusivity. Drad but not Dax showed a significant CLU genotype effect after adjusting for age and sex. In
highlighted voxels, Drad is significantly greater with each CLU allele C (multiple comparisons corrected: critical p + 0.022 for an FDR
of 5%). The left brain hemisphere is shown on the right.
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genes were detected in only 20 adults (Ringman et al., 2007).
Admittedly, the odds ratios for those risk factors are greater than
for CLU. However, our statistical power was boosted not only by
our much larger sample size of 398 subjects, but also by our
scanning at a stronger field strength (4 T, as opposed to 1.5 or 3 T
in the previous studies) and with more diffusion-weighted gradi-
ents (94 in our study vs 6 or 12 in previous studies). It is therefore
not surprising that we had the power to detect the existing effect.

Although the CLU risk variant was a candidate gene, whose
effects we set out here to assess, one may also consider the value of
making a correction, across studies, for examining multiple AD
risk genes. Because of the very strict voxelwise corrections for
multiple comparisons required in imaging genetics when using
FDR, the rates of false positives (even when examining several
hundred SNPs that are not expected to have a significant relation-
ship with the data) remains well below 0.05 (0.2– 4.1% for 720
SNPs), as determined empirically (Meyer-Lindenberg et al.,
2008). The fact that the CLU rs11136000 is a candidate variant
chosen a priori based on its relationship to lipid transport and
Alzheimer’s disease makes it unlikely that our strong results were
due to false positives.

We do not yet have available to us a comparably large dataset
in which to independently replicate our results. This remains a
limitation of our study as genetic studies typically employ very
large samples, and, where possible, they replicate effects to avoid
the risk of false discoveries. Continued data collection and col-
laborative efforts that allow for larger sample sizes will remedy
this in the future. However, our results remain valuable as a focus
for ongoing efforts by our group and others.

Quantitative mapping of structural brain differences in those
at genetic risk for AD is crucial for evaluating treatment and
prevention strategies. Once identified, brain differences can be
monitored to determine how lifestyle choices influence brain
health and disease risk. Many lifestyle factors that heighten the
risk for dementia—such as exercise and body mass index— have
effects on brain structure and the level of brain atrophy (Ho et al.,
2010b,c; Raji et al., 2010). Additionally, regular exercise and a
healthful diet may reduce the risk of cognitive decline, particu-
larly in those genetically at risk for AD (Rovio et al., 2005; Scar-
meas et al., 2009) or those carrying common risk alleles generally
associated with brain structure deficits in healthy adults (Ho et
al., 2010a). Targeting adults at greatest risk for cognitive deterio-
ration can also improve the power of clinical trials (Kohannim et
al., 2010). Future DTI studies of CLU-C in those imaged with
amyloid- or tangle-sensitive positron emission tomography
probes will also help to relate lower white matter integrity to AD
pathology as it emerges.
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5.2 Mapping HIV risk factors to the brain

The following section is adapted from:
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Abstract HIV-associated neurocognitive disorder remains
prevalent in HIV-infected individuals despite effective antire-
troviral therapy. As these individuals age, comorbid cerebro-
vascular disease will likely impact cognitive function.
Effective tools to study this impact are needed. This study
used diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) to characterize brain
microstructural changes in HIV-infected individuals with
and without cerebrovascular risk factors. Diffusion-weighted
MRIswere obtained in 22HIV-infected subjects aged 50 years
or older (mean age058 years, standard deviation06 years; 19
males, three females). Tensors were calculated to obtain frac-
tional anisotropy (FA) and mean diffusivity (MD) maps. Sta-
tistical comparisons accounting for multiple comparisons
were made between groups with and without cerebrovascular
risk factors. Abnormal glucose metabolism (i.e., impaired
fasting glucose, impaired glucose tolerance, or diabetes

mellitus) was associated with significantly higher MD (false
discovery rate (FDR) critical p value00.008) and lower FA
(FDR critical p value00.002) in the caudate and lower FA in
the hippocampus (FDR critical p value00.004). Pearson cor-
relations were performed between DTI measures in the cau-
date and hippocampus and age- and education-adjusted
composite scores of global cognitive function, memory, and
psychomotor speed. There were no detectable correlations
between the neuroimaging measures and measures of cogni-
tion. In summary, we demonstrate that brain microstructural
abnormalities are associated with abnormal glucose metabo-
lism in the caudate and hippocampus of HIV-infected individ-
uals. Deep graymatter structures and the hippocampus may be
vulnerable in subjects with comorbid abnormal glucose me-
tabolism, but our results should be confirmed in further
studies.
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Glossary
A! Amyloid-beta
APOE "4 Apolipoprotein epsilon 4
ATP-III Adult Treatment Panel III
BDI-II Beck Depression Inventory II
cART Combination antiretroviral therapy
DBP Diastolic blood pressure
DTI Diffusion tensor imaging
FA Fractional anisotropy
FDR False discovery rate
IDE Insulin-degrading enzyme
MD Mean diffusivity
NPZ-3-mem Age- and education-adjusted

composite score of memory
NPZ-3-pm Age- and education-adjusted

composite score of psychomotor speed
NPZ-8 Age- and education-adjusted composite

score of global cognitive function
OGTT 2-h oral glucose tolerance test
PET Positron emission tomography
ROIs Regions of interest
SBP Systolic blood pressure
SD Standard deviation

Introduction

Cerebrovascular risk factors are prevalent in HIV-infected
individuals. Several studies show that preexisting cerebro-
vascular risk factors (e.g., smoking, dyslipidemia, hyperten-
sion, and diabetes mellitus) are associated with cognitive
impairment (Becker et al. 2009; Wright et al. 2010; Nakamoto
et al. 2011).

Ovbiagele and Nath (2011) reported that the incidence of
stroke hospitalizations with comorbid HIV infection rose
60 % between 1997 and 2006. In a study of 292 HIV-
infected individuals with high CD4 cell counts (median
CD4 cell count0536 cells/mm3) from the Strategies for
Management of Antiretroviral Therapy study, patients with
preexisting cardiovascular disease had a 6.2-fold higher
odds of having cognitive impairment (Wright et al. 2010).
Prior cardiovascular disease, hypertension, and hypercho-
lesterolemia were also associated with worse cognitive per-
formance as measured by a composite z score of information
processing speed, attention, executive, and motor functions
(Wright et al. 2010). Analysis of 428 HIV-infected older
(>40) gay and bisexual males from the Multicenter AIDS
Cohort Study demonstrated that subclinical atherosclerosis

as measured by carotid intima–media thickness was associ-
ated with worse psychomotor performance (Becker et al.
2009). The impact of cerebrovascular disease on cognitive
function appears to be additive rather than synergistic with
HIV infection (Nakamoto et al. 2010).

Infection with HIV is associated with atrophy in the
cerebral cortex (e.g., anterior cingulate, insula, and superior
frontal, orbitofrontal, parietal, posterior/inferior temporal
lobes) (Becker et al. 2011a; Kuper et al. 2011; Kallianpur
et al. 2011), deep gray matter (e.g., caudate, putamen)
(Becker et al. 2011b), and lower white matter volume
(Becker et al. 2011a). The additional impact of cerebrovas-
cular risk factors on brain structure is unclear. One study by
Becker et al. (2011a) did not detect an association between
brain atrophy and cerebrovascular risk factors.

Diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) is a MRI technique
which measures the random motion of water to assess the
microstructural integrity of brain tissue. Mean diffusivity
(MD) and fractional anisotropy (FA) are two common DTI
measures that describe the speed and direction of water
diffusion within the brain. MD is a DTI measure of the
diffusion speed of water molecules. In constricted regions
(e.g., inside cells) where the diffusion of water molecules is
slow, MD is low. In unconstricted regions (e.g., inside the
ventricles), the diffusion of water molecules is relatively
fast, and MD is high. FA is a DTI measure of the direction-
ality of water diffusion. When the diffusion of water mole-
cules is equal in all directions, diffusion is isotropic. The
diffusion of water in gray matter is one example of isotropy.
When the diffusion of water has directionality, the diffusion is
anisotropic. The diffusion of water along axons in the white
matter of the brain is one example of anisotropy where the
diffusion of water is constrained by the axon’s myelin sheath.
Higher MD and lower FA values suggest decreased micro-
structural integrity in the brain.

Several studies, some including HIV-infected popula-
tions, have used DTI to study the microstructure of
white matter (Basser et al. 1994a, b; Filippi et al. 2001;
Pfefferbaum et al. 2007, 2009; Gongvatana et al. 2009,
2011; Chen et al. 2009; Hoare et al. 2011) Little attention
has been given to examine the deep gray matter or hippo-
campal microstructure in the HIV-infected population
(Ragin et al. 2005; Chang et al. 2008). These regions of
interest (ROIs) are relevant to HIV-infected individuals
given the basal ganglia and hippocampus are preferen-
tial sites of neuropathology in HIV infection and cere-
brovascular disease (Navia et al. 1986; Jellinger 2008;
Gorelick and Bowler 2010). DTI can detect subtle
microstructural brain changes event when there are no
detectable macrostructural changes, such as atrophy, on
standard MRI scans in HIV-infected individuals (Filippi
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et al. 2001). We hypothesized that cerebrovascular risk
factors would be associated with DTI differences.

Methods

Study population This study used data from a parent posi-
tron emission tomography (PET) study assessing the impact
of the apolipoprotein epsilon 4 (APOE "4) genotype on
cortical metabolism in HIV-infected subjects at least
50 years of age. The PET results were presented elsewhere
(McMurtray et al. 2008). Brain MRIs were obtained as an
optional procedure in 22 subjects out of 27 subjects who were
studied further here. These subjects are the focus of this
analysis. The Committee on Human Studies at the University
of Hawaii approved the protocol.

Clinical assessment Demographic characteristics collected
included age, sex, race/ethnicity, and self-reported years of
education. General medical and current medication histories
were collected. HIV-relevant characteristics collected in-
cluded self-reported current and the lowest ever CD4+ lym-
phocyte cell count and current antiretroviral therapy.
Measured biological characteristics included height, weight,
waist circumference, blood pressure, plasma HIV RNA,
CD4+ lymphocyte cell count, APOE "4 genotype, fasting
lipid profile, directly measured low-density lipoprotein
(LDL) cholesterol, and fasting plasma glucose. We evaluat-
ed glucose homeostasis with a 2-h oral glucose tolerance test
(OGTT).

Hypertension was defined as self-reported diagnosis, use
of an antihypertensive medication, or measured systolic
blood pressure (SBP) equal to or greater than 140 mmHg
or diastolic blood pressure (DBP) equal to or greater than
90 mmHg (U.S. Preventive Services Task Force 2007). We
defined diabetes mellitus as self-reported diagnosis, use of
diabetes medication, or a fasting plasma glucose greater
than 125 mg/dL or 2-h post-challenge glucose greater than
or equal to 200 mg/dL (American Diabetes Association
2009). Impaired fasting glucose was defined as a fasting
plasma glucose between 100 and 125 mg/dL and impaired
glucose tolerance as a 2-h post-challenge glucose between
140 and 199 mg/dL (American Diabetes Association 2009).
We classified individuals as having abnormal glucose me-
tabolism if they met criteria for impaired fasting glucose,
impaired glucose tolerance, or diabetes mellitus. Elevated
LDL cholesterol was defined as a fasting measured LDL
cholesterol greater than or equal to 100 mg/dL (Expert Panel
on Detection, Evaluation, and Treatment of High Blood
Cholesterol in Adults 2002). Elevated triglyceride level
was defined as a fasting triglyceride greater than or equal

to 150 mg/dL (Expert Panel on Detection, Evaluation, and
Treatment of High Blood Cholesterol in Adults 2001). Low
high-density lipoprotein (HDL) cholesterol was defined as a
fasting HDL cholesterol less than 40 mg/dL in men and less
than 50 mg/dL in women (Expert Panel on Detection, Eval-
uation, and Treatment of High Blood Cholesterol in Adults
2001). Abdominal obesity was defined as a waist circum-
ference in men greater than 102 cm (40 in.) and in women
greater than 88 cm (35 in.) (Expert Panel on Detection,
Evaluation, and Treatment of High Blood Cholesterol in
Adults 2001). Waist circumference was recorded as a mea-
sure of abdominal obesity, as possible decreases in hip
circumference due to lipodystrophy may make use of
waist-to-hip ratio problematic (Brown et al. 2009). Diagno-
sis of the metabolic syndrome was based on Adult Treat-
ment Panel III (ATP-III) criteria (Expert Panel on Detection,
Evaluation, and Treatment of High Blood Cholesterol in
Adults 2001). Depressive symptoms were assessed with
the Beck Depression Inventory II (BDI-II) (Beck et al.
1961).

Diffusion tensor imaging MRI scans were acquired within
1 month of clinical assessment and neuropsychological test-
ing on the same Philips 3.0-T Achieva scanner equipped
with an eight-channel sensitivity encoding head coil. For
each subject, structural and diffusion-weighted MRI scans
were obtained. Structural MRI included a sagittal T1-
weighted image with a three-dimensional turbo field-echo
sequence (repetition time/echo time (TR/TE)06.7/3.1 ms,
flip angle 8°, slice thickness 1.2 mm, in-plane resolution
1.0 mm2; Wright et al. 2010). Diffusion-weighted scans
included a single-shot echo planar imaging sequence
(24 cm field of view, TR/TE07,859 ms/80 ms, flip angle
90°, 3.0-mm-thick slices, 0 mm gap, SENSE factor03.1,
maximum slew rate 120 mT/m/ms, gradient amplitude
40 mT/m, 96!95 acquisition matrix, 2.5!2.5 mm2 in-
plane resolution, and a variable number of slices determined
by head size). One image with no diffusion sensitization was
obtained (i.e., a T2-weighted b0 image). Diffusion weighting
was applied along 15 non-collinear directions evenly dis-
tributed over a sphere with a b-factor of 1,000 s/mm2

(Wright et al. 2010) and four signal averages to increase
the signal-to-noise ratio. Scan time was 8.6 min.

The diffusion-weighted images were uploaded to the
Laboratory of Neuro Imaging at the University of Califor-
nia, Los Angeles. Correction for subject motion inside the
scanner and eddy current distortions were performed on the
diffusion-weighted images using FSL software (http://
fsl.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/). The correctly aligned images were
then used to calculate the tensors from which MD and FA
maps were created. Diffusion tensors were computed at each
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voxel using FSL software (http://fsl.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/).
From the tensor eigenvalues (!1, !2, !3), FA was calculated
according to the formula:

FA !
!!!
3
2

q !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
l1 "< l># $2 % l2"< l># $2 % l3"< l># $2

p
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
l21 % l22 %
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< l >! l1%l2%l3
3 !

To assess the integrity of all images in the exact same
locations, all images were registered to a template image. To
preserve high anatomical resolution, a single subject with no
anatomical abnormalities and with a high-quality scan was
randomly selected as the target for the dataset. All subjects’ b0
images were aligned to the same space using linear registra-
tion followed by an elastic inverse consistent mutual
information-based nonlinear warping of all subject images to
the target (Leow et al. 2005). For each subject, the transfor-
mation obtained from the linear registration and deformation
field obtained from the nonlinear registration of subject to
target b0 images were then applied to the anisotropy and
diffusivity images. Diffusion parameters (MD and FA) were
measured voxelwise across the whole brain. Deep gray matter
ROIs were manually extracted by the same neuroscientist
(N.J.) from the target subject to include the caudate, putamen,
globus pallidus, and thalamus. The corpus callosum which
included the genu, body, and splenium in toto was also
extracted. The mean FA and MD were then computed for
each of the subjects, after their scans were registered to the
selected target.

Neurocognitive testing The neurocognitive battery tested
seven cognitive domains: language (Boston Naming Test),
verbal fluency (FAS letter fluency, animal naming), atten-
tion/working memory (WAIS-III Digit Span Subtest, WAIS-
III Letter–Number Sequencing Subtest), speed of information
processing (Trailmaking Test—Part A, California Computer-
ized Assessment Package, WAIS-III Digit Symbol Subtest),
executive function (Stroop Interference Test, Trailmaking
Test—Part B), verbal and visual learning and memory (Rey
Auditory Verbal Learning Test, Rey–Osterrieth Complex
Figure Test), and motor skills (Grooved Pegboard Test, Timed
Gait). Fasting laboratorymeasures and OGTTwere performed
on a different day from neurocognitive testing to minimize
bias associated with fasting and the procedure (Lamport et al.
2009). Individual neuropsychological test scores were stan-
dardized based on age- and education-adjusted normative data
to construct individual z scores (Strauss et al. 2006), and
standardized unweighted composite z scores (age- and
education-adjusted composite score of global cognitive func-
tion (NPZ-8), age- and education-adjusted composite score of

memory (NPZ-3-mem), age- and education-adjusted
composite score of psychomotor speed (NPZ-3-pm))
were derived by calculating the arithmetic mean of various
individual z scores as previously described (Shiramizu et al.
2007). NPZ-8 is a measure of broader cognitive function by
including eight tests thought to have specificity in HIV
(Schmitt et al. 1988); NPZ-3-mem is a measure of memory;
NPZ-3-pm is ameasure of psychomotor speed. The composite
z scores were defined so that positive values indicate better
performance compared with age- and education-adjusted
normative values, while negative values indicate poorer
performance.

Statistical analysis For DTI analysis, voxelwise statistical
comparisons were made on diffusion parameters (MD and
FA) between groups on spatially normalized and geometri-
cally registered DTI-based diffusivity (MD) and anisotropy
(FA) images in the whole brain. Additional ROIs were out-
lined on the template subjects and used as ROIs for which
mean FA and MD values were compared across subjects.
These ROIs include the corpus callosum, caudate, putamen,
globus pallidus, and thalamus. Student’s t tests were per-
formed to compare the mean FA or MD values based on the
presence or absence of each cerebrovascular risk factor (e.g.,
hypertension, abnormal glucose metabolism, metabolic syn-
drome, elevated total cholesterol, elevated LDL, past or
present smoking history, and at least one APOE "4 allele).
Multiple comparison correction for the voxelwise tests was
conducted using the false discovery rate (FDR) (Benjamini
and Hochberg 1995). The cumulative distribution of p val-
ues was obtained in regions of high anisotropy (FA>0.3 for
the group average) and plotted against the null distribution
of p values where no significant differences (FDR control-
ling p value!0.05) were detected on a voxelwise level. FDR
was performed across the whole brain, corpus callosum, and
four deep gray matter ROI for each cerebrovascular risk
factor assessed. Pearson product–moment correlations were
obtained between MD and FA values in the statistically
significant ROI and composite measures of neurocognitive
performance (e.g., NPZ-8, NPZ-3-mem, NPZ-3-pm).

For clinical data, statistical analyses were performed with
SAS 9.1 (Cary, NC, USA). Means, standard deviations, and
proportions were calculated for baseline characteristics. The
null hypothesis was that there was no association between
neurocognitive composite scores and traditional cerebrovas-
cular risk factors. NPZ-8, NPZ-3-mem, and NPZ-3-pm were
used as dependent variables in three different linear regres-
sion models. Independent variables included age, current
CD4+ count, self-reported lowest ever CD4+ count, SBP,
DBP, LDL cholesterol, triglyceride, and HDL cholesterol as
continuous variables and treatment with a protease inhibitor,
abnormal glucose metabolism, and the presence of at least
one APOE "4 allele as categorical (present or absent)
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variables. Forward selection was used, and independent
variables with p values less than or equal to 0.20 were
included in the final regression model. A p value!0.05
was considered statistically significant.

Results

Subject characteristics The mean (standard deviation, SD)
age of the sample was 58 (6) years (Table 1). All but one
subject was on combination antiretroviral therapy (cART),
and 20 of 21 were on the same cART regimen for 12 months.
A minority (four of 22, 18 %) was treated with a protease
inhibitor-based cART. All had current CD4+ counts >200
cells/#L. A majority (18 of 22, 82 %) had undetectable viral
loads. The mean self-reported lowest ever CD4+ count was
210 cells/#L (SD 171 cells/#L). Subjects with a history of
central nervous system opportunistic infection, seizures,
head trauma with a loss of consciousness or cognitive
sequelae, active psychosis, uncontrolled major affective
disorders, and current substance abuse or dependence as
defined by the Diagnostic Statistical Manual of Mental
Disorders (American Psychiatric Association 2000) had
been excluded from the parent study (McMurtray et al.
2008) from which these data were obtained.

Nine subjects had impaired fasting glucose or impaired
glucose tolerance with one of these nine treated with met-
formin. Four subjects had diabetes mellitus among whom
three were treated with either an oral antihyperglycemic or
insulin, and the fourth subject was not on treatment. The
rates of other cerebrovascular risk factors were high with
seven meeting the definition of the metabolic syndrome as
defined by ATP-III criteria (Expert Panel on Detection,
Evaluation, and Treatment of High Blood Cholesterol in
Adults 2001). Nine subjects had at least one APOE "4
allele, and on average, these individuals were older (mean
age062, SD07 versus 56, SD05 years; p00.03). However,
there were no significant differences between the subjects
with and without at least one APOE "4 allele in mean SBP,
DBP, fasting LDL, fasting triglycerides, fasting HDL, BMI,
waist circumference, or proportion with abnormal glucose
metabolism, or metabolic syndrome. The mean BDI-II score
was 7 (SD, 4). No subjects had severe depression based on
BDI-II.

Diffusion tensor imaging Microstructural differences (i.e.,
higher MD, lower FA) were noted in the caudate and hippo-
campus of subjects with abnormal glucose metabolism in post
hoc analysis (Table 2; Fig. 1). No hyperintensities were noted
in the deep gray matter structures or hippocampus on visual
inspection of T2-weighted sequences nor significant differ-
ences in the frequencies of individuals with a history of
stimulant abuse between those with and without abnormal

glucose metabolism (p00.25) to explain these results. We
were unable to determine if there was an increased effect size
in DTI measures between individuals with impaired fasting
glucose/impaired glucose tolerance versus diabetes mellitus
due to the small sample size. No statistically significant corre-
lations were found between MD and FA in the caudate and
hippocampus and neurocognitive composite scores (i.e., NPZ-
8, NPZ-3-mem, and NPZ-3-pm) by unadjusted Pearson cor-
relation. There was a trend toward an inverse correlation
between hippocampal MD and global cognitive function
(NPZ-8; r0"0.4381, p00.07). No significant relationships
were seen inMD and FA in the white matter (i.e., whole brain,
corpus callosum), putamen, globus pallidus, or thalamus and
other cerebrovascular risk factors (i.e., hypertension, metabol-
ic syndrome, elevated total cholesterol, elevated LDL, past or
present smoking history, and at least one APOE "4 allele).

Neurocognitive testing Age, abnormal glucose metabolism,
metabolic syndrome, tobacco use, and the presence of at
least one APOE "4 allele met our criteria for inclusion using
forward selection (p!0.20) in the final multivariate analysis.
Age ("0"0.05; p00.02), abnormal glucose metabolism ("0
0.92; p<0.01), metabolic syndrome ("0"0.81; p<0.01),
tobacco use ("0"0.51; p00.03), and the presence of at least
one APOE "4 allele ("0"0.81; p<0.01) were significantly
associated with the composite measure of global cognitive
function (NPZ-8). There were no significant associations of
these variables with composite measures of memory (NPZ-
3-mem) and psychomotor speed (NPZ-3-pm).

Discussion

This cross-sectional study used DTI to examine the micro-
structural differences associated with cerebrovascular risk
factors in HIV-infected subjects aged 50 years and older.
Our findings suggest that subtle microstructural brain ab-
normalities are noted in the caudate and hippocampus in
subjects with comorbid impairment in glucose metabolism.

In our study, only individuals with abnormal glucose me-
tabolism but not other cerebrovascular risk factors were asso-
ciated with microstructural differences in the caudate and
hippocampus. More specifically, we found no differences by
hypertension, dyslipidemia, smoking, or by APOE "4 status.
The differences demonstrated by impaired glucose metabolism
were significant evenwhen corrected for multiple comparisons.
It is intriguing that differences were not found in other cere-
brovascular risk factors which may be a result of the small
sample size but also raises the possibility that the microstruc-
tural changes associated with abnormal glucose metabolism
may not be mediated through atherosclerosis. For example,
chronic hyperglycemia and hyperinsulinemia stimulate the
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formation of advanced glucosylated end-products, which can
lead to overproduction of reactive oxygen species and resultant
brain damage from oxidative stress (S Roriz-Filho et al. 2009).
Alternatively, insulin-degrading enzyme (IDE) is the main
clearance mechanism amyloid-beta (A!), and since IDE is
more selective for insulin than A!, hyperinsulinemia may
result in reduced neurotoxic A! clearance (S Roriz-Filho et
al. 2009). Finally, hyperglycemia and hyperinsulinemia may
also disrupt brain microstructure by inducing tau hyperphos-
phorylation (S Roriz-Filho et al. 2009). The increased diffusion
(i.e., MD) and disorganization (i.e., FA) of water molecules in

the caudate and hippocampusmay be associated with increased
edema from ischemia or inflammation associated with any of
these possible mechanisms (Assaf and Pasternak 2008). Al-
though past stimulant abuse has been associated with reduced
microstructural integrity in the basal ganglia and hippocampus
(Thames et al. 2011), there were no differences in frequency of
past stimulant abuse between individuals with and without
impaired glucose intolerance/diabetes in our study.

Abnormal glucose metabolism is highly prevalent in the
HIV-infected population particularly as HIV-infected individ-
uals live longer and prolonged exposure to cART increases the

Table 1 Demographic
and clinical characteristics
of subjects

APOE #4 allele apolipoprotein
epsilon 4 allele, DBP diastolic
blood pressure, HAART highly
active antiretroviral therapy, MI
myocardial infarction, SBP sys-
tolic blood pressure, SD standard
deviation
aAbdominal obesity was defined
as a waist circumference in men
greater than 102 cm (40 in.) and
in women greater than 88 cm
(35 in.) (Detection et al. 2001)

N022

Mean age, years (SD; range) 58 (6; 50–73)

% male 86 (19/22)

% non-Hispanic white 77 (17/22)

% Hispanic white 5 (1/22)

% Asian 9 (2/22)

% Native American 5 (1/22)

% Native Hawaiian 5 (1/22)

Mean years of education (SD; range) 16 (2; 12–20)

HIV-associated parameters

Mean years HIV-positive (SD; range) 17 (2–26)

% on HAART 95 (21/22)

% on protease inhibitor 18 (4/22)

% with current CD4+ count >200 cells/!L 100 (22/22)

% with undetectable HIV RNA viral load (<50 copies/mL) 82 (18/22)

Mean self-reported lowest ever CD4 count, cells/!L (SD; range) 210 (171; 1–450)

% with history of prior stimulant use 64 (14/22)

Cerebrovascular risk factors

Mean body mass index, kg/m (Wright et al. 2010) (SD) 24 (3)

% with abdominal obesitya 0 (0/22)

Mean waist circumference, cm (SD, range) 91 (7; 76–102)

% with impaired glucose tolerance 41 (9/22)

% with adult-onset diabetes mellitus 18 (4/22)

% with hypertension 45 (10/22)50

Mean SBP, mmHg (SD, range) 126 (18; 99–159)

Mean DBP, mmHg (SD, range) 74 (10; 52–89)

% with fasting LDL!100 mg/dL 50 (11/22)

Mean fasting LDL, mg/dL (SD, range) 112 (44; 52–226)

% with fasting triglycerides >150 mg/dL 36 (8/22)

Mean fasting triglycerides, mg/dL (SD, range) 169 (128; 36–341)

% with fasting HDL cholesterol <40 mg/dL in men or <50 mg/dL in women 64 (14/22)

Mean fasting HDL cholesterol, mg/dL (SD; range) 40 (19; 18–110)

% with metabolic syndrome 32 (7/22)

% with past or present smoking history 45 (10/22)

Mean pack years (SD, range) 19 (11; 1–30)

% with at least one APOE "4 allele 40 (9/22)

% with white matter hyperintensities on MRI 36 (8/22)

Mean Beck Depression Inventory score (SD, range) 7 (4, 1–15)
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risk of hyperinsulinemia, impaired fasting glucose, impaired
glucose tolerance, and ultimately diabetes mellitus (Brown et
al. 2005; Justman et al. 2003; Tien et al. 2008). Our DTI
findings suggesting altered tissue integrity are supported by
studies that have demonstrated insulin resistance and diabetes
mellitus to be associated with cognitive dysfunction in HIV-
infected individuals (Valcour et al. 2005, 2006, 2012).

Our study may have been underpowered to detect signifi-
cant correlations between DTI parameters and other cerebro-
vascular risk factors, such as hypertension and hyperlipidemia.
Furthermore, our study did not have a HIV-seronegative con-
trol group. Nevertheless, although our sample size was rela-
tively small and we cannot exclude a spurious finding
associated with post hoc analysis, significant differences were
found in the caudate and hippocampus on DTI in our cohort of
older HIV-infected subjects with abnormal glucose metabo-
lism. This may illustrate the sensitivity of DTI to detect poten-
tial influences of abnormal glucose metabolism on brain
microstructure. In summary, DTI can detect microstructural
changes associated with abnormal glucose metabolism in the
caudate and hippocampus of HIV-infected individuals, but
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Fig. 1 Top panel shows the hippocampal segmentation over the FA
image. Voxelwise associations of FA within the hippocampus revealed
a significant association with impaired glucose intolerance/diabetes
mellitus. Bottom panel shows the caudate segmentation over the MD
image. Voxelwise associations of MD within the caudate revealed a
significant association with impaired glucose intolerance/diabetes mel-
litus. More significant voxels are colored reddish yellow. Voxels that
did not pass the false discovery rate (FDR) correction for multiple tests
are colored blue. The FDR critical p values are 0.004 and 0.008,
respectively. Note that the higher the FDR critical p values (i.e., the
closer to 0.05), the greater the association. Images are shown in
radiological convention, and the sagittal images are of the left hemi-
sphere. FA fractional anisotropy, FDR false discovery rate, MD mean
diffusivityT
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further studies are warranted to determine if this finding is
reproducible.
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6.1 Mapping sex differences

The following section is adapted from:

Jahanshad N, Aganj I, Lenglet C, Jin Y, Joshi A, Barysheva M, McMahon KL, de Zu-

bicaray GI, Martin NG, Wright MJ, Toga AW, Sapiro G, Thompson PM (2011). High angu-

lar resolution diffusion imaging (HARDI) tractography in 234 young adults reveals greater

frontal lobe connectivity in women, International Symposium of Biomedical Imaging (ISBI)

2011.
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6&%,! 1?! $6?&! <,$B16)! 12(,';&22,;(,>M! =$2)! B&L,6?! ;&2($12! K<1(,!
/$((,'!*1%,'!/1L120?!$2>!;'&??120?M!O<,?,!*1%,'!;'&??120?!/$)!2&(!
%,!;&'',;(6)!;$5(-',>!%)!('$;(&0'$5<)!/,(<&>?!%$?,>!&2!(<,!?1206,N
(,2?&'!>1**-?1&2!/&>,63! ?&!<10<,'!&'>,'!/&>,6120!&*! (<,!>1**-?1&2!
5'&5$0$(&'!K1(<!W9D4.! %,;&/,?! $>B$2($0,&-?M!7?120! (<,! ,2(1',!
?,(! &*!@CE! ?-%Z,;(?3!K,!,L$/12,>! ?,L!>1**,',2;,?! 12! (<,! ,L(,2(!&*!
12(,'<,/1?5<,'1;!*1%,'!;&22,;(1B1()!%,(K,,2!;&'(1;$6!',01&2?!12!(<,!
*'&2($6! 6&%,?M! 9?! $%,''$2(! ;&22,;(1B1()! 1?! 1/561;$(,>! 12! B$'1&-?!
%'$12! >1?&'>,'?3! ?,L! >1**,',2;,?! 12! ;&22,;(1B1()! /$)! $6?&! %,!
1/5&'($2(! (&! ',;&021`,3! 12! &20&120! 5'&Z,;(?! (&! /$5! (<,! <-/$2!
;&22,;(&/,M!!
!

:?$."+,0%!$
!
:?>?$!@ABCDE$%CFGHIJKLMDN$JOP$&FJHC$/DQ@MNMEMGO$$
!
9?! 5$'(! &*! $! 6$'0,N?;$6,! 1/$0120! 0,2,(1;?! 121(1$(1B,! *&;-?120! &2!
(K12?! aUb3! K,! ?;$22,>! @CE! )&-20! $>-6(?! P"E]! K&/,2^_]! /,2d!
/,$2!$0,Q!@CME!R!!@MS!:4!),$'?T!K1(<!EO!W9D4.!$2>!?($2>$'>!O"N
K,10<(,>! ?('-;(-'$6!=D.M! O&! ,L$/12,! 0,2,(1;! $2>! ,2B1'&2/,2($6!
12*6-,2;,?! &2! %'$12! ;&22,;(1B1()3! (<,! 5$'(1;15$2(?! K,',! $66! (K12!
?-%Z,;(?!$2>!(<,1'!?1%6120?!*'&/!"C"!*$/161,?M!966!=D!1/$0,?!K,',!
;&66,;(,>! -?120! $! E! O,?6$! G'-\,'!=,>?5,;!=D.! ?;$22,'! PG'-\,'!
=,>1;$63! A((120,23! e,'/$2)T3! K1(<! $! ('$2?B,'?,! ,6,;('&/$02,(1;!
POA=T!<,$>;&163!$(!(<,!8,2(,'!*&'!=$02,(1;!D,?&2$2;,!P721B,'?1()!
&*!F-,,2?6$2>3!9-?('$61$TM!O"NK,10<(,>!1/$0,?!K,',!$;f-1',>!K1(<!
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$2! 12B,'?1&2! ',;&B,')! '$51>! 0'$>1,2(! ,;<&! ?,f-,2;,! PO.^OD^OA!g!
]SS^"HSS^CMCH!/?d!*615!$206,g_hd!?61;,!(<1;\2,??!g!SMU!//3!K1(<!$!
@HJC!$;f-1?1(1&2!/$('1LTM!41**-?1&2NK,10<(,>!1/$0,?!K,',!$;f-1',>!
-?120!?1206,N?<&(!,;<&!56$2$'!1/$0120!K1(<!$!(K1;,N',*&;-?,>!?512!
,;<&!?,f-,2;,!(&!',>-;,!,>>)N;-'',2(!12>-;,>!>1?(&'(1&2?M!./$0120!
5$'$/,(,'?! K,',Q! OD^OA! JSUS^U"M]! /?3! @C! ;/! YXi3! K1(<! $!
"@_!"@_! $;f-1?1(1&2!/$('1LM! A$;<! C4! B&6-/,! ;&2?1?(,>! &*! HH! @N
//!(<1;\!$L1$6!?61;,?!K1(<!2&!0$53!$2>!$!"M]U!"M]U!//@!12N56$2,!
',?&6-(1&2M! ! V,! $;f-1',>! "SH! 1/$0,?! 5,'! ?-%Z,;(Q! ""! K1(<! 2&!
>1**-?1&2! ?,2?1(1`$(1&2! P1M,M3! O@NK,10<(,>! %S! 1/$0,?T! $2>! UE!
>1**-?1&2NK,10<(,>! P4VT! 1/$0,?! PG!g!""HU! ?^//@T!K1(<!0'$>1,2(!
>1',;(1&2?!,B,26)!>1?('1%-(,>!&2! (<,!<,/1?5<,',3!$?! 1?! ',f-1',>!*&'!
-2%1$?,>! >1',;(1&2$6! ?$/56120! &*! (<,! >1**-?1&2! 5'&5$0$(&'M! :;$2!
(1/,!K$?!"EM@!/12-(,?M!
!
:?:?$%<&$KICKIGDCNNMOHR$DGIEMDJS$N@ITJDC$CUEIJDEMGON$JOP$
ICHMNEIJEMGON$
!
+&2N%'$12! ',01&2?! K,',! $-(&/$(1;$66)! ',/&B,>! *'&/! ,$;<! O"N
K,10<(,>!=D.!?;$23!$2>!*'&/!$!O@NK,10<(,>!1/$0,!*'&/!(<,!4V.!
?,(! -?120! (<,! Y:#! (&&6! jGAOk! P<((5Q^^*?6M*/'1%M&LM$;M-\^*?6^TM! 9!
('$12,>! 2,-'&$2$(&/1;$6! ,L5,'(! /$2-$66)! ,>1(,>! (<,! O"NK,10<(,>!
?;$2?!(&!*-'(<,'!',*12,!(<,!%'$12!,L('$;(1&2M!966!O"NK,10<(,>!1/$0,?!
K,',!612,$'6)!$6102,>!-?120!Y:#!PK1(<!U!4XYT!(&!$!;&//&2!?5$;,!
a"Sb!K1(<!"//!1?&('&51;!B&L,6?!$2>!$!@@S!@@S!@@S!B&L,6!/$('1LM!
D$K! >1**-?1&2NK,10<(,>! 1/$0,?! K,',! ;&'',;(,>! *&'! ,>>)! ;-'',2(!
>1?(&'(1&2?! -?120! (<,! Y:#! (&&63! j,>>)l;&'',;(k!
P<((5Q^^*?6M*/'1%M&LM$;M-\^*?6^TM! ! Y&'! ,$;<! ?-%Z,;(3! (<,! ""! ,>>)N
;&'',;(,>! 1/$0,?! K1(<! 2&! >1**-?1&2! ?,2?1(1`$(1&2! K,',! $B,'$0,>3!
612,$'6)!$6102,>!$2>!',?$/56,>! (&!$!>&K2?$/56,>!B,'?1&2!&*! (<,1'!
;&'',?5&2>120!O"! 1/$0,!P""S!""S!""S3!@!@!@//TM!9B,'$0,>!%S!
/$5?! K,',! ,6$?(1;$66)! ',01?(,',>! (&! (<,! ?('-;(-'$6! ?;$2! -?120! $!
/-(-$6! 12*&'/$(1&2! ;&?(! *-2;(1&2! a""b! (&! ;&/5,2?$(,! *&'! AI.N
12>-;,>!?-?;,5(1%161()!$'(1*$;(?M!

+JASC$>1$4MNE$GT$ELC$DGIEMDJS$SJACSN$CUEIJDECP$TIGF$'ICC!@ITCI$
V>>WX$SJACS$>$YJN$ICNCIZCP$TGI$OGO3DGIEMDJS$N@ITJDCN?$$

"!
G$2\?!&*!(<,!?-5,'1&'!
(,/5&'$6!?-6;-?! "U! M$3)%63G45$94)%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

@! 8$->$6!$2(,'1&'!;120-6$(,!!!!!! @S! M$3)%534$(/F9$34)%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
C! 8$->$6!/1>>6,!*'&2($6!!!!!!!!!!!! @"! I,'1N;$6;$'12,!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
E! 8&'5-?!;$66&?-/!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! @@! I&?(;,2('$6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
H! 8-2,-?!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! @C! I&?(,'1&'!;120-6$(,!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
J! A2(&'<12$6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! @E! I',N;,2('$6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
]! Y-?1*&'/!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! @H! I',;-2,-?!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
_! .2*,'1&'!5$'1,($6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! @J! D&?('$6!$2(,'1&'!;120-6$(,!!!!!
U! .2*,'1&'!(,/5&'$6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! @]! D&?('$6!/1>>6,!*'&2($6!!!!!!!!!!
"S! .?(</-?!&*!(<,!;120-6$(,!!!!!!!! @_! :-5,'1&'!*'&2($6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
""! #$(,'$6!&;;151($6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! @U! :-5,'1&'!5$'1,($6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
"@! #$(,'$6!&'%1(&*'&2($6!!!!!!!!!!!!! CS! :-5,'1&'!(,/5&'$6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
"C! #120-$6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! C"! :-5'$N/$'012$6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
"E! =,>1$6!&'%1(&*'&2($6!!!!!!!!!!!!!! C@! Y'&2($6!5&6,!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
"H! =1>>6,!(,/5&'$6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! CC! O,/5&'$6!5&6,!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
"J! I$'$<155&;$/5$6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! CE! O'$2?B,'?,!(,/5&'$6!!!!!!!!!!!!!
"]! I$'$;,2('$6!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! CH! .2?-6$!!
"_! M$3)%67"3BF9$34)%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% ! !

!
!! CH! ;&'(1;$6! 6$%,6?! 5,'! <,/1?5<,',! P+JASC$ >T! K,',!
$-(&/$(1;$66)! ,L('$;(,>! *'&/! $66! $6102,>! O"NK,10<(,>! ?('-;(-'$6!
=D.! ?;$2?! -?120! Y',,:-'*,'! P<((5Q^^?-'*,'M2/'M/0<M<$'B$'>M,>-^T!
a"@bM!!9?!$!612,$'!',01?('$(1&2!1?!5,'*&'/,>!K1(<12!(<,!?&*(K$',3!(<,!

',?-6(120!O"NK,10<(,>!1/$0,?!$2>!;&'(1;$6!/&>,6?!K,',!$6102,>!(&!
(<,!&'1012$6!O"!125-(!1/$0,!?5$;,!$2>!>&K2N?$/56,>!-?120!2,$',?(!
2,10<%&'!12(,'5&6$(1&2!P(&!$B&1>!12(,'/1L120!&*!6$%,6?T!(&!(<,!?5$;,!
&*! (<,! 4V.?M! O&! ,2?-',! ('$;(?! K&-6>! 12(,'?,;(! ;&'(1;$6! 6$%,6,>!
%&-2>$'1,?3! 6$%,6?!K,',! >16$(,>!K1(<! $2! 1?&('&51;! %&L! \,'2,6! &*! H!
B&L,6?M!
!
:?;?$,/(%&$EIJDEGHIJKL[$$
!
O<,! ('$2?*&'/$(1&2!/$('1L! *'&/! (<,! 612,$'! $6102/,2(! &*! (<,!/,$2!
%S!1/$0,!(&!(<,!O"NK,10<(,>!B&6-/,!K$?!$5561,>!(&!,$;<!&*!(<,!UE!
0'$>1,2(!>1',;(1&2?!(&!5'&5,'6)!',N&'1,2(!(<,!&'1,2($(1&2!>1?('1%-(1&2!
*-2;(1&2?! PX4Y?TM! 9(! ,$;<! W9D4.! B&L,63! X4Y?! K,',! ;&/5-(,>!
-?120! (<,! 2&'/$61`,>! $2>! >1/,2?1&26,??! X4Y! ,?(1/$(&'3! >,'1B,>!
*&'!FG.!12!a"CbM!8&2('$')!(&!5'1&'!/,(<&>?3!(<1?!$55'&$;<!;&2?1>,'?!
(<,! m$;&%1$2! *$;(&'! !"! (&! ;&/5-(,! (<,! ;&2?($2(! ?&61>! $206,! P8:9T!
X4YQ!!

!
W,',!LNOP!1?!(<,!>1**-?1&2!?102$63!$2>!LQ!1?!(<,!%$?,612,!1/$0,M!YDO!
1?! (<,! Y-2\ND$>&2! ('$2?*&'/! $2>! %

@! 1?! (<,! #$56$;,NG,6('$/1!
&5,'$(&'M! V,! -?,>! (<1?! X4Y! ',;&2?('-;(1&2! ?;<,/,! $?! 1(! 1?!
/$(<,/$(1;$66)! /&',! $;;-'$(,! $2>! $6?&! &-(5,'*&'/?! (<,! &'1012$6!
FG.! >,*121(1&2! a"Eb3! ,M0M3! 1(! 1/5'&B,?! (<,! ',?&6-(1&2! &*! /-6(156,!
*1%,'! &'1,2($(1&2?! a"CbM! V1(<! (<1?! ?,(! &*! X4Y?3! K,! 5,'*&'/,>!
W9D4.!('$;(&0'$5<)!&2!(<,!612,$'6)!$6102,>!?,(?!&*!4V.!B&6-/,?M!!!
! O'$;(&0'$5<)! K$?! 5,'*&'/,>! %)! 5'&%$%161?(1;$66)! ?,,>120!
B&L,6?!K1(<! $! 5'1&'! 5'&%$%161()! %$?,>!&2! (<,! *'$;(1&2$6! $21?&('&5)!
PY9T!B$6-,!>,'1B,>! *'&/! (<,! ?1206,N(,2?&'!/&>,6! a"HbM!966! ;-'B,?!
5$??120! (<'&-0<! $! ?,,>! 5&12(! ',;,1B,! $! ?;&',! ,?(1/$(120! (<,!
5'&%$%161()!&*!(<,!,L1?(,2;,!&*!(<,!*1%,'3!;&/5-(,>!*'&/!(<,!X4Y?M!
V,! -?,>! $! B&(120! 5'&;,??! 5'&B1>,>! %)! (<,! W&-0<! ('$2?*&'/! (&!
>,(,'/12,!(<,!%,?(!*1((120!;-'B,?!(<'&-0<!,$;<!5&12(M!Y-'(<,'!>,($16?!
&*!(<,!/,(<&>!/$)!%,!*&-2>!12!a_bM!!
! A6$?(1;! >,*&'/$(1&2?! &%($12,>! *'&/! (<,! AI.! >1?(&'(1&2!
;&'',;(1&23! /$55120! (<,! $B,'$0,! GQ! 1/$0,! (&! (<,! O"NK,10<(,>!
1/$0,3!K,',!(<,2!$5561,>!(&!(<,!('$;([?!C4!;&&'>12$(,?M!!9?!(<1?!K$?!
$!?(->)!&*!12(,'N<,/1?5<,'1;!;&22,;(1B1()3!('$;(?!K1(<!*,K,'!(<$2!"H!
5&12(?! K,',! *16(,',>! &-(M! A$;<! ?-%Z,;([?! >$($?,(! ;&2($12,>! @SSSN
ESSS!-?,$%6,!*1%,'?!PC4!;-'B,?TM!!
!
:?2?$,U,$TIGOEJS$SGAC$DGOOCDEMZME[$JOJS[NMN$$
!
Y&'! ,$;<! ?-%Z,;(3! $! *-66! ]S!]S! ;&22,;(1B1()! /$('1L! K$?! ;',$(,>M!
A$;<! ,6,/,2(! >,?;'1%,>! (<,! ,?(1/$(,>! 5'&5&'(1&2! &*! (<,! (&($6!
2-/%,'!&*! *1%,'?3! 12! (<$(! ?-%Z,;(3!;&22,;(120!,$;<!&*! (<,! 6$%,6?! 12!
&2,!<,/1?5<,',!(&!(<&?,!12!(<,!&(<,'!<,/1?5<,',M!.*!/&',!(<$2!Hn!
&*! ?-%Z,;(?! <$>! 2&! *1%,'?! ;&22,;(120! (<,! ',01&2?3! (<,2! (<,!
;&22,;(1&2! K$?! ;&2?1>,',>! 12B$61>! $2>! K$?! 2&(! 12;6->,>! 12! (<,!
$2$6)?1?M!!
! O&! *-'(<,'! *&;-?! &-'! $2$6)?,?3! H! ;&'(1;$6! ',01&2?! &*! 12(,',?(!
PDX.?T! K,',! ?,6,;(,>! *'&/! (<,! *'&2($6! 6&%,?! 12! ,$;<! <,/1?5<,',M!
O<,?,! ',01&2?! 12;6->,>Q! P"T$ (<,! ;$->$6!/1>>6,! *'&2($63! P@T! 6$(,'$6!
&'%1(&N! *'&2($63! PCT! '&?('$6! $2(,'1&'! ;120-6$(,3! PET! ?-5,'1&'! *'&2($63!
$2>! PHT! 12?-6$'3! ;&'(1;$6! ?-'*$;,! 6$%,6?M! 'MH@IC$ >! ?<&K?! (<,?,! H!
DX.?! 12! &2,! ',5',?,2($(1B,! ?-%Z,;(M! 9! "S!"S! 2&'/$61`,>!
;&22,;(1B1()!/$('1L!K$?!;',$(,>!*&'!,$;<!?-%Z,;(M!O<1?!,2;&>,?!(<,!
5'&5&'(1&2!&*!(<,!(&($6!2-/%,'!&*!*1%,'?3!12!(<$(!?-%Z,;(3!;&22,;(120!
,$;<! &*! (<,! H! DX.?! 12! &2,! <,/1?5<,',! (&! ,$;<! &(<,'! $?! K,66! $?!
$;'&??!<,/1?5<,',?M!!
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!
'MH@IC$>1$,CFMNKLCIMD$TIGOEJS$SGAC$ICHMGON$GT$MOECICNE$MODS@PCPR$
TIGF$ SCTE$ EG$ IMHLE1$ 6>7! ELC$ DJ@PJS$ FMPPSC$ TIGOEJSR$ 6:7$ SJECIJS$
GIAMEG3TIGOEJSR$ 6;7$ IGNEIJS$ JOECIMGI$ DMOH@SJECR$ 627$ N@KCIMGI$
TIGOEJSR$JOP$6\7$MON@SJIR$DGIEMDJS$N@ITJDC$SJACSN?$

! :1/16$'1(1,?!/$)!$'1?,!12!(<,!('$;(&0'$5<)!/$5?!$?!12>1B1>-$6?!
12!(<,!?$/,!*$/16)!$',!',6$(,>d!(<,',*&',3!K,!-?,>!$!'$2>&/N,**,;(?!
',0',??1&2! $2$6)?1?! (&! 0'&-5! (<,! ?-%Z,;(?! %)! *$/16)M! 9! '$2>&/!
12(,';,5(! K$?! 12;6->,>! *&'! ,$;<! *$/16)M! O<,! $2$6)?1?! K$?!
5,'*&'/,>!;&B$')120!*&'!(<,!,**,;(!&*!$0,M!:,L!P;&>,>!$?!"!N!/$6,!
$2>!@!N!*,/$6,T!K$?!',0',??,>!&2!,$;<!B$61>!/$('1L!;&22,;(1&2M!
! O&! &%($12! $2! $;;-'$(,! ,?(1/$(,! &*! ?,L! >1**,',2;,?! 12! %'$12!
;&22,;(1B1()3! $! 2&25$'$/,('1;! (,?(! K$?! 5,'*&'/,>! -?120! H3SSS!
'$2>&/! 5,'/-($(1&2?! &*! (<,! ?,L! &*! ,$;<! 12>1B1>-$6! $2>! ',5,$(120!
(<,! ',0',??1&2M! 8&2?('$12(?! K,',! $5561,>! (&! ,2?-',! (<$(! $66!
/&2&`)0&(1;!(K12!5$1'?!',/$12,>!&*!(<,!?$/,!?,L3!12!(<,!'$2>&/6)!
5,'/-(,>!?,L!$??102/,2(?M!9?!?-;<3!(<,!5,'/-($(1&2!(,?(!K$?!B$61>!
$2>!?,2?1(1B,!(&!0,2,(1;!>1**,',2;,?!&(<,'!(<$2!?,L!>1**,',2;,?M!O<,!
$2$6)?1?! K$?! 1/56,/,2(,>! -?120! (<,! o26/,o! 61%'$')3! 12! (<,! D!
?($(1?(1;$6!5$;\$0,!PB,'?1&2!@MUM@d!<((5Q^^KKKM'N5'&Z,;(M&'0^T!a"JbM!
$
:?\?$'JSDGOCI]N$LCIMEJAMSME[$JOJS[NMN$
!
Y$6;&2,'[?!<,'1($%161()!$2$6)?1?!K$?!5,'*&'/,>!-?120!$!?-%?,(!&*!(<,!
5&5-6$(1&2p!CJ!P@HYT!/&2&`)0&(1;!(K12!5$1'?3!$2>!@_!P"UYT!?$/,N
?,L!>1`)0&(1;! (K12!5$1'?M!O<,!<,'1($%161()!&*!,$;<!B$61>!;&22,;(1&2!
K$?! (<,2!>,(,'/12,>! $;;&'>120! (&!Y$6;&2,'[?! <,'1($%161()! ,?(1/$(,!
a"]bQ!'1R1N3<E% S% 3TEPM!W,',3! 3<E! $2>! 3TE! >,2&(,! (<,! 12('$;6$??!
;&'',6$(1&2! P.88T! ;&,**1;1,2(?! *&'! /&2&`)0&(1;! $2>! >1`)0&(1;!
(K12?d!<,'1($%161()!>,2&(,?!(<,!5'&5&'(1&2!&*!(<,!&%?,'B,>!B$'1$(1&2!
(<$(! 1?! $(('1%-($%6,! (&! 0,2,(1;! >1**,',2;,?! $/&20! 12>1B1>-$6?M! O&!
$??,??!(<,!?1021*1;$2;,!&*!(<,!/,$?-',?!&*!*$/161$6!',?,/%6$2;,3!(<,!
*$6?,! >1?;&B,')! '$(,! PY4DT!K$?! ;&2('&66,>! $(!UgSMSH! *&'!7SB$6-,?!
;&'',?5&2>120!(&!(<,!&%?,'B,>!=c!(K12!;&'',6$(1&2?M!
!!
!

;?$("!-4+!$
$
'MH@IC$:!?<&K?!(<,!*-66!/$5!&*!(<,!>16$(,>!;&'(1;$6!?-'*$;,!6$%,6?!&*!
&2,!?-%Z,;([?!6,*(!<,/1?5<,',!&B,'6$1>!&2!(&5!&*!(<,1'!O"NK,10<(,>!
1/$0,M!!O<,!AI.N;&'',;(,>!/$5!&*!(<,!*1%,'!>,2?1()!1?!$6?&!>1',;(6)!
&B,'6$1>! (&! ?<&K! (<$(! (<,! 4V.N>,'1B,>! *1%,'?! $',! $;;-'$(,6)!
',01?(,',>!(&!(<,!?('-;(-'$6!?;$2M!!

!
'MH@IC$ :1$ *GIEMDJS$ N@ITJDC$ SJACSN$ TIGF$ J$ ICKICNCOEJEMZC$
N@ABCDE]N$ SCTE$ LCFMNKLCIC$ JIC$ GZCISJMP$ GO$ NCDEMGON$ TIGF$ ELC$
NJFC$N@ABCDE]N$;%$+>3YCMHLECP$MFJHC?$$+LC$"8&3DGIICDECP$FJK$
GT$ELC$TMACI$PCONME[$ MN$JSNG$GZCISJMP?$+LMN$NLGYN$ELJE$ELC$%<&3
PCIMZCP$TMACIN$JIC$JDD@IJECS[$ICHMNECICP$EG$ELC$NEI@DE@IJS$NDJO?$$

! O<,! 5'&5&'(1&2! &*! *1%,'?! (<$(! *&'/! (<,! *-66! <,/1?5<,'1;!
;&'(1;$6! ;&22,;(1B1()! /$('1L3! $B,'$0,>! $;'&??! $66! ?-%Z,;(?! 12! (<,!
?(->)3! 1?! 56&((,>! 12! 'MH@IC$ ;?$ .2! $0',,/,2(! K1(<! a]b3! /&?(!
;&22,;(1&2?!K,',!*&-2>!(&!%,!K1(<12!(<,!?$/,!<,/1?5<,',M!E!B$61>!
12(,'<,/1?5<,'1;!;&22,;(1&2?!K,',!&%?,'B,>Q!P"T!%,(K,,2!(<,!'10<(!
$2>! 6,*(!5',;-2,-?! P@T! (<,! '10<(!5',;-2,-?!$2>! (<,! 6,*(! 1?(</-?!&*!
(<,! ;120-6$(,3! PCT! (<,! 6,*(! 5',;-2,-?! $2>! (<,! '10<(! 1?(</-?! &*! (<,!
;120-6$(,3!$2>!PET!(<,!6,*(!$2>!'10<(!5&?(,'1&'!;120-6$(,M!X2!$B,'$0,3!
$%&-(!"Hn!&*!(<,!12(,'N<,/1?5<,'1;!*1%,'?!;&22,;(!(<,!6,*(!$2>!'10<(!
5',;-2,-?!',01&2?!&*!(<,!;&'(,L!P',01&2!@HTM!.2!(<,?,!,?(1/$(,?3!K,!
2&(,! $! /12&'! %1$?! (<$(! *1%,'! ?,6,;(1&2! K$?! K,10<(,>! (&K$'>! ?,,>!
B&L,6?!K1(<!<10<!Y93!%-(!K$?!2&(!%1$?,>! (&K$'>?!$2)!&2,!',01&23!
-26,??!1(!<$>!<10<,'!Y9!12!$00',0$(,M!!

$

'MH@IC$ ;1$/ZCIJHCP$ JDIGNN$ JSS$ :;2$ N@ABCDENR$ LCIC$YC$ NLGY$ ELC$
KIGKGIEMGO$ GT$ TMACIN$ ELJE$ TGIF$ ELC$ T@SS$ MOECI3LCFMNKLCIMD$
DGIEMDJS$ DGOOCDEMZME[$ FJEIMU?$ &O$ JHICCFCOE$ YMEL$ V^WR$ FGNE$
DGOOCDEMGON$ JIC$ YMELMO$ ELC$ NJFC$ LCFMNKLCIC?$ 0O$ JZCIJHCR$
JAG@E$>\_$GT$ELC$TMACIN$EIJDCP$LCIC$MOECIDGOOCDE$AGEL$ELC$SCTE$
6SJACS$ O@FACI$ :\7$ JOP$ IMHLE$ 6SJACS$ O@FACI$ `a7$ KICD@OC@N$
ICHMGON$GT$ELC$DGIECUR$JOP$>a_$ELC$MON@SJ$6SJACSN$;\$JOP$^a7?$

! !9*(,'!G&2*,''&21!;&'',;(1&2!*&'!(<,!?($(1?(1;$6!(,?(?!;&2>-;(,>!
&2! ;&2?1?(,2(6)! 1>,2(1*1,>! ;&22,;(1&2?! K1(<12! (<,! *'&2($6! 6&%,3!
?1021*1;$2(! P7! q! SMSSCCT! ?,L! >1**,',2;,?! K,',! *&-2>! 12! (<,! 12(,'N
<,/1?5<,'1;! ;&22,;(1B1()! &*! (<,! ?-5,'1&'! *'&2($6! ;&'(1;,?3! K1(<!
K&/,2! ?<&K120! <10<,'! ;&22,;(1B1()! (<$2! /,2M! =,2! <$>! $!
?1021*1;$2(6)! <10<,'! 5'&5&'(1&2! &*! ;&22,;(1&2?! K1(<12! (<,! '10<(!
6$(,'$6! &'%1(&N*'&2($6! ;&'(,L! $2>! /&',! *1%,'?! 12(,';&22,;(120! (<1?!
',01&2! K1(<! (<,! 15?16$(,'$6! 12?-6$M! I,'/-($(1&2! ;&'',;(,>! 7SB$6-,?!
$',!?<&K2!12!'MH@IC$2?$
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$

'MH@IC$21$!MHOMTMDJOE$6-$b$a?aa;;7$NCU$PMTTCICODCN$YCIC$TG@OP$MO$
ELC$ MOECI3LCFMNKLCIMD$ DGOOCDEMZME[$ GT$ ELC$ N@KCIMGI$ TIGOEJS$
DGIEMDCNR$YMEL$YGFCO$NLGYMOH$LMHLCI$DGOOCDEMZME[?$.CO$LJP$J$
NMHOMTMDJOES[$LMHLCI$KIGKGIEMGO$GT$DGOOCDEMGON$YMELMO$ELC$IMHLE$
SJECIJS$ GIAMEG3TIGOEJS$ DGIECU$ JOP$ FGIC$ TMACIN$ MOECIDGOOCDEMOH$
ELMN$ICHMGO$YMEL$ELC$MKNMSJECIJS$MON@SJ?$

! ! 9!;-/-6$(1B,!>1?('1%-(1&2!56&(!&*! (<,! ?1021*1;$2;,!&*! (<,!=c!
$2>! 4c! ;&'',6$(1&2?! 1?! ?<&K2! 12! 'MH@IC$ \! <10<610<(120! (<,!
?1021*1;$2;,! 12! (<,! ;&'',6$(1&2?!%,(K,,2! (<,!/&2&`)0&(1;!5$1'?! $?!
&55&?,>!(&!(<,!>1`)0&(1;!(K12?!K1(<12!(<,!B$61>!;&22,;(1&2?!PK<,',!
$(! 6,$?(!UHn!&*!$66! ?-%Z,;(?!<$>! ('$;(?T3!5'&B1>120!?('&20!,B1>,2;,!
*&'! <,'1($%161()M! Y$6;&2,'[?! <,'1($%161()! ,?(1/$(,?! $',! >1?56$),>! *&'!
(<,?,! ;&2?1?(,2(6)! *&-2>! ;&22,;(1&2?3! 12! 'MH@IC$ `M! O<,! /&?(!
<,'1($%6,! *1%,'! ;&-2(?! K,',! (<&?,! 12! (<,! 6,*(! 5',;-2,-?3! *1%,'?!
;&22,;(120! (<,! ;&'(1;$6! ',01&2?! &*! (<,! 6,*(! 5,'1N;$6;$'12,! $2>!
*-?1*&'/! 0)'13! $2>! (<&?,! &*! (<,! 6,*(! ;-2,-?! $2>! 5',;-2,-?3! $6?&!
?<&K,>! /&>,'$(,! <,'1($%161()! P"SN"@nTM! V<,2! (<,! $2$6)?1?! K$?!
61/1(,>!(&!&26)!*,/$6,!(K12!5$1'?3!B,')!<10<!<,'1($%161()!P]CnT!K$?!
*&-2>! *&'! (<,! *1%,'?! 12(,';&22,;(120! (<,! 6,*(! 12?-6$! K1(<! (<,! 6,*(!
?-5,'1&'!(,/5&'$6!',01&2?M!+&!&(<,'!;&22,;(1&2?!K,',!*&-2>!(&!%,!
<,'1($%6,! 12! (<,! *,/$6,! ?-%5&5-6$(1&2M!92$6)?1?! ',?('1;(,>! (&!/,2!
K$?! 2&(! 5,'*&'/,>! >-,! (&! (<,! 61/1(,>! 2-/%,'! &*!/$6,N&26)! (K12!
5$1'?!12!,$;<!0'&-5!P""!=c!5$1'?3!U!4c!5$1'?TM!!

!
'MH@IC$ \1$ *@F@SJEMZC$ PMNEIMA@EMGO$ KSGEN$ GT$ ELC$ MOEIJDSJNN$
DGIICSJEMGO$ KIGAJAMSMEMCN$ YMELMO$ CJDL$ HIG@K$ GT$ EYMON?$ /N$
CUKCDECP$ TGI$ HCOCEMDJSS[$ MOTS@CODCP$ EIJMENR$ DGIICSJEMGO$ CTTCDEN$
JIC$ HICJECI$ TGI$ FGOGc[HGEMD$ EYMON$ ELJO$ PMc[HGEMD$ EYMON?$ +LMN$
N@HHCNEN ELC$ KICNCODC$ GT$ HCOCEMD$ MOTS@CODCN$ GO$ DGIEMDJS$

DGOOCDEMZME[$ ELJE$ DJO$ AC$ T@IELCI$ JOJS[cCP$ A[$ FGPCSMOH$
LCIMEJAMSME[?!

$

'MH@IC$`1$+LC$LCIMEJAMSME[$FJEIMU$MN$NLGYO?$*GSGI$ZJS@CN$MO$ELC$
DCSSN$ NLGY$ ELC$ LCIMEJAMSME[$ DGCTTMDMCOE$ TGI$ CJDL$ ZJSMP$
6DGONMNECOES[$ TG@OP7$DGOOCDEMGO?$+LC$LCIMEJAMSME[$FJEIMU$NLGYN$
ICHMGON$ GT$ NMHOMTMDJOE$ LCIMEJAMSME[$ MO$ ELC$ SCTE$ LCFMNKLCICR$ YMEL$
LMHLCNE$SCZCSN$6d;:_7$TGI$ELC$TMACI$DG@OEN$GT$ELC$SCTE$KICD@OC@N?$
'MACIN$DGOOCDEMOH$DGIEMDJS$ICHMGON$GT$ELC$SCTE$KCIM3DJSDJIMOC$JOP$
T@NMTGIF$H[IMR$JOP$ELGNC$GT$ELC$SCTE$D@OC@N$JOP$KICD@OC@NR$JSNG$
NLGYCP$FGPCIJEC$LCIMEJAMSME[$6>a3>:_7?$!

! !
2?$%&!*-!!&0)$

!
.2!(<1?!?(->)3!K,!-?,>!UEN>1',;(1&2!<10<N$20-6$'!',?&6-(1&2!1/$0,?!
PW9D4.T! 12! @CE! 12>1B1>-$6?! $(! E! O,?6$3! (&! ('$;,! *1%,'! ('$;(?!
(<'&-0<&-(! (<,! ,2(1',! %'$12M! V,! -?,>! $! 2&B,6! &'1,2($(1&2!
>1?('1%-(1&2!*-2;(1&2!PX4YT!%$?,>!('$;(&0'$5<)!/,(<&>!(&!$;;&-2(!
*&'! ;'&??120! *1%,'?3! $66&K120! B$61>! 5-'?-1(! &*! (<,! >1**-?1&2!
5'&5$0$(&'! K<,',! *1%,'?! /1L! &'! ;'&??M! 8&'(1;$6! 6$%,6?! K,',!
,L('$;(,>!$-(&/$(1;$66)!*'&/!;&N',01?(,',>!?-'*$;,!/&>,6?3!$2>!(<,!
5'&5&'(1&2! &*! 12(,'<,/1?5<,'1;! ;&22,;(1&2?! K$?! *-'(<,'! ?(->1,>3!
-?120!?($(1?(1;$6!$2$6)?1?!&*!(<,!;&22,;(1B1()!/$('1;,?M!!
! .2!&-'!<,'1($%161()!$2$6)?1?! *&'!;&'(1;$6! *1%,'!;&22,;(1B1()3!K,!
&%?,'B,>! /&>,'$(,! PCCnT! 6,B,6?! &*! <,'1($%161()! *&'! (<,! *1%,'!
5'&5&'(1&2?! 122,'B$(120! (<,! 6,*(! 5',;-2,-?! 12! (<,! *-66! 0'&-5M!
W&K,B,'3!K<,2!(<,!$2$6)?1?!K$?!61/1(,>!(&!&26)!*,/$6,!(K12!5$1'?3!
<10<!<,'1($%161()!P]CnT!K$?!*&-2>!12!(<,!*1%,'?!12(,';&22,;(120!(<,!
6,*(! 12?-6$! K1(<! (<,! 6,*(! ?-5,'1&'! (,/5&'$6! ',01&2?M! V<,2! 6$'0,'!
?$/56,?! $',! $B$16$%6,3! K,! K166! %,! $%6,! (&! $??,??! 12(,'$;(1&2?!
%,(K,,2!?,L!$2>!<,'1($%161()3!$2>!/&>,6!,2B1'&2/,2($6!?&-';,?!&*!
B$'1$2;,!-?120!?('-;(-'$6!,f-$(1&2!/&>,6?M!!
! O<,! *'&2($6! 6&%,! <$?! $! <10<! 5'&5&'(1&2! &*! B&L,6?! ;&2($12120!
K<1(,! /$((,'! *1%,'?! (<$(! /1L! &'! ;'&??M! O<1?! 6,$>?! (&! *1%,'!
12;&<,',2;,!$2>!5$'(1$6!B&6-/,!,**,;(?! 12! (<,! 6$'0,!B&L,6?! ()51;$6!
&*! >1**-?1&2NK,10<(,>! 1/$0,?M! O'$;(?! 12! (<,?,! ',01&2?! $',!
;<$66,20120! (&! ('$;,! $;;-'$(,6)! -?120! (<,! ?($2>$'>! ?1206,N(,2?&'!
/&>,6M! O<,! 5'12;15$6! >1',;(1&2! &*! (<,! (,2?&'! ;$2! %,! /1?6,$>120!
K<,2!*1%,'?!/1L!&'!;'&??!12!(<,!?$/,!B&L,63!?&!<,',!K,!-?,>!$!*-66!
X4Y! /&>,6! &*! (<,! W9D4.! ?102$63! (&! %,((,'! ;$5(-',! *1%,'!
('$Z,;(&'1,?M!O<,!-?,!&*!<10<,'!/$02,(1;! *1,6>?!K1(<! ?/$66,'!B&L,6!
?1`,?!/10<(!6,$>!(&!*-'(<,'!1/5'&B,/,2(?M!
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! O<,! <-/$2! *'&2($6! 6&%,! 1?! ;'1(1;$6! *&'! /,>1$(120! ,L,;-(1B,!
*-2;(1&23!?,6*N;&2('&63!$2>!?5,,;<M!9?! (<,',! 1?!$6?&!?&/,!,B1>,2;,!
*&'!?,LN>,5,2>,2(!*-2;(1&21203!K,!,L$/12,>!?,L!>1**,',2;,?!12!(<,!
12('$N!$2>!12(,'N<,/1?5<,'1;!;1';-1(')!&*!H!\,)!*'&2($6!6&%,!;&'(1;$6!
',01&2?! -?120! X4YN%$?,>! K<&6,N%'$12! W9D4.! ('$;(&0'$5<)M! .2!
612,! K1(<! ?&/,! (<,&'1,?! &*! <,/1?5<,'1;! ?5,;1$61`$(1&2! $2>! ?,L!
>1**,',2;,?! a"_N@Sb3! K,! K,',! $%6,! (&! *12>! ?1021*1;$2(! ?,L!
>1**,',2;,?!12!(<,!K<1(,!/$((,'!*1%,'!;&-2(?M!V&/,2!<$>!$!0',$(,'!
5'&5&'(1&2! &*! ;&22,;(1&2?! %,(K,,2! 6,*(! $2>! '10<(! ?-5,'1&'! *'&2($6!
;&'(1;,?M!O<,)!$6?&!<$>!*,K,'!*1%,'?!&B,'$66!K1(<12!(<,!'10<(!6$(,'$6!
&'%1(&N*'&2($6! ',01&2M! !V,!5',B1&-?6)! *&-2>!?,L!>1**,',2;,?! 12! (<,!
0,&/,('1;! ;&/56,L1()! &*! (<,?,! ;&'(1;$6! ',01&2?3! -?120! *'$;($6!
>1/,2?1&2!$2$6)?1?3!12!$!?,5$'$(,!;&<&'(!a@"bM!
! .2!(<1?!?(->)3!K,!>1>!2&(!2&'/$61`,!(<,!*1%,'!;&-2(?!(&!$;;&-2(!
*&'!>1**,',2;,?!12!(<,!?1`,?!&*!(<,!;&'(1;$6!',01&2?!K1(<12!(<,!%'$12!
$2>! $;'&??! ?-%Z,;(?M! .(! 1?! $(! 6,$?(! 6&01;$66)! 5&??1%6,! (<$(! $! 0',$(,'!
5'&5&'(1&2! &*! *1%,'?!K166! %,! 5',?,2(! 12! ?-%Z,;(?!K1(<! 6$'0,'! %'$12?!
(<$2!&(<,'?M!G'$12?!/$)!$6?&!?;$6,!$66&/,('1;$66)3!,M0M3!$;;&'>120!(&!
$! 6&0$'1(</1;! 5&K,'! 6$KM! 92! &B,'$66! 6$'0,'! %'$12! >&,?! 2&(!
2,;,??$'16)! /,$2! (<$(! (<,! ?1`,! &*! ,$;<! ;&'(1;$6! ',01&2! 1?!
5'&5&'(1&2$(,6)! ?;$6,>! -5! %)! (<,! ?$/,! /-6(1561;$(1B,! *$;(&'M! O<,!
>,5,2>,2;)!&*!;&22,;(1B1()!&2!%'$12!?1`,!/$)!%,!$!(&51;!&*!*-(-',!
12B,?(10$(1&2M!!
! O<1?!516&(!;&22,;(1B1()!?(->)!1?!61/1(,>!%)!(<,!',6$(1B,6)!?/$66!
2-/%,'!&*!('$;(?!('$;,>!12!(<,?,!?-%Z,;(?3!%-(!(<,!?$/56,!?1`,!1?!?(166!
B,')! 6$'0,! *&'! $! EO! W9D4.! ?(->)! P!g@CETM! ! V<16,! (<,?,! ('$;(?!
K,',! 5'&%$%161?(1;$66)! ?,,>,>! 12! ',01&2?! &*! <10<! $21?&('&5)3!
,2?-'120! $! <10<! 5'&%$%161()! &*! *12>120! (<,! /$Z&'! ('$;(?3! *-(-',!
?(->1,?! 12;6->120! /&',! ('$;(?! K166! $66&K! ;&2;6-?1&2?! (&! %,! /$>,!
',0$'>120! ;&22,;(1B1()! 12! ',01&2?! (<$(! K,',! >1?;$'>,>! 12! (<1?!
$2$6)?1?!>-,!(&!6$;\!&*!?-**1;1,2(!*1%,'?!$;'&??!(<,!,2(1',!5&5-6$(1&2M!!
$

("'"(")*"!$
!
a"b! =M! O<&/$?&2! $2>! IM! O<&/5?&23! r41**-?1&2! ./$01203! V<1(,!
=$((,'! $2>! I?);<&5$(<&6&0)3r! .((F$9% V"?4"W% 6X% 294(4B$9%
M)>B'696/>M!12!5',??3!X;(M!@S"SM!
a@b!=M!s-%1;\1+% "5% $9A3! rD,>-;,>! 12(,'<,/1?5<,'1;! ;&22,;(1B1()! 12!
?;<1`&5<',21$N('$;(&0'$5<)! %$?,>! ?,0/,2($(1&2! &*! (<,! ;&'5-?!
;$66&?-/3r!LB'4Y67'3%V")+%B&6M!"SJ3!55M!"@HNC"3!4,;!@SS_M!
aCb! OM! G1($2+% "5% $9A3! rG1>1',;(1&2$6! ;&22,;(1B1()! %,(K,,2!
<,/1?5<,',?! &;;-'?! $(!/-6(156,! 6,B,6?! 12! 6$20-$0,! 5'&;,??120! %-(!
>,5,2>?!&2!?,L3r!&%!"F36)B4+%B&6M!CS3!55M!""H]JN_H3!:,5!"!@S"SM!
aEb!8M!4$B$(`1\&?!$2>!:M!=M!D,?21;\3!r:,L!>1**,',2;,?!12!$2$(&/1;!
/,$?-',?! &*! 12(,'<,/1?5<,'1;! ;&22,;(1B1()Q! ;&'',6$(1&2?! K1(<!
;&021(1&2! 12!K&/,2!%-(!2&(!/,23r!2"3"G%2635"Z+%B&6M!_3!55M!JCHN
ES3!X;(N+&B!"UU_M!
aHb!WM! mM! I$'\+% "5% $9A3! r8&'5-?! ;$66&?$6! ;&22,;(1&2!/$55120! -?120!
;&'(1;$6!0'$)!/$((,'!5$';,66$(1&2!$2>!4ON=D.3r![F-%=3$4(%<$77+%
B&6M!@U3!55M!HSCN"J3!=$)!@SS_M!
aJb!tM!IM!8<$&+% "5%$9A3! rI'&%$%161?(1;! (&5&0'$5<)!&*!<-/$2!;&'5-?!
;$66&?-/! -?120! ;)(&$';<1(,;(-'$6! 5$';,66$(1&2! $2>! <10<! $20-6$'!
',?&6-(1&2!>1**-?1&2!1/$0120!('$;(&0'$5<)3r![F-%=3$4(%<$77+%B&6M!
CS3!55M!C"]@N_]3!X;(!@SSUM!
a]b! IM! W$0/$22+% "5% $9A3! r=$55120! (<,! ?('-;(-'$6! ;&',! &*! <-/$2!
;,',%'$6!;&'(,L3r!M86L%=469+%B&6M!J3!5M!,"HU3!m-6!"!@SS_M!
a_b! .M! 90$2Z+% "5% $9A3! r9! W&-0<! ('$2?*&'/! 06&%$6! 5'&%$%161?(1;!
$55'&$;<!(&!/-6(156,N?-%Z,;(!>1**-?1&2!=D.!('$;(&0'$5<)3r!=,>1;$6!
./$0,!92$6)?1?3!4(%73"))%@S""M!
aUb! eM! .M! >,! c-%1;$'$)+% "5% $9A3! r=,,(120! (<,! 8<$66,20,?! &*!
+,-'&1/$0120! e,2,(1;?3r!=3$4(% ,-$/4(/% ="'$?+% B&6M! @3! 55M! @H_N
@JC3!4,;!"!@SS_M!

a"Sb! 8M! mM! W&6/,?+% "5% $9A3! rA2<$2;,/,2(! &*! =D! 1/$0,?! -?120!
',01?('$(1&2! *&'! ?102$6! $B,'$01203r! &% 26-7F5% .))4)5% K6-6/3+% B&6M!
@@3!55M!C@ENCC3!=$'N95'!"UU_M!
a""b! 9M! #,&K+% "5% $9A3! r.2B,'?,! ;&2?1?(,2(! /$55120! 12! C4!
>,*&'/$%6,! 1/$0,! ',01?('$(1&2Q! 1(?! ;&2?('-;(1&2! $2>! ?($(1?(1;$6!
5'&5,'(1,?3r!,(X%M36B"))%<"#%,-$/4(/+%B&6M!"U3!55M!EUCNHSC3!@SSHM!
a"@b! GM! Y1?;<6+% "5% $9A3! r9-(&/$(1;$66)! 5$';,66$(120! (<,! <-/$2!
;,',%'$6!;&'(,L3r!2"3"G%2635"Z+%B&6M!"E3!55M!""N@@3!m$2!@SSEM!
a"Cb!.M!90$2Z+%"5%$9A3!rD,;&2?('-;(1&2!&*!(<,!&'1,2($(1&2!>1?('1%-(1&2!
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6.2 Genetics of the connectome

The following section is adapted from:

Jahanshad N, Hibar DP, Ryles A, McMahon KL, de Zubicaray GI, Martin NG, Wright MJ,

Toga AW, and Thompson PM (2012). Discovery of genes that affect the human brain connec-

tivity: A genome-wide analysis of the connectome. International Symposium of Biomedical

Imaging (ISBI) Barcelona, Spain, May 2-5 2012.
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',?-6(120! -2;&'',;(,>!5OA$6-,!/$5?! -?120! (<,! *$6?,! >1?;&A,')! '$(,!
Sf4GV!/,(<&>!^""_N!

i5,2=j!?&*(I$',!^"@_!I$?!1/56,/,2(,>!12!G!S<((5dhhIIIN'O

5'&c,;(N&'0hV!*&'!;$6;-6$(120!(<,!9h8ha!5$'$/,(,'?N!!W<,!;&A$'1$(,?!

?,Y3!$0,3!$2>! (&($6!%'$12!A&6-/,!SWCkV!I,',!$>>,>! (&! (<,!/&>,63!

$2>!\X[!8.?!*&'!(<,!9!(,'/!I,',!;&/5-(,>N!!

!

:9P9*,>CIE>5QHD>*BAAI?HB@HICA*B?KIAA*@R>*EB@KHS*
!

],2&/,OI1>,!$??&;1$(1&2?!I,',!5,'*&'/,>!$(!,$;<!&*!(<,!\Q!A$61>!

S&-(!&*!"@@V!/$('1Y!,6,/,2(?!S$*(,'!*16(,'120!&-(!;&22,;(1&2?!I<1;<!

$',!2&(!<,'1($%6,! S$
@
!l!QNQ"V!&'!2&(!5',?,2(! 12! $(! 6,$?(!\X[!&*! (<,!

?-%c,;(?V!-?120!"II$P!O!$!/1Y,>!/&>,6!$55'&$;<!O!;&2('&66120!*&'!
$0,3!?,Y3!$2>!WCk!^"D_N!8&22,;(1&2?!I1(<!$!<,'1($%161()!,?(1/$(,!&*!

l! "[! I,',! ,Y;6->,>! (&! 61/1(! (<,! ?,$';<! ',01&2! (&! ;&22,;(1&2?!

I<,',!I,!;$2!,?(1/$(,!?&/,!>,0',,!&*!0,2,(1;!12(,'$(1&2N!a//$j!

$;;&-2(?!*&'! (<,!*$/161$6! ',6$(,>2,??!%,(I,,2!?-%c,;(?! (<'&-0<!(<,!

-?,!&*!$!M12?<15!/$('1Y!>,?;'1%120!(<,!0,2,(1;!?1/16$'1(1,?!%,(I,,2!

$66! 5$1'?! &*! ?-%c,;(?N! 92$6)?1?! I$?! 61/1(,>! (&! (<&?,! ?1206,!

2-;6,&(1>,! 5&6)/&'5<1?/?! S:+E?V! I1(<! $! /12&'! $66,6,! *',`-,2;)!

S=9fV!0',$(,'!(<$2!QN"N!F@Z3@ZP!:+E?!I,',!(,?(,>N!!

*
:9T9*'A@B<LHARHCF*AHFCHNH?BC?>*@RK>ARILDA*
!

9! ?1021*1;$2;,! (<',?<&6>! &*! PY"Q
O\
! I$?! ,?($%61?<,>! *&'! 0,2&/,O

I1>,! ?1021*1;$2;,! *&'! ',$?&2?! >,?;'1%,>! %,6&IN! R,! >,(,'/12,>!

?1021*1;$2;,!6,A,6?!*&'!$??&;1$(1&2!(,?(?!%)!*1'?(!,?(1/$(120!(<,!(&($6!

2-/%,'! &*! 12>,5,2>,2(! (,?(?! 5,'*&'/,>N! #12M$0,! >1?,`-161%'1-/!

S#4V!6,$>?!(&!;&'',6$(1&2!$/&20!(<,!F@Z3@ZP!:+E?!$2>!I<,2!(I&!

0,2&()5,>! :+E?! $',! 12! <10<! #43! ,$;<! (,?(! 1?! 2&(! ;&/56,(,6)!

12>,5,2>,2(N! C)! *1'?(! ,?(1/$(120! (<,! ,**,;(1A,! 2-/%,'! &*!

12>,5,2>,2(! (,?(?! I,! ;$2! $A&1>! -?120! $2! -2>-6)! ;&2?,'A$(1A,!

?1021*1;$2;,!;'1(,'1&2N!4-,!(&! 612M$0,!>1?,`-161%'1-/3! (<,!,**,;(1A,!

2-/%,'! S="QQV! &*! :+E?! (,?(,>! ^"F_! I$?! @"F3XPZN! W<,! ?$/,! 6&01;!

;$2! $6?&!%,! $5561,>! (&! (<,!/$('1Y! ,6,/,2(?! (,?(,>N!86,$'6)! $2!&**O

>1$0&2$6!,6,/,2(!1?!2&(!12>,5,2>,2(!&*!(<,!,2('1,?!12!(<,!?$/,!'&I!

$2>! ;&6-/2N! f&'! $! /$('1Y! ,6,/,2(3! 8SJ+8V3! ',5',?,2(120! (<,! (&($6!
5'&5&'(1&2?!&*!*1%,'?!;&22,;(120!;&'(1;$6!',01&2?!J!$2>!83!(<1?!A$6-,!
1?! 2&(! *-66)! 12>,5,2>,2(! &*! /$('1Y! ,6,/,2(?! SJ+JV! $2>! S8+8V!
;&'',?5&2>120! (&! (<,! (&($6! 5'&5&'(1&2?! &*! ('$;(?! ;'&??120! ,$;<!

;&'(1;$6! ',01&2! J! $2>! 83! ',?5,;(1A,6)N! R<16,! $! (&($6! &*! \Q!
;&22,;(1&2?! I,',! ,A$6-$(,>3! DD! &*! (<&?,! ;&22,;(1&2?! 61,! &2! (<,!

>1$0&2$6! ;&'',?5&2>120! (&! >1**,',2(! ',01&2?! &2! (<,! ;&'(,Y! $2>!

/10<(! %,! ,Y5,;(,>! (&! %,! 12>,5,2>,2(! ;&/5&2,2(?! S$6(<&-0<! 2&(!

2,;,??$'16)V3!I<16,!&**!>1$0&2$6!,6,/,2(?!$',!;6,$'6)!>,5,2>,2(!&2!

(I&! ',01&2?N!:1/16$'6)3! $!5'12;15$6! ;&/5&2,2(?! $2$6)?1?!&*! (<,!\Q!

/$('1Y! ,6,/,2(?! -?120! 12*&'/$(1&2! *'&/! (<,! (I12?! 12! (<,! 9h8ha!

/&>,6!',A,$6?!(<$(!@\!;&/5&2,2(?!$',!?-**1;1,2(!(&!,Y56$12!\X[!&*!

(<,!A$'1$2;,!12!(<,!?$/56,N!9!C&2*,''&21!;&'',;(1&2!&2!(<,!2-/%,'!

&*!12>,5,2>,2(!?$/56,?!I&-6>!%,!QNQXhSDDm@"F3XPZVT!PNQUY"Q
O\
!&'!

QNQXhS@\m@"F3XPZVT! ZNQFY"Q
O\
3! ',?5,;(1A,6)N! R,! ;<&?,! (<,! /&',!

;&2?,'A$(1A,!PY"Q
O\
!$?!&-'!(<',?<&6>!*&'!0,2&/,OI1>,!?1021*1;$2;,3!

I<1;<! I,! ?<&I! 1?! $;;,5($%6,! (<'&-0<! ,Y(,2?1A,! 5,'/-($(1&2?! (&!

*12>! (<,! 2-66! >1?('1%-(1&2! &*! $??&;1$(1&2! ?($(1?(1;?N! i(<,'! ]R9O

?(->1,?!&*!/-6(156,!('$1(?!<$A,!-?,>!(<,!*$6?,!>1?;&A,')!'$(,!Sf4GV!

5'&;,>-',! (&! *12>! (<,! $55'&5'1$(,! ;&'',;(1&2! (<',?<&6>! *&'! &2,!

$2$6)?1?!$;'&??!(<,!0,2&/,!^"X_N!f&'!;&/5$'1?&23!I,!5,'*&'/,>!$!

?1/16$'! $2$6)?1?! -?120!f4G!&2! (<,!5OA$6-,?! &%($12,>! *'&/! (<,!\Q!
('$1(?! (&! &%($12! $! ;&'',;(1&2! (<',?<&6>! &*! PNXZY"Q

O\
! *&'! (<,! *-66!

;&<&'(!]R9:N!

!

:9U9*2ID>LHCF*C;LL*DHA@KH<;@HICA*NIK*,60#*
!

9(! ,$;<! &*! (<,! \Q! $;;,5(,>! 2&>,?! 12! (<,! ;&22,;(1A1()! /$('1Y3! $!

]R9:! I$?! 5,'*&'/,>! *&'! (<,! @@Q! (I12?! -?,>! 12! (<,! 9h8ha!

?('-;(-'$6! ,`-$(1&2!/&>,6N!W&!>,(,'/12,! $2)!5&(,2(1$6! >1**,',2;,?!

12! (<,!2-66!>1?('1%-(1&2?!I1(<! ',?5,;(! (&! (<,!>,0',,!&*! (<,!$>>1(1A,!

0,2,(1;! ;&/5&2,2(3! ]R9:! I$?! 5,'*&'/,>! "QQQ! (1/,?! &2!

5,'/-(,>! /$('1;,?N! ! R<,2! ;&2>-;(120! (<,?,! 5,'/-($(1&2?3! ,$;<!

?-%c,;(L?! ;&A$'1$(,?! S$0,3! ?,Y3! $2>! WCkV! ',/$12,>! ('-,! (&! 1(?!

?&-';,3!I<16,!(<,!/$('1Y!,6,/,2(?!I,',!5,'/-(,>!12!$!/$22,'!(<$(!

,2?-',>!5',?,'A$(1&2!&*!*$/16)!?('-;(-',N!!k$6-,?!*&'!=b!(I12!5$1'?!

I,',!&26)!5,'/-(,>!I1(<!,$;<!&(<,'3!I<16,!(<,!4b!(I12!5$1'?!I,',!

5,'/-(,>! ?,5$'$(,6)N! ! R1(<12! ,$;<! 5,'/-($(1&23! I1(<12O(I12! 5$1'!

',$''$20,/,2(?!I,',!$6?&!$66&I,>!(&!/$Y1/1K,!5,'/-($(1&2?N!!

!

:9V9*#WLH@5ABEWL>*,60#*
!

R<16,!$66!*$/161,?!$',!5$'(1;15$2(?!12!(<,!?$/,!?(->)3!,$;<!*$/16)!1?!

0,2,(1;$66)!-21`-,3!?&!I,!I,',!$%6,! (&!?561(!&-'! 6$'0,!?$/56,! 12(&!

(I&!-21`-,!?-%0'&-5?!12!&'>,'!(&!5'&A1>,!$!0,2,(1;$66)!12>,5,2>,2(!

?$/56,!*&'!',561;$(120!(<,!,**,;(!&*!$2)!?-00,?(1A,!0,2,(1;!A$'1$2(?!

&2! %'$12! ?('-;(-'$6! ;&22,;(1A1()N! 9! ?;<,/$(1;! I&'M*6&I3! &*! (<,!

5'&;,??120! $2>! ?($(1?(1;$6! 515,612,3! 1?! 5',?,2(,>! 12! +HF* 839! W<,!
0'&-5?! I,',! ?561(! $;;&'>120! (&! -21`-,! ?-%c,;(! 1>,2(1*1;$(1&2!

2-/%,'?N! 966! /,/%,'?! &*! (<,! ?$/,! *$/16)! I,',! $??102,>! (&! (<,!
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?$/,!0'&-5N!!+&!?1021*1;$2(!>1**,',2;,?!I,',!?,,2!%,(I,,2!0'&-5?!

I1(<!',?5,;(!(&!?,Y!S5!T!QN\"V!&'!WCk!S5!T!QNQUVN!9?!(<,!?(->)!I$?!
>,61%,'$(,6)! >,?102,>! (&! ?$/56,! )&-20! $>-6(?! 12! (<,! 2$''&I! $0,O

'$20,!@"ODQ3!$6(<&-0<!/,$2!>1**,',2;,?!I,',!/121/$63!(<,',!I$?!$!

?1021*1;$2(! >1**,',2;,! 12! $0,! $?! ;$6;-6$(,>! (<'&-0<! $! (I&O?1>,>! (O

(,?(!&*!(<,!5&5-6$(1&2?!S5!T!"N@Y"QO"Ze!/,$2!]'&-5!"!T!@FNFe!/,$2!
]'&-5!@!T!@@NUVN!!!

!

P9*('#17.#*
*

+HF9*:*?<&I?!',01&2?!*&'!I<1;<!(<,!9h8ha!/&>,6!I$?!*&-2>!(&!*1(!
(<,! >$($!I,66! $2>! $

:
! g"[!$?!I,66! $?!84f!56&(?! &*! >,?;'1%120! (<,!

?1021*1;$2;,!&*!98a3!$2>!?-%O/&>,6?!I1(<!',?5,;(!(&!(<,!a!/&>,6N!*
+HF* P! ?<&I?! (<,! 2-66! >1?('1%-(1&2! &*! ]R9! ?($(1?(1;?! $(! "Q!
;&22,;(1&2?! I1(<! 12;',$?120! 6,A,6?! &*! <,'1($%161()N! R,! 2&(,! 12!

0,2,'$6!(<$(!I<,2!5',?,'A120!(<,!*$/16)!?('-;(-',3!$?!1?!>&2,!12!(<1?!

;$?,3! (<,! ;<&1;,! &*! /&',! <10<6)! <,'1($%6,! ;&22,;(1&2?! (,2>,>! (&!

5'&>-;,! 5,'/-($(1&2?!I1(<! &2! $A,'$0,! 6&I,'! 5OA$6-,?N!9;'&??! $66!

"QQQ!5,'/-($(1&2?!&*!(<,!"Q!;&22,;(1&2?3!@X"!:+E?!<$>!$!5OA$6-,!

*$66120! %,6&I! (<,! PY"Q
O\
! 0,2&/,OI1>,! ?1021*1;$2;,! (<',?<&6>3!

I<1;<!?-00,?(?!(<$(!(<,!,Y5,;(,>!2-/%,'!&*!*$6?,!5&?1(1A,?!&A,'!$66!

\Q!',01&2?!12!(<,!0'&-5!1?!&2!$A,'$0,!1?!\QYQNQ@X"!T!@N@U!SI<,',!

I,!*&-2>!FVN!!

i-'!]R9:!&*!(<,!;&22,;(1A1()!12!]'&-5!"!?<&I,>!$!0,2&/,OI1>,!

?1021*1;$2(! S5! T! DN@DY"QO\V! $??&;1$(1&2! I1(<12! (<,! K/R!*% 0,2,N!!
W<,!;&2('1%-(1&2!&*!(<1?!A$'1$2(!I$?!(<,2!$??,??,>!12!]'&-5!@!$(!(<,!

?$/,!2&>,N!!W<,!$??&;1$(1&2!I$?!',561;$(,>!12!(<,!?,;&2>!0'&-5!(&!

$0$12! ?<&I! ?1021*1;$2(! S5! T! QNQQ@"V! ',>-;(1&2?! S-2O?($2>$'>1K,>!
?6&5,! &*! ',0',??1&23! D-=:5*! T! OQNQQ@@3! D-=:5C! T! OQNQQ"XV! 12! (<,!

I<1(,! /$((,'! *1%,'! >,2?1()! *&'! ;&22,;(1&2?! %,(I,,2! (<,! 6,*(!

5&?(,'1&'!;120-6$(,!$2>!(<,!6,*(!?-5,'1&'!5$'1,($6!6&%,N!!

* f&'! ,Y56&'$(&')! 5-'5&?,?3! I,! ;&/%12,>! (<,! (I&! 0'&-5?! (&!
5,'*&'/!$!]R9:!$(! $66! \Q!2&>,?! $?! %,*&',N!R1(<!DD"!0,2&()5,>!

?-%c,;(?!S&-(!&*!DUU!?-%c,;(?!&A,'$66!I1(<!/$('1;,?!;&/5-(,>V3!(<,!

?($(1?(1;$6! 5&I,'! *&'! 0,2,(1;! $??&;1$(1&2! 1?! 0',$(6)! 12;',$?,>e!

<&I,A,'3!I,!$',!2&!6&20,'!$%6,!(&!5'&A1>,!$!?$/56,!*&'!',561;$(1&2N!

F! :+E?! I,',! *&-2>! (&! %,! ?1021*1;$2(d! D! 12! K/R!*! $2>! &2,! 12%
,@D4/CN! 9! ?('&20,'! $??&;1$(1&2! *&'! (<,! K/R!*! A$'1$2(?! 1?!
5',?,2(,>! 12! (<,! *-66! 0'&-5! *&'! (<,! ?$/,! ;&22,;(1&23! I1(<! $2!

$>>1(1&2$6! A$'1$2(! 12! (<,! ,@D4/C! 0,2,! ?<&I120! ?1021*1;$2(!
$??&;1$(1&2?! I1(<! (<,! 5'&5&'(1&2! &*! *1%,'?! ;&22,;(120! (<,! '10<(!

?-5,'1&'! 5$'1,($6! 6&%,! $2>! (<,! '10<(! 5&?(O;,2('$6! ',01&2! &*! (<,!

;&'(,YN! =$2<$(($2! 56&(?! *&'! (<,! @! 2&>,?! I<,',! A$'1$2(?! ',$;<,>!

0,2&/,OI1>,!?1021*1;$2;,!$',!5',?,2(,>!12!+HF*UN!
*

T9*!"#$1##"%-*
!

.2!(<1?!?(->)3!I,!-?,>!\FO>1',;(1&2!H9G4.!12!DUU!12>1A1>-$6?!$(!F!

W,?6$3! (&! ('$;,! *1%,'! ('$;(?! (<'&-0<&-(! (<,! ,2(1',! %'$12! -?120! $2!

&'1,2($(1&2!>1?('1%-(1&2!*-2;(1&2!Si4fV!%$?,>!('$;(&0'$5<)!/,(<&>!

^"U_N!R,! -?,>! $-(&/$(1;$66)! ,Y('$;(,>! ;&'(1;$6! 6$%,6?! (&! ;&/5-(,!

;&'(1;$6! ;&22,;(1A1()! /$('1;,?! %$?,>! &2! (<,! 5'&5&'(1&2! &*! *1%,'!

;&-2(?N! aY5$2>120! &2! $! (I12! >,?1023! I,! ;&2>-;(,>! (<,! *1'?(O,A,'!

0,2,(1;! $2>!0,2&/,OI1>,! $??&;1$(1&2! $2$6)?1?! &*! (<,! ;&22,;(1A1()!

/$('1;,?N!!

! W<,! 2&>,?! I<,',! 0,2&/,OI1>,! ?1021*1;$2(! $??&;1$(1&2?! I,',!

>1?;&A,',>! 12;6->,! (<,! ;&22,;(1&2?! %,(I,,2! (<,! 6,*(! ?-5,'1&'!

5$'1,($6! 6&%,! $2>! (<,! 6,*(! 5&?(,'1&'! ;120-6$(,! SK/R!*V! $2>! (<&?,!
%,(I,,2! (<,! '10<(! ?-5,'1&'! 5$'1,($6! 6&%,! $2>! (<,! '10<(! 5&?(O;,2('$6!

;&'(,Y! S,@D4/CVN! W<'&-0<! &-'!9h8ha! $2$6)?1?3!I,!I,',! $%6,! (&!
$(('1%-(,! PN"[! $2>! DZNU[! &*! (<,! &%?,'A,>! A$'1$2;,! 12! (<,?,! (I&!

;&22,;(1&2?3! ',?5,;(1A,6)3! (&! $>>1(1A,! 0,2,(1;! ;&/5&2,2(?N! i-'!

5',A1&-?!$2$6)?1?!$?!>,/&2?('$(,>! (<,!',61$%161()!&*! (<,?,!/$('1;,?!

^"P_N!k$'1$2(?!*&-2>!12!(<1?!?(->)!/$)!<$A,!5$'(1;-6$'!?1021*1;$2;,!

(&! 0,2,(1;!/,;<$21?/?! -2>,'6)120! 5<)?1&6&01;$6! 5$(<I$)?3! '$(<,'!

(<$2!$**,;(120!(<,!06&%$6!I<1(,!/$((,'!*1%,'!>,2?1()N!8&'',;(1&2?!*&'!

5,'*&'/120! $! 0,2&/,OI1>,! ?,$';<! S$2>! (,?(?! $;'&??! ,$;<! ,6,/,2(!

&*!(<,!!J!%/$('1YV!$',!$6?&!<10<610<(,>!12!(<1?!?(->)N*
*

('+'('-$'#*
^"_4N! 4N! n&66,?+% "9% $603! o9! ;&/5',<,2?1A,! ?(->)! &*! I<&6,O%'$12!
*-2;(1&2$6! ;&22,;(1A1()! 12! ;<16>',2! $2>! )&-20! $>-6(?3o! L"-"3%
L=-9"J+%A&6N!@"3!55N!DZXO\"3!f,%!@Q""N!
^@_=N! aN! W<&/$?&2! $2>! EN! =N! W<&/5?&23! o41**-?1&2! 1/$01203!

I<1(,!/$((,'3!$2>!5?);<&5$(<&6&0)3o!4((:%7"S%L62(%/)8B'=6+%A&6N!
P3!55N!UDOZX3!95'!@Q""N!

^D_=N!8N!8<1$20+% "9% $603! o],2,(1;?! &*! %'$12! *1%,'! $';<1(,;(-',! $2>!
12(,66,;(-$6!5,'*&'/$2;,3o!&%!":-=)B2+%A&6N!@\3!55N!@@"@O@F3!@QQ\N!
^F_+N!n$<$2?<$>+%"9%$603!o],2,(1;!12*6-,2;,?!&2!%'$12!$?)//,(')d!$!
4W.! ?(->)! &*! DPF! (I12?! $2>! ?1%6120?3o!!":-=2I$>"+% A&6N! X@3! 55N!
FXXOU\3!9-0!"X!@Q"QN!

^X_EN!=N!W<&/5?&2+%"9%$603!o],2,(1;!12*6-,2;,?!&2!%'$12!?('-;(-',3o!
!$9%!":-=)B2+%A&6N!F3!55N!"@XDOZ3!4,;!@QQ"N!
^U_EN! p&;<-2&A+% "9% $603! o],2,(1;?! &*! /1;'&?('-;(-',! &*! ;,',%'$6!
I<1(,!/$((,'!-?120!>1**-?1&2!(,2?&'!1/$01203o!!":-=2I$>"+%A&6N!XD3!
55N!""Q\O"U3!+&A!"X!@Q"QN!

^P_GN! :N! 4,?1M$2+% "9% $603! o92! $-(&/$(,>! 6$%,6120! ?)?(,/! *&'!
?-%>1A1>120! (<,! <-/$2! ;,',%'$6! ;&'(,Y! &2! =G.! ?;$2?! 12(&! 0)'$6!
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CHAPTER 7

Future works

The work presented in this dissertation lends itself to further studies, with biologically

pressing questions that can be explored for answers. In this section, several lines of work

drawn from material presented including connectomics, gene-by-environment interactions,

and replicating and improving power for genetic studies are described. Most of this work is

already in progress.

7.1 Connectivity measures as biomarkers

7.1.1 The connectome as an endophenotype for disease

Brain connectivity is derailed in Alzheimer’s disease (AD), autism, and related disorders,

making it urgent to screen the human genome for common variants affecting brain networks.

Here we adapted genome-wide association scans (GWAS) to screen the anatomical connectiv-

ity matrix for genetic effects. We scanned 331 Caucasian twins and siblings with high-field,

high-angular resolution diffusion imaging. Parcellations of the cortex and whole-brain trac-

tography were used to compile matrices counting white matter connections between 70x70

cortical regions. Using a twin design, we screened 500,000 genetic variants at all heritable

connections; a statistical threshold corrected for searching over the entire connectome and

genome. At this strict threshold, a single intragenic locus at 11p15.2 associated with fiber

density in one connection - between the left superior parietal and posterior cingulate cortices.

This genes protein product modulates amyloid-beta precursor protein (APP) cleavage, and

interacts with receptors for ApoE, the most widely accepted AD genetic risk factor. As such,

we mapped our top variant across 738 elderly Caucasians scans from the Alzheimer’s Disease
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Neuroimaging Initiative to screen for structural variations associated with the variant. Car-

riers of more major alleles showed enlarged ventricles, excess temporal lobe CSF, and had

lower gray matter volume in the superior parietal cortex. This variant was associated with

dementia severity assessed via the Clinical Dementia Rating (p=0.017) and AD diagnosis in

ADNI (p=0.036). We find a nominal significant association to disease status, hence proving

the endophenotype concept.
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Figure 7.1: Intragenic variants at 11p15.2 were found through a GWAS of the healthy

young human connectome. As the protein product of this gene has been previously shown

to interact in the amyloid-beta precursor protein (APP) pathway, an unbias search of the

elderly brain in ADNI finds significant anatomical variations in carriers of the top variant as

compared to non-carriers.
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7.1.2 Biomarkers for disease progression

Expanding on our discovery, we will set out to determine if measures obtained from the

connectivity matrices can serve as biomarkers for disease progression. As the Alzheimer’s

Disease Neuroimaging Initiative (ADNI) recently launched a second phase of the study to in-

corporate diffusion tensor imaging, an initial investigation was set out to determine whether

connectivity measures at an initial time point could predict neuroanatomical changes in

follow up scans. Using generalized network theory measures on the connectome, we find

suggestive evidence that these measures may be able to predict anatomical changes in follow

up scans. Structural brain networks are modeled as graphs where nodes designate elements

(i.e., brain regions) that are linked by edges representing physical connections. Abnormal

small-world architecture in large-scale brain networks has been found in AD patients, with

increased clustering and shortest paths linking individual regions, implying a less optimal

topological organization (He et al. , 2008). Smallworldness is a measure of topological or-

ganization defined as being between a random and an organized network; it is composed of

two measures obtainable from the – characteristic path length (CPL) and mean clustering

coefficient (MCC). CPL is an average measure of the minimum number of edges necessary

to get from one node to another in a network (i.e. average minimum path length and MCC

is a measure of how many neighbors of a given node are also connected to each other, rela-

tive to the total possible number of connections in the network (Rubinov & Sporns, 2010).

While the ratio of these two (each with respect to randomized networks) constitutes small-

worldness, the individual values analyzed jointly may be more informative. As far as we

know, small-world global network measures, such as CPL and MCC, have not yet been used

to predict anatomical disruption in AD. This hypothesis was tested and recently presented

in the following from which we adapt Figure 7.2:

Nir T*, Jahanshad N*, Jack Jr CR, Weiner MW, Toga AW, Thompson

PM and the Alzheimers Disease Neuroimaging Initiative (ADNI) (2012). Small

world network measures predict white matter degeneration in patients with early-

stage mild cognitive impairment, International Symposium of Biomedical Imag-
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ing (ISBI) Barcelona, Spain, May 2-5 2012.

	  

Figure 7.2: (a) These p-maps show regions where CPL and MCC are joint predictors of

FA differences (corrected p < .05) (b) These p-maps show regions where MCC is signifi-

cantly associated with change in FA (corrected p < .05) (c) These maps show Beta-values

(non-normalized slope of the regression) within regions where MCC has a significantly posi-

tive correlation with changes in FA.

Results in the small group of 19 presented here are encouraging and we are currently

expanding our analysis as more and more patients are coming in for follow up scans to

include more measures indicitive of degeneration in a growing dataset.

7.1.3 Defining new biomarkers

We aim to extend methods presented to find ways of discovering biologically meaningful

representations from networks. For example, while CPL is a standard measure calculated

from measures, no true path length measure exists to estimate distances lengths of path-

ways between cortical regions. When used for brain network analysis, the physical distance
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between cortical regions may also be relevant, as (among other factors) it may affect how

vulnerable the connection is to lesions, trauma, or degenerative processes. In this work, we

use HARDI tractography to map fibers in the brain connecting various cortical regions. We

created maps of the proportions of fibers that interconnect various cortical regions within

and across hemispheres and calculate an optimal path between cortical regions based on the

fiber counts.

For each subject, a full 70x70 connectivity matrix was created as in Chapter 6. Each

element described the proportion of the total number of fibers in the brain connecting each

of the labels; diagonal elements of the matrix describe the total number of fibers passing

through a certain cortical region of interest. If more than 5% of subjects had no fibers in

a matrix element, then the connection was considered invalid, or insufficiently consistent in

its incidence in the population, and was not included in the analysis. For each connection

across two nodes that was considered valid across the full healthy population (200 different

connections were present in 95% of the population), a fiber density image was created. This

image consists of a voxelwise mapping of the fibers intersecting the two regions, where a

count of fibers crossing each voxel was made.

All voxels in each person’s 3D fiber density map were then considered as nodes in a

graph; and each node in the graph is considered to be connected to 26 nodes (3D neighboring

voxels) by undirected edges. Note that now we are considering adjacency in the 3D image,

not the 2D matrix of cortical connections. Each edge was weighted inversely by the sum

of the fiber densities at each of the two voxels on the edge, and the weight was inversely

proportional to the Euclidean distance from the center of one voxel to the other. As the

edge weights correspond to edge costs for our shortest path detection method, a connection

between a pair of voxels that each had a high fiber density was assigned to a lower weight,

or lower cost. Suppose voxels i and j are voxelwise neighbors with integer fiber counts

(densities) di and dj respectively, and Euclidean distance between their centers is disti,j =
√

(xi − xj)2 + (yi − yj)2 + (zi − zj)2 . Then we defined the edge weight as wi,j =
disti,j
di+dj

. As

most voxels in the density image are not immediate neighbors of each other (the region is

generally a elongated path several voxels wide), the path graph can be represented by a
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sparse matrix.

We found a path through the graph from one cortical connection to the other, by follow-

ing nodes that minimize the weight using Dijkstra’s algorithm (Dijkstra, 1959). Dijkstra’s

algorithm is a graph search method to find the shortest discrete path from a source node to

every other node while minimizing the weight of the edges and has been previously applied

for tractography (Zalesky, 2008). To find the shortest path, Dijkstra’s algorithm requires

the graph to have specified start and end nodes. As the cortical segmentation spans a large

region with several voxels, the centroid of each region was selected as a representative ter-

mination point. Therefore, all connections starting or ending at that cortical segmentation

would ideally be made through the centroid. However, as the fibers would not necessarily be

expected to cross at the exact point of the centroid, and would often be outside the path, the

Euclidean distance was calculated from the centroid to all other voxels in the fiber density

map (that comprise the graph) to find the closest representative point. As such, for each

connection, a unique start or end point for a particular cortical ROI can be expected, as not

all fibers connecting Cortical ROI 1 to 2 will necessarily cross Cortical ROI 1 in the same

location as those fibers crossing Cortical ROI 1 and 3.

Dijkstra’s algorithm will then find the path, once the start and end nodes are specified. It

first assigns a distance value to every node in the graph, zero for the start node and infinity

for the rest. The algorithm sets the start point to be the current node and all marks all

others as unvisited. The current nodes distance to its unvisited neighbors is calculated; if

that distance is smaller then the neighbors existing distance value, it is replaced. The method

will mark the current node as visited and the current nodes distance is final, meaning the

distance from the start node to itself will remain zero. The new current node will be selected

as any unvisited node and the algorithm will continue exploring nodes until the destination

node is visited, resulting in a path to this node that minimizes the distance. The algorithm

will be incapable of finding a connection between the two nodes if the graph structure is

such that there are no edges from the subgraph containing the start node with the subgraph

containing the end node. Due to discretization of fibers into voxels, it is possible that the

density image would not show a continuous path, but piecewise sections of fibers instead,
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as shown in 2D in Figure 7.3. To account for this possibility, and to avoid having tracts

that do not start and end in different cortical regions, a 3D box is created spanning from

the start point in one cortical region to the end point in the other. After the start and end

points have been computed, this box is then artificially labeled with a uniform fractional

fiber density count (0.01) to allow for a continuous path between different cortical regions

to be connected, albeit at a high cost. Additionally, all voxels of the path were dilated (and

given the small density count). This helps to ensure a continual path such that Dijkstra’s

algorithm can find a set of voxel locations in to create a representative path connecting the

start and end regions.

	  

Figure 7.3: Discretization of a fiber into a set of voxels in the image (here in 2D, but the 3D

case is used) may leave a piecewise path (dark blue) rather than a continuous one. Voxels

are dilated (light blue) to ensure a continual path exists.

Once the optimal path has been calculated based on the weights, the length of the path

is computed by summing the distances from the center of the neighboring voxel points along

the path, starting from the start point, following the path, and ending at the end point in

the other cortical region. Alternative approaches might use tensor-derived measures such

as FA as weights, or other scalar measures not making full use of the HARDI data. Once

all the path lengths have been calculated from all valid cortical connections to the next,

an observed path length connectivity matrix can be computed Figure 7.4 Instead of each

element representing the fiber density between the connections, the physical length of fibers

connecting the regions is approximated.

In Figure 7.5 a single path with start and end points is visualized.
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Figure 7.4: Connectivity map of the path length estimates for a single subject. All path

lengths correspond to mm between one cortical centroid to the other. The path was defined

using Dijkstra’s shortest path on voxels weighted by the density of fibers passing through

them.

7.2 ENIGMA-DTI

The Enhancing Neuro-Imaging Genetics through Meta Analysis (ENIGMA) Project was

initialized in late 2009 in an effort to prove neuroimaging markers can serve as relavent

traits for discovering genetic markers of interest.

A number of groups around the world are now conducting brain imaging stud-

ies of normal individuals with MRI, DTI, and fMRI, and also obtaining (or plan-

ning to obtain) genomewide association scanning (GWAS) data. The best return

on our research investments will come from combining our data to achieve the

large samples (thousands of subjects) necessary to detect the modest gene ef-

fect sizes that we now know are the rule rather the exception for complex traits.

http://enigma.loni.ucla.edu/
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	  Figure 7.5: The observed path (blue line) constitutes a skeletonized path from the left

precuneus to the right posterior cingulate. The yellow colors show the density of all fibers

drawn from tractography connecting the two regions. Red and green spheres indicate the

start and end points.

The pilot project for ENIGMA (Stein et al. , 2012) was based on using hippocampal volume

and intracranial volume as phenotypes for genetic search. As this project was a success,

efforts continue to explore other neuroanatomical structures and imaging modalities. A vast

number of behavior traits, psychiatric disorders, diseases and types of neurodegeneration –

all with complex genetic characteristics – have been made with white matter microstructure,

perhaps more so than with hippocampal volume. In this sense, the quest to search the white

matter microstructure for genetic influence becomes a global priority. We will subsequently

lead a multinational effort to combine DTI and GWAS data across multiple institutions for

exploring the genetic potential of DTI meta analysis.
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7.2.1 Working group

However, due to the high variability of DTI based measures and high dependence of DTI

obtained anisotropy measures on imaging protocol as described in Chapter 2, an intial inves-

tigation must be put into place to identify stable, reliable, and heritable measures from the

DTI scans before developing protocols for global use. The integrity of the brain’s white mat-

ter can serve as an important endophenotype, and several genetic associations have already

been established. However, as described in Chapter 2, measures derived from DTI, such as

fractional anisotropy, can vary substantially depending on variables in the imaging acquisi-

tion protocols such as the image voxel size, number of directional gradients used, scanner

magnetic field strength, and the ratio of the number of directional images to those with no

diffusion sensitization. We therefore need an initial investigation into the genomic stability

of scans and are therefore forming a DTI working group for phenotype harmonization to

determine several measures computed from DTI images to serve as possible phenotypes to

pool together for multi-site genetic analyses. This working group is a methods development

group to identify heritable, and reproducible, measures from diffusion images and ways to

model or account for intersite differences in these phenotypes.

Currently approximately 2000 scans from 4 international sites (see Table 7.1 for a list of

sites) are being used for phenotype harmonization. The group is currently testing various

processing methods, initial phenotypes, and establishing quality control procedures that will

be able to be applied to large datasets. Results from an initial investigation are promissing

and are being presented at the Organization for Human Brain Mapping in June 2012.

Kochunov P., Jahanshad N, Thompson PM, Sprooten E, McIntosh A, Deary

I, Bastin ME, Toga AW, McMahon KL, de Zubicaray GI, Martin NG, Wright

MJ, Hong E. Carless M, Curran J, Dyer T, Olvera R, Duggirala R, Blangero J,

Glahn D. Genome-wide association of full brain white matter integrity from the

ENIGMA DTI working group. Organization for Human Brain Mapping (OHBM

2012), Beijing, China, June 10-14, 2012.

ENIGMA DTI Working group website
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7.2.2 Global expansion

Efforts from the working group will result in an easy-to-implement DTI protocol for all

interested ENIGMA sites to use for future meta-analysis in 2012. Already, several groups

have expressed interest in joining these efforts and the expected number of members is

expected to greatly increase.

Group N with DTI + GWAS Personnel in Working group?

QTIM 600 Thompson/Jahanshad Yes

GOBS 700 Glahn/Kochunov Yes

LBC1936 700 Deary/Bastin Yes

BFS 200 McIntosh/Sprooten Yes

UMCU 200 Hulshoff Pol/Mandl May 2012

UMD 500 Hong/Stein No

NAPLS 600 Cannon No

MAS/OATS ?? Sachdev No

BIG 600 Franke/Zwiers No

Table 7.1: Groups interested in joining ENIGMA DTI to date

7.3 LONI Pipeline updates

As our imaging genetics work expands, more and more tools will be developed to parellize

analyses. We will continue to use the LONI pipeline infrastructure to build tools for these

processes. Tools will continue to be shared for use by other group members online here:

http://users.loni.ucla.edu/~njahansh/Pipelines.htm
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